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Learning Objectives

After participating in this Webinar, participants will better be able to:

• Understand the unique experiences of violence experienced by 
First Nations, Métis, and Inuit Peoples since first contact

• Understand the root causes of contemporary violence and other 
social/health issues within some Indigenous families and 
communities

• Recognize the strengths of Indigenous Peoples who have survived 
by actively engaging in colonial resistance and revival of traditional 
cultures across generations

**************************
It may be distressing to think 

about past and ongoing 
stress/trauma and how it has 
affected you, your family, and 

community

**************************



Indigenous peoples in Canada

Many diverse Nations & Cultures 

First Nations
Over 600 communities representing over 

50 Nations and languages

Métis
Various groups representing Métis 

Nationhood

Inuit 
Four regions in Arctic / 51 communities



Colonial violence in Canada

• Colonialism in Canada

• Getting rid of the “Indian Problem”
• Massacres, Indian Act, broken treaties, stolen land, forced 

relocations, forced sterilizations, many more

• Policies explicitly aimed at assimilation

• Laws prohibiting cultural practices and ceremonies

• Laws/policies targeting children

• Indian Residential School system 
• children deemed most suitable for “complete transformation”
 

• Sixties Scoop and ongoing systemic inequities in the 
Child Welfare system



Exposing the harms of colonial violence

• Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP), 1996
• Long-term negative effects of various aspects of colonialism
• Health and social gaps relative to non-Indigenous population

• Importance of culture-based healing practices
• “…tinkering with existing programs and services” would not be enough to foster 

substantial improvements in the health of Indigenous peoples 
• Called for new and innovative approaches

• Many of RCAP’s recommendations were not implemented

• Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC), 2015
• Continued health/social gaps & intergenerational effects of colonialism
• --Violent victimization and perpetration higher in some Indigenous communities
• Many of the same Calls to Action as RCAP



Knowledge about Indigenous peoples in Canada and blaming attitudes

“It became clear over the course of the Commission’s work that most adult Canadians 
have been taught little or nothing about the residential schools...”

“…. the poverty and social dysfunction in Aboriginal communities were emphasized 
without any historical context to help students understand how or why these conditions 
came about. This omission has left most Canadians with the view that Aboriginal people 
were and are to blame for the situations in which they find themselves, as though there 
were no external causes. Aboriginal peoples have therefore been characterized as a social 
and economic problem that must be solved.”

TRC Final Report, 2015



“Dozens of federal, 
provincial and community 
studies compiled by the 
Conservative government 
appear to contradict the 
prime minister's contention 
that the problem of missing 
and murdered aboriginal 
women isn't a ‘sociological 
phenomenon’."



Social-ecological model of violence

• Centers for Disease control and Preventions (CDC) in the United States uses a four-level social-ecological 
model to better understand violence and the effect of potential prevention strategies.¹

https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/overview/social-ecologicalmodel.html

https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/overview/social-ecologicalmodel.html


Colonization: Racism & 
Contemporary events/policies 

Colonization: Racism & 
Historical events/policies 



Racism in Justice System & Police forces

“Canada has had a long-standing problem with both societal and 
institutional racism against Indigenous peoples, especially within the 
justice system. 
Numerous national inquiries, commissions, and investigations have all 
concluded that every level of the justice system has failed Indigenous 
peoples. 

More recent inquiries indicate that racism against Indigenous peoples is 
particularly problematic in police forces in Canada… despite the 
evidence, little has been done in Canada to act on the recommendations. 
This has resulted in the over-incarceration of Indigenous peoples, 
numerous deaths of Indigenous peoples in police custody, and the 
national crisis of thousands of murdered and missing Indigenous women 
and girls. 
This article seeks to highlight the lesser-known problem of police-
involved racialized and sexualized abuse and violence against 
Indigenous women and girls as a root cause of the large numbers of 
murdered and missing Indigenous women and girls in Canada.”



Residential Schools and Day Schools in Canada

• Indian Day schools and Residential Schools over 2 centuries

• Early 1800s-1996: Indigenous children across Canada

• “Take the Indian out of the child” 

In speaking about the new legislation forcing First Nations children to attend 
in 1920, the DIA Deputy Minister Scott stated that “I want to get rid of the 
Indian problem… That has been the whole purpose of Indian education and 
advancement since the earliest times... it is written in our law that the 
Indian was eventually to become enfranchised. Our object is to continue 
until there is not a single Indian question, and no Indian Department. That 
is the whole object of this Bill”.



Residential Schools in Canada: Underfunding and widespread neglect 

• 1907: Dr. Bryce described unhealthy conditions and neglect 
after visiting 35 residential schools between 1894 and 1908 

• Reported malnutrition, overcrowding, poor ventilation, and 
unsanitary conditions contributed to high instances of diseases. 

• Almost all had tuberculosis cases and few indicated evidence of 
concern of dangers to other children. In one school that kept 
complete records, 76% of children died. 

• He called for equitable access to tuberculosis treatment, noting 
that the budget for First Nations across Canada was much less 
than what was provided to the less populated city of Ottawa (as 
cited in Blackstock, 2016).

• He concluded that “medical science knows just what to do” 
and implored for improved ventilation and to stop combining 
sick and healthy children. 





Generations of children exposed to chronic abuse, neglect, and other adversities attending “Indian” Schools

• Residential School experiences
• Separated from families, community, 

culture
• Widespread abuse & neglect – 6000+ 

children died
• Cultural denial and shaming 
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Health and Social Effects of Early Life Adversity

Adverse Childhood Experiences 
(ACE) study in the United States

17000 middle class, middle-aged 
Americans

 Asked if they had experienced any of 10 ACEs 
before age 18

     Prevalent across diversity of populations

• Emotional Abuse
• Physical Abuse
• Sexual Abuse

• Emotional Neglect
• Physical Neglect

• Domestic Violence
• Household Substance Abuse
• Household Mental Illness
• Parental Separation/Divorce
• Incarcerated Household Member

http://www.cdc.gov/ace/index.htm



Cumulative exposure to adverse childhood experiences & negative outcomes 

  Physical & Mental health outcomes
 Fetal death
 Ischemic heart disease
 Liver disease
 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
 Sexually transmitted disease
 Depression and Suicide attempts

 Social/Behavioural outcomes
 Indicators for impaired work performance
 Adolescent pregnancy
 Smoking & early initiation of smoking
 Early initiation of sexual activity
 Delinquent behavior
 Violence perpetration & victimization
 Justice system involvement



Effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences in Childhood

 Adverse childhood experiences cumulatively linked with outcomes that 
begin to manifest in childhood/adolescence:

• depressed mood, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms, risk-
taking behavior, early pregnancy, eating disorders, weight problems, 
substance use, physical health outcomes, sexually transmitted disease 
treatment, suicide attempts, mental health treatment (Flaherty et al., 2013)

• aggression, violence, delinquency, anti-social behaviour, gang 
involvement, sex offending, involvement in criminal justice system

• Increasing exposure also associated with greater range of symptoms and/or 
diagnoses - comorbid illnesses (Anda et al., 2006; Copeland et al., 2007).

• Complex trauma  aggression - emotional regulation, cognition, depressive, 
anxiety, dissociative symptoms (D’Andrea et al., 2012; Finkelhor et al., 2009).



Cumulative exposure to adverse childhood experiences & negative outcomes 

• Although ACEs are an important precursor of 
offending behaviors, it is important to note 
that not all who encounter adversity engage in 
criminal behavior

• Many youth exposed to adversity do not 
develop negative health, social, and behavioral 
outcomes --pointing to the importance of 
other conditions that can affect how youth 
respond to ACEs and whether they engage in 
delinquency



Lateral violence in Residential Schools: Student-to-student abuse

 Survivors being named as peer abusers by other Survivors
  Comments in Media:

  “wasn’t anticipated” (Puxley, 2009)
  “unexpected” (Narine, 2011)
  “bizarre” (Curry, 2010)

 Qualitative study exploring student-to-student abuse in IRSs 
conducted among 43 health service providers who have 
worked with IRS Survivors

 Addressed several questions:
• Nature and prevalence of student-to-student abuse
• Factors that contributed to student-to-student abuse
• Effects of on those abused
• Effects on those who perpetrated abuse
• Collective effects in communities



Peer violence common across populations and in Residential Care Settings

in context of colonization, racism and forced removals 



Nature and Characteristics of abuse at Residential Schools

• 80% of service providers indicated they heard reports of student-
to-student abuse from clients, and many revealed that it was 
equally likely to be raised than was staff-to-student abuse

• Of 19 (44.2%) service providers who had seen over 100 clients
• 100% heard reports of staff abuse
• Student-to-student abuse equally likely to be raised

• Physical/emotional abuse in context of daily bullying
• Sometimes perpetrated by groups/gangs formed on the basis 

of cultural differences and community rivalries

• Sexual abuse less often – but not uncommon



Contributing factors to student-to-student abuse:  The residential school context

Step 1: isolate children from normal socialization 
processes 
• Children removed from parents, community, and 

cultural traditions/teachings

Step 2: create punitive and deprived living conditions
• Administer arbitrary and unpredictable sexual, emotional, 

physical abuse

• Humiliate & denigrate cultural features & practices

• Deprive food, clothing, basics, health care 



Lack of safety & powerlessness 

• “When they saw staff physically abusing another 
student, at first they would tell other staff. But then 
nothing would happen, so they had no one to tell. So 
they would just stop trying to tell other people. They 
would go to the head of the school and they were told 
that they were lying, and that it was not true, and that 
the staff wouldn’t do that. A lot of them were told that 
when they tried to tell someone about it.”

• Even among those who were not victimized themselves, 
“witnessing other students abused by other students 
would affect the witnesses and withhold their reactions 
out of fear as they were almost totally helpless.”



Step 3: foster aggression and abuse between students 

• dissolution of a valued and protective identity
• Explicit cultural shaming and racism 

• division between perpetrators (become tied to staff) and victims

“because of the restrictive and abusive environments in the schools, the kids often were forced to 
identify with their aggressors, and displace and release their hurt and anger on their younger and 
weaker peers…. they would hit them or steal their stuff so they could feel like they were in control of 
something.” 



Step 3: foster aggression and abuse between students 

• Traumatic reactions to early life complex trauma 

“Young children who are processing a traumatic event, they process information by playing it out 
and re-enacting it. So with young kids that are abused, the percentage of re-enacting on other 
students is very high… It [abuse] was common [in Residential School] and I think it was a 
typically traumatic re-enactment… This is how children react to trauma; that is how they try to 
make sense of it. So of course it [the prevalence] is going to be high. Sexual abuse is not different 
than any other traumatic event, which is also re-enacted..” 



Step 3: Foster aggression and abuse between students

• Modelling and the normalization of abuse

As described by one participant, being chronically abused at a young age “tends to make people think that 
it is normal [pause] I can think of some men that simply thought, ‘Well, that is what you do with people… 
This effect is amplified when “the witness[ing] of student abuse was part of a “normal” childhood 
experience.” 

Illustrating how the chronic bullying that took place between students affected the perception of Survivors, 
one counsellor comments on how they were “personally, a little surprised that they were so nonchalant 
about the student abuse, even though, you know, they got knocked around a lot by the older students.”

Some clients, who were perpetrators both during and after residential school, thought that “being sexually 
abused … some felt it was normal.”

“Abuse was normal in the school and the clients felt that other students [student perpetrators] were doing 
what they did because it was sanctioned … [by] staff, encouraged by staff, or learned from staff.”



Step 3: Foster aggression and abuse between students 

  Perpetrators were taught/encouraged by staff

Several share stories about how “staff gave the student abuser permission to handle or deal with the children in 
any way to maintain control over the student,” and another describes how some were given “encouragement by 
staff to act as enforcers.” This is described both in relation to bullying as well as to sexual abuse. For example, a 
counsellor describes how some “kids were taught in residential school that, in the absence of having loving and 
caring parents, you can substitute it for sexual things with each other [pause] and that this was condoned or even 
taught to them at the school.” 

“Supervisors groomed the children to be the abusers … and in return these bullies only did what they were taught. I 
know from my own experience, one of my abusers was a male supervisor. What he did to these boys was sexually 
abuse them [pause] and of course, these boys would comply to his demands. He ordered them to sexually abuse 
defenseless little girls. The boys complied because they were scared of him. As one fellow male student said to me, 
‘You suffered because of what we did to you, but we suffered also.’ It is horrific as I think about it.”



Step 4: Maintain segregation & marginalized status

• After years of ‘schooling’ return children back to their original community with neither traditional 
skills nor access to dominant group resources

• Victims and perpetrators sent back to same communities 

• Effects of trauma and altered social norms (for instance, abuse seen as part of life)

“Fighting back was a way of saying, ‘I’m not a victim’. Stealing was resilience. Lying was resilience”



IRS Context: Creating non-
traditional identities and 
norms in which abuse is 
adaptive

Cutoff from 
family & deprived 

of basic 
necessities

Complex trauma 
reactions

 

Staff humiliated & 
demoralized 

students

Staff modeled & 
encouraged abuse

Pre-IRS violence in 
home linked w/ 

parental 
attendance

“… the most dangerous 
people there were the 
other kids because their 
actions are a reflection of 
their pain.”



Effects of being abused by students (vs. staff)

• Impact of Student-to-Student Abuse on Trust and Social Relationships

“At the time it wasn’t obvious of course, but when I think back, there was an 
inability to trust anyone after that [first student abuse experience]; even my own 
people ... I remember as a child thinking, ‘I should feel safer with my own kind’ ... 
I remember … I felt more angry at the adults, the White man, but then also 
feeling, ‘How can this happen from own kind?’... more of a let-down feeling.”



Effects on Survivors who were perpetrators in IRS

• Normalization of Abuse
• Continued Perpetration of Abuse

“Some men that simply thought, well, that is what you do with people … 
we have a pool of older men who were mistreated as children, grew up as 
teens doing the same thing to other kids in residential school, so now 
they have become abusers. Then they are out of the residential school 
setting [and] keep doing the same thing, get arrested and sent to jail, and 
they get very despairing because they think that they are innocent and are 
just not supposed to be there. And they almost always wind up in solitary 
confinement because they are on suicide watch.”



Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational 
transmission of Residential School Experiences

•Commissioned by the Aboriginal Healing Foundation
• Qualitative study conducted among 43 health service 

providers who have worked with IRS Survivors (2014)

•Question: Collective effects in communities – effects of 
abuse from staff versus other students
• Silence regarding RS experiences and contemporary 

violence / abuse

“…it has not been safe for people to make those kind of disclosures 
in their own families and communities for fear of being ostracized 

and being told that they are lying and to stop making trouble.” 



Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational 
transmission of Residential School Experiences

•Collective effects in communities
•Community relationships / lateral violence

“It is part of systematic way that people in power 
used to “teach” us [staff at residential school]. They 
were abusers. They had to make sure we also knew 
how to be abusers, not only of other people but to 
have hatred against ourselves. Abuse begat more 
abuse. Bullying was only one form of it. And today 
we see this in First Nations schools.



Indian Residential Schools: Long-term and intergenerational effects
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2008-10 National Report: 
Proportion of adults with moderate or high psychological distress

• Residential school Survivors and their children/grandchildren at greater risk for negative health and 
social outcomes

First Nations Regional 
Health Survey (RHS)

Population-based 
data collected in First 
Nations communities

Bombay, A., Matheson, K., Yurkiewich, A., Thake, J., & Anisman, H., (2012). Adult personal wellness and safety. In First Nations Information Governance Centre (Eds.), First Nations Regional Health 
Survey (RHS) Phase 2 (2008/10) - National Report on Adults, Youth, and Children Living in First Nations Communities (pp. 212-228). Ottawa, ON: First Nations Information Governance Centre.



Indian Residential Schools: Long-term and intergenerational effects

Proportion of First Nations adults reporting heavy alcohol use and frequent drug use,       
according to mutually exclusive categories of RS attendance 
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Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational transmission 
of Residential School Experiences
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Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational transmission
 of Residential School Experiences

Familial collective trauma history associated with  vulnerability to effects of stressors and trauma
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Indian Residential Schools: Long-term and intergenerational effects

2008/10 Youth First Nations youth who seriously considered 
suicide in the past year

Non-IRS

Parent attended IRS

Total Male Female 12 to 14 15 to 17

Bombay, A., McQuaid, R.J., 
Schwartz, F., Thomas, A., 

Anisman, H., & Matheson, K.  

2018
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Indian Residential Schools in Canada: Long-term and intergenerational effects

Do intergenerational effects accumulate 
across generations?
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Total views and downloads from 
journal website since 2016: 114,859


Chart1

		Non-IRS           (0 previous generations)		0.19		0.19

		Parent or grandparent                                                (1 previous     generation)		0.23		0.23

		Parent & grandparent          (2 previous generations)		0.31		0.31



Familial IRS attendance 
(no. of previous generations who attended IRS)

Psychological Distress
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6.93

8.2
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		7.1542		.14857		6.8601		7.4483

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=38.57; GENDER=1.53; houseincomecat=1.4592
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		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM  HC_total BY Offpsringgen3groups WITH AGE GENDER houseincomecat

		/PLAN FILE='P:\A.Bombay\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'

		/MODEL Offpsringgen3groups AGE GENDER houseincomecat

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL

		/PRINT COVB CORB SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=Offpsringgen3groups COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		[DataSet1] P:\A.Bombay\ADULT_amy.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		3518

				Invalid		7525

				Total		11043

		Population Size				84047.476

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		88

				Units		210

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				122

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		total number of chronic health conditions		1.5208

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		38.82

				Are you male or female?		1.53

				houseincomecat		1.4678

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		Offpsringgen3groups		nonirs		32792.022		39.0%

				parorgp		29806.881		35.5%

				parandgp		21448.573		25.5%

		Population Size				84047.476		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.206

		a. Model: total number of chronic health conditions  = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		118.000		123.325		0.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		122.000		65.002		.000

		Offpsringgen3groups		2.000		121.000		10.459		.000

		AGE		1.000		122.000		583.773		0.000

		GENDER		1.000		122.000		33.757		.000

		houseincomecat		1.000		122.000		6.308		.013

		a. Model: total number of chronic health conditions  = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		(Intercept)		-1.044		.158		-1.357		-.731

		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		-.344		.103		-.548		-.140

		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		-.003		.104		-.208		.202

		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		.000b

		AGE		.062		.003		.057		.067

		GENDER		.362		.062		.239		.486

		houseincomecat		-.170		.068		-.304		-.036

		a. Model: total number of chronic health conditions  = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Covariances of Parameter Estimatesa

				(Intercept)		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		AGE		GENDER		houseincomecat

		(Intercept)		.025		-.005		-.007		.000b		-.000		-.006		-.003

		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		-.005		.011		.007		.000b		-.000		.001		-.001

		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		-.007		.007		.011		.000b		.000		.001		-.002

		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b

		AGE		-.000		-.000		.000		.000b		.000		.000		-.000

		GENDER		-.006		.001		.001		.000b		.000		.004		-.001

		houseincomecat		-.003		-.001		-.002		.000b		-.000		-.001		.005

		a. Model: total number of chronic health conditions  = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		b. One or both parameter estimates are redundant.

		Correlations of Parameter Estimatesa

				(Intercept)		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		AGE		GENDER		houseincomecat

		(Intercept)		1.000		-.333		-.426		.b		-.395		-.587		-.302

		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		-.333		1.000		.691		.b		-.195		.084		-.152

		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		-.426		.691		1.000		.b		.112		.137		-.239

		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		.b		.b		.b		.b		.b		.b		.b

		AGE		-.395		-.195		.112		.b		1.000		.135		-.241

		GENDER		-.587		.084		.137		.b		.135		1.000		-.189

		houseincomecat		-.302		-.152		-.239		.b		-.241		-.189		1.000

		a. Model: total number of chronic health conditions  = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		b. One or both parameter estimates are redundant.

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: Offpsringgen3groups

		Estimatesa

		Offpsringgen3groups		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		nonirs		1.3121		.05223		1.2087		1.4155

		parorgp		1.6529		.07267		1.5091		1.7968

		parandgp		1.6561		.09160		1.4748		1.8374

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=38.82; GENDER=1.53; houseincomecat=1.4678

		Individual Test Results

		Offpsringgen3groups Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level parorgp vs. Previous		.341		0.000		.341		.081		1.000		122.000		17.619		.000

		Level parandgp vs. Previous		.174		0.000		.174		.095		1.000		122.000		3.336		.070

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		2.000		121.000		10.459		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		1.5404		.04859		1.4442		1.6366

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=38.82; GENDER=1.53; houseincomecat=1.4678
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		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM  HC_any BY Offpsringgen3groups WITH AGE GENDER houseincomecat

		/PLAN FILE='P:\A.Bombay\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'

		/MODEL Offpsringgen3groups AGE GENDER houseincomecat

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL

		/PRINT COVB CORB SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=Offpsringgen3groups COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		[DataSet1] P:\A.Bombay\ADULT_amy.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		3518

				Invalid		7525

				Total		11043

		Population Size				84047.476

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		88

				Units		210

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				122

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		Have you been told you have any healthy condition - Sheppard		.6049

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		38.82

				Are you male or female?		1.53

				houseincomecat		1.4678

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		Offpsringgen3groups		nonirs		32792.022		39.0%

				parorgp		29806.881		35.5%

				parandgp		21448.573		25.5%

		Population Size				84047.476		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.127

		a. Model: Have you been told you have any healthy condition - Sheppard = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		118.000		93.023		0.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		122.000		.405		.526

		Offpsringgen3groups		2.000		121.000		9.734		.000

		AGE		1.000		122.000		460.712		0.000

		GENDER		1.000		122.000		16.120		.000

		houseincomecat		1.000		122.000		3.364		.069

		a. Model: Have you been told you have any healthy condition - Sheppard = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		(Intercept)		.027		.051		-.075		.128

		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		-.117		.028		-.174		-.061

		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		-.056		.030		-.115		.003

		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		.000b

		AGE		.012		.001		.011		.013

		GENDER		.080		.020		.041		.120

		houseincomecat		.038		.021		-.003		.079

		a. Model: Have you been told you have any healthy condition - Sheppard = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Covariances of Parameter Estimatesa

				(Intercept)		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		AGE		GENDER		houseincomecat

		(Intercept)		.003		-.000		-.000		.000b		-.000		-.001		-.001

		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		-.000		.001		.001		.000b		-.000		.000		-.000

		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		-.000		.001		.001		.000b		-.000		-.000		-.000

		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b		.000b

		AGE		-.000		-.000		-.000		.000b		.000		.000		.000

		GENDER		-.001		.000		-.000		.000b		.000		.000		-.000

		houseincomecat		-.001		-.000		-.000		.000b		.000		-.000		.000

		a. Model: Have you been told you have any healthy condition - Sheppard = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		b. One or both parameter estimates are redundant.

		Correlations of Parameter Estimatesa

				(Intercept)		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		AGE		GENDER		houseincomecat

		(Intercept)		1.000		-.280		-.293		.b		-.417		-.562		-.475

		[Offpsringgen3groups=.00]		-.280		1.000		.728		.b		-.277		.079		-.037

		[Offpsringgen3groups=1.00]		-.293		.728		1.000		.b		-.123		-.053		-.008

		[Offpsringgen3groups=2.00]		.b		.b		.b		.b		.b		.b		.b

		AGE		-.417		-.277		-.123		.b		1.000		.023		.006

		GENDER		-.562		.079		-.053		.b		.023		1.000		-.140

		houseincomecat		-.475		-.037		-.008		.b		.006		-.140		1.000

		a. Model: Have you been told you have any healthy condition - Sheppard = (Intercept) + Offpsringgen3groups + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat

		b. One or both parameter estimates are redundant.

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: Offpsringgen3groups

		Estimatesa

		Offpsringgen3groups		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		nonirs		.5532		.01706		.5194		.5870

		parorgp		.6145		.01694		.5810		.6480

		parandgp		.6707		.02380		.6236		.7178

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=38.82; GENDER=1.53; houseincomecat=1.4678

		Individual Test Results

		Offpsringgen3groups Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level parorgp vs. Previous		.061		0.000		.061		.022		1.000		122.000		8.128		.005

		Level parandgp vs. Previous		.087		0.000		.087		.027		1.000		122.000		10.301		.002

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		2.000		121.000		9.734		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		.6128		.01190		.5892		.6364

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=38.82; GENDER=1.53; houseincomecat=1.4678
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		* Complex Samples Frequencies.

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='P:\A.Bombay\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES=MissingparandgpIRSinfo

		/CELLS POPSIZE TABLEPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CIN(95) COUNT CUMULATIVE

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] P:\A.Bombay\ADULT_amy.sav

		MissingparandgpIRSinfo

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		answeredparandgrp		127040.407		4200.970		118725.511		135355.303		127040.407		5255

				didnotanswerparorgp		76585.322		2791.515		71060.131		82110.513		203625.729		2690

				didnotanswerwhetherattendedornot		7114.654		954.094		5226.235		9003.073		210740.383		334

				Total		210740.383		6663.796		197550.865		223929.901		210740.383		8279

		% of Total		answeredparandgrp		60.3%		.8%		58.7%		61.8%		60.3%		5255

				didnotanswerparorgp		36.3%		.7%		34.9%		37.8%		96.6%		2690

				didnotanswerwhetherattendedornot		3.4%		.4%		2.7%		4.3%		100.0%		334

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		8279

		UNIANOVA K10 BY Offpsringgen3groups WITH AGE GENDER houseincomecat

		/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)

		/INTERCEPT=INCLUDE

		/PLOT=PROFILE(Offpsringgen3groups)

		/EMMEANS=TABLES(OVERALL) WITH(AGE=MEAN GENDER=MEAN houseincomecat=MEAN)

		/EMMEANS=TABLES(Offpsringgen3groups) WITH(AGE=MEAN GENDER=MEAN houseincomecat=MEAN)

		/PRINT=OPOWER ETASQ HOMOGENEITY DESCRIPTIVE

		/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)

		/DESIGN=AGE GENDER houseincomecat Offpsringgen3groups.

		Univariate Analysis of Variance

		[DataSet1] P:\A.Bombay\ADULT_amy.sav

		Between-Subjects Factors

						Value Label		N

		Offpsringgen3groups		.00		nonirs		1926

				1.00		parorgp		1032

				2.00		parandgp		658

		Descriptive Statistics

		Dependent Variable: Depression calculated using SUM function

		Offpsringgen3groups		Mean		Std. Deviation		N

		nonirs		6.0280		6.65976		1926

		parorgp		7.2994		6.70686		1032

		parandgp		8.3267		7.22847		658

		Total		6.8092		6.83782		3616

		Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variancesa

		Dependent Variable: Depression calculated using SUM function

		F		df1		df2		Sig.

		6.356		2		3613		.002

		Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups.

		a. Design: Intercept + AGE + GENDER + houseincomecat + Offpsringgen3groups

		Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

		Dependent Variable: Depression calculated using SUM function

		Source		Type III Sum of Squares		df		Mean Square		F		Sig.		Partial Eta Squared		Noncent. Parameter		Observed Powerb

		Corrected Model		7987.829a		5		1597.566		35.814		.000		.047		179.068		1.000

		Intercept		8992.828		1		8992.828		201.597		.000		.053		201.597		1.000

		AGE		672.633		1		672.633		15.079		.000		.004		15.079		.973

		GENDER		2214.415		1		2214.415		49.642		.000		.014		49.642		1.000

		houseincomecat		2198.921		1		2198.921		49.294		.000		.013		49.294		1.000

		Offpsringgen3groups		1445.098		2		722.549		16.198		.000		.009		32.396		1.000

		Error		161034.506		3610		44.608

		Total		336678.000		3616

		Corrected Total		169022.335		3615

		a. R Squared = .047 (Adjusted R Squared = .046)

		b. Computed using alpha = .05

		Estimated Marginal Means

		1. Grand Mean

		Dependent Variable: Depression calculated using SUM function

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower Bound		Upper Bound

		7.126a		.124		6.882		7.370

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: derived age dummy question = 44.21, Are you male or female? = 1.56, houseincomecat = 1.4245.

		2. Offpsringgen3groups

		Dependent Variable: Depression calculated using SUM function

		Offpsringgen3groups		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower Bound		Upper Bound

		nonirs		6.224a		.161		5.909		6.539

		parorgp		7.119a		.214		6.699		7.540

		parandgp		8.035a		.269		7.507		8.562

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: derived age dummy question = 44.21, Are you male or female? = 1.56, houseincomecat = 1.4245.

		Profile Plots
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		Famillial IRS attendance (previous generations attended)		Mean		Standard Error

		Non-IRS           (0 previous generations)		6.3300		.19000

		Parent or grandparent                                                (1 previous     generation)		6.9300		.23000

		Parent & grandparent          (2 previous generations)		8.2000		.31000
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				IDEATION

				Childhood		Chilldhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.8%		0.0%		1.0%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		IRS		1.1%		0.0%		1.6%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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A-ATTEMP (2)

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.
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First Nations children, youth, and adutls living on-reserve who were directly or intergenerationaly affected by residential schools
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		CCHS:                    Total Canadian population		Not affected		At least one grandparent attended		At least one parent attended		Residential School Survivor

		33.50%		40.60%		54.50%		54.20%		55.80%
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Canadian and First Nations adults who reported moderate or high levels of psychological distress by personal and familial Residential School attendance



IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		5.0%		11.2%

		Male		5.8%		7.4%

		Female		4.0%		15.5%

		12 to 14		2.3%		11.9%

		15 to 17		7.6%		10.6%

		12		0.0%		13.9%

		13		0.0%		9.5%

		14		0.0%		11.9%

		15		4.7%		7.5%

		16		12.8%		12.9%

		17		0.0%		11.4%

		Total		1.7%		2.1%

		Male		2.9%		2.4%

		Female		2.9%		2.44%

		12 to 14		1.2%		3.1%		0.0165952083

		15 to 17		3.0%		2.7%		1.9%

		12				6.6%

		13				3.8%

		14				4.9%

		15		2.4%		3.4%

		16		7.2%		5.8%

		17				4.1%

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				6941.179		6683.655		13624.834

								Standard Error				460.391		415.635		580.445

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6029.937		5860.997		12475.971

										Upper		7852.422		7506.313		14773.697

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.062		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				2.091		1.912		2.278

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		44.3%		100.0%

										Upper		55.7%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.847		1.847

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.2%		92.6%		93.4%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.6%		89.8%		91.3%

										Upper		96.4%		94.7%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.015		0.013		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		45.8%		93.4%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.4%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.2%		41.2%		91.3%

										Upper		52.0%		50.5%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.051		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.773		1.875		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				429.834		535.065		964.899

								Standard Error				113.354		84.712		141.209

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		205.476		367.397		685.406

										Upper		654.193		702.734		1244.393

								Coefficient of Variation				0.264		0.158		0.146

								Square Root Design Effect				1.808		1.214		1.518

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				44.5%		55.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.4%		40.3%		100.0%

										Upper		59.7%		69.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.171		0.137		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.562		1.562

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.8%		7.4%		6.6%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.6%		5.3%		5.0%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		9.4%		10.2%		8.7%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.245		0.164		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% of Total		Estimate				2.9%		3.7%		6.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		2.7%		5.0%

										Upper		4.8%		5.0%		8.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.253		0.160		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.751		1.235		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7371.014		7218.720		14589.734

								Standard Error				492.993		413.685		609.519

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6395.242		6399.922		13383.324

										Upper		8346.785		8037.519		15796.143

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.057		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.196		1.855		2.393

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% of Total		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6617.911		5509.195		12127.106

								Standard Error				334.659		308.879		423.235

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5955.528		4897.837		11289.405

										Upper		7280.295		6120.552		12964.807

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.056		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.545		1.524		1.675

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				54.6%		45.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		50.6%		41.5%		100.0%

										Upper		58.5%		49.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.448		1.448

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.0%		84.5%		90.4%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.4%		80.8%		88.4%

										Upper		97.1%		87.7%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.021		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		41.1%		90.4%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.6%		37.5%		88.4%

										Upper		53.0%		44.8%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.045		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.429		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				277.424		1008.779		1286.204

								Standard Error				51.516		130.968		137.941

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		175.461		749.557		1013.180

										Upper		379.388		1268.002		1559.227

								Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.130		0.107

								Square Root Design Effect				1.020		1.378		1.292

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				21.6%		78.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.8%		69.6%		100.0%

										Upper		30.4%		85.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.182		0.050		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.126		1.126

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				4.0%		15.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.9%		12.3%		7.9%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		5.6%		19.2%		11.6%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.170		0.112		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% of Total		Estimate				2.1%		7.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.4%		5.9%		7.9%

										Upper		2.9%		9.5%		11.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.179		0.120		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.990		1.302		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6895.335		6517.974		13413.309

								Standard Error				353.810		354.474		472.143

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6195.046		5816.371		12478.806

										Upper		7595.625		7219.577		14347.813

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.054		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.645		1.854

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% of Total		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13559.090		12192.850		25751.940

						Standard Error				720.400		573.507		854.013

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12133.217		11057.718		24061.610

								Upper		14984.964		13327.981		27442.270

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.047		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.827		2.269		6.160

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				52.7%		47.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.9%		43.6%		100.0%

								Upper		56.4%		51.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.040		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.994		1.994

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				95.0%		88.8%		92.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.1%		86.5%		90.6%

								Upper		96.5%		90.7%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% of Total		Estimate				48.4%		43.5%		92.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.8%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.0%		40.0%		90.6%

								Upper		51.9%		47.1%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.041		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.913		1.989		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				707.258		1543.845		2251.103

						Standard Error				131.885		154.059		202.406

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		446.221		1238.918		1850.484

								Upper		968.295		1848.771		2651.722

						Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.100		0.090

						Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.324		1.460

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				31.4%		68.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.6%		4.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.1%		58.9%		100.0%

								Upper		41.1%		76.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.145		0.067		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.531		1.531

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.0%		11.2%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.5%		9.3%		6.8%		3.4%		4.3%

								Upper		6.9%		13.5%		9.4%		1.7%		2.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.169		0.096		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		5.5%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.4%		0.5%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		4.5%		6.8%

								Upper		3.6%		6.7%		9.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.178		0.097		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.573		1.291		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14266.349		13736.694		28003.043

						Standard Error				771.555		603.135		915.475

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12739.225		12542.921		26191.062

								Upper		15793.473		14930.467		29815.024

						Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.044		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				3.027		2.366

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724





IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0167820457		0.0167820457		0.0213108788		0.0213108788

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0120679624		0.0120679624		0.030514885		0.030514885

						0.0300864505		0.0300864505		0.0267268729		0.0267268729



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported seriously considering suicide
 in the past year by parental Residential School attendance



Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		3.0%		3.1%

		Male		0.0%		1.6%

		Female		2.9%		4.8%

		12 to 14		0.0%		2.7%

		15 to 17		5.2%		3.6%

		Total		1.4%		1.2%

		Male		0.0%		1.1%

		Female		1.1%		1.14%

		12 to 14		0.0%		1.4%

		15 to 17		2.6%		1.9%

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13854.558		14036.311		27890.869

						Standard Error				756.401		647.607		921.055

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12357.428		12754.515		26067.844

								Upper		15351.688		15318.106		29713.894

						Coefficient of Variation				0.055		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.910		2.491		10.218

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

								Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.082		2.082

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.0%		96.9%		96.9%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.2%		95.4%		95.9%

								Upper		98.1%		97.8%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.006		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		48.8%		96.9%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.8%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		45.1%		95.9%

								Upper		51.9%		52.4%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.038		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				2.086		2.045		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				435.641690857901E		456.179700755488E		891.821

						Standard Error				99.121		89.828		133.104

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		239.453		278.384		628.371

								Upper		631.831		633.975		1155.271

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.197		0.149

						Square Root Design Effect				1.561		1.383		1.477

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.8%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.4%		36.5%		100.0%

								Upper		63.5%		65.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.155		0.148		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.472		1.472

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				3.04853468208952%E		3.14769709447806%E		3.1%		3.05%		3.15%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.9%		2.2%		2.3%		2.8%		2.4%

								Upper		4.8%		4.6%		4.1%		1.4%		1.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.191		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% of Total		Estimate				1.5135544668411%E		1.58490988867711%E		3.1%

						Standard Error				0.3%		0.3%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.1%		2.3%

								Upper		2.4%		2.3%		4.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.226		0.192		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.549		1.350		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14290.200		14492.490		28782.690

						Standard Error				760.714		663.266		944.371

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12784.534		13179.701		26913.514

								Upper		15795.865		15805.280		30651.866

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.925		2.550

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% of Total		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				7189.248		7399.265		14588.513

								Standard Error				476.276		448.216		602.458

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6246.564		6512.120		13396.080

										Upper		8131.932		8286.410		15780.945

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.061		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.115		1.971		2.315

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.3%		50.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		46.0%		100.0%

										Upper		54.0%		55.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.049		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.897		1.897

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.8%		98.4%		97.6%

								Standard Error				1.2%		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.3%		96.9%		95.9%

										Upper		98.5%		99.1%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.013		0.005		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.954		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		49.5%		97.6%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		44.9%		95.9%

										Upper		52.8%		54.2%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.050		0.048		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.904		1.881		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		123.311		358.414

								Standard Error				F		40.452		100.072

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		43.245		160.344

										Upper		F		203.377		556.483

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.328		0.279

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.191		1.735

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				65.6%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				11.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.0%		F		100.0%

										Upper		83.9%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.175		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.494		F

								Unweighted Count				10		F		23

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		1.6%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.9%		1.4%		0.0%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		F		3.1%		4.1%		0.0%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.329		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% of Total		Estimate				F		0.8%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.4%		1.4%

										Upper		F		1.6%		4.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.324		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.180		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7424.351		7522.576		14946.927

								Standard Error				482.193		449.269		618.244

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6469.956		6633.348		13723.248

										Upper		8378.745		8411.804		16170.605

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.060		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.119		1.965		2.377

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6705.507		6655.008		13360.515

								Standard Error				350.574		353.992		468.635

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6011.623		5954.358		12432.954

										Upper		7399.391		7355.657		14288.075

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.614		1.805

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.2%		49.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.3%		45.9%		100.0%

										Upper		54.1%		53.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.040		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.485

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.1%		95.2%		96.2%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.8%		92.7%		94.8%

										Upper		98.0%		96.9%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.011		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% of Total		Estimate				48.3%		47.9%		96.2%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		44.2%		94.8%

										Upper		52.1%		51.7%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.040		0.040		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.464		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				200.539		332.869		533.408

								Standard Error				37.800		75.627		84.266

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		125.722		183.183		366.622

										Upper		275.356		482.555		700.193

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.227		0.158

								Square Root Design Effect				0.874		1.360		1.201

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				37.6%		62.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.0%		7.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.0%		100.0%

										Upper		52.0%		74.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.185		0.111		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.082		1.082

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				2.9%		4.8%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.0%		3.1%		2.8%		2.2%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		4.2%		7.3%		5.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.216		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% of Total		Estimate				1.4%		2.4%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.5%		2.8%

										Upper		2.1%		3.7%		5.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.221		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.877		1.334		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6906.046		6987.876		13893.922

								Standard Error				354.215		370.533		483.347

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6204.954		6254.488		12937.244

										Upper		7607.137		7721.265		14850.601

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.661		1.858

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC2										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12-14		No		Population Size		Estimate				7059.244		6820.620		13879.864

								Standard Error				476.220		404.263		580.355

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6116.671		6020.470		12731.179

										Upper		8001.817		7620.769		15028.548

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.059		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.128		1.828		2.233

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.1%		44.4%		100.0%

										Upper		55.6%		53.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.840		1.840

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.8%		95.6%		97.3%

										Upper		99.6%		98.3%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.004		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.210		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% of Total		Estimate				49.9%		48.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.3%		43.6%		97.3%

										Upper		54.6%		52.9%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.826		1.833		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		190.518		254.266

								Standard Error				F		46.203		54.788

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		99.070		145.824

										Upper		F		281.967		362.708

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.243		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.095		1.126

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		9.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		51.6%		100.0%

										Upper		F		89.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.131		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.176

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		2.7%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.7%		1.2%		0.0%		2.7%

										Upper		F		4.4%		2.7%		0.0%		1.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.246		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.8%		1.2%

										Upper		F		2.2%		2.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.242		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.096		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7122.992		7011.138		14134.130

								Standard Error				477.139		404.670		584.631

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6178.601		6210.182		12976.981

										Upper		8067.383		7812.094		15291.278

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.058		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.125		1.812		2.248

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% of Total		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

		15-17		No		Population Size		Estimate				6795.314		7215.691		14011.005

								Standard Error				405.020		465.852		598.836

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5993.666		6293.639		12825.741

										Upper		7596.962		8137.743		15196.269

								Coefficient of Variation				0.060		0.065		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.833		2.066		2.303

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.5%		51.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.1%		47.0%		100.0%

										Upper		53.0%		55.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.745		1.745

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.8%		96.4%		95.6%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.6%		94.0%		93.9%

										Upper		96.8%		97.9%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.014		0.010		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% of Total		Estimate				46.4%		49.3%		95.6%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.0%		45.0%		93.9%

										Upper		50.8%		53.5%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.048		0.044		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.757		1.710		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				371.894		265.661		637.555

								Standard Error				94.647		72.454		117.247

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		184.562		122.255		405.490

										Upper		559.226		409.068		869.620

								Coefficient of Variation				0.254		0.273		0.184

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.456		1.531

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				58.3%		41.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				9.2%		9.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.8%		25.2%		100.0%

										Upper		74.8%		60.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.158		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.540		1.540

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.2%		3.6%		4.4%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.2%		2.1%		3.1%		5.3%		3.9%

										Upper		8.4%		6.0%		6.1%		2.6%		1.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.249		0.265		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		1.8%		4.4%

								Standard Error				0.6%		0.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.6%		1.1%		3.1%

										Upper		4.1%		3.1%		6.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.248		0.267		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.578		1.430		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7167.208		7481.352		14648.560

								Standard Error				414.569		478.063		627.271

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6346.659		6535.131		13407.015

										Upper		7987.756		8427.574		15890.106

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.064		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		2.095		2.412

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% of Total		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC6										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2164.239		2292.541		4456.780

								Standard Error				200.039		288.242		340.293

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1768.305		1722.030		3783.244

										Upper		2560.172		2863.052		5130.315

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.126		0.076

								Square Root Design Effect				1.458		2.047		1.808

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				4.0%		4.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.7%		43.5%		100.0%

										Upper		56.5%		59.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.083		0.078		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.749		1.749

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.2%		98.1%

								Standard Error				0.6%		1.1%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.0%		93.9%		96.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.8%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.012		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.872		1.090		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		50.5%		98.1%

								Standard Error				3.9%		4.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.0%		42.6%		96.3%

										Upper		55.4%		58.3%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.079		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.725		1.751		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2184.804		2358.080		4542.883

								Standard Error				200.355		288.672		340.837

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1788.245		1786.716		3868.271

										Upper		2581.363		2929.443		5217.495

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.122		0.075

								Square Root Design Effect				1.454		2.023		1.797

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

		13.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2305.404		2093.784		4399.187

								Standard Error				194.293		194.657		285.043

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1920.843		1708.503		3835.006

										Upper		2689.965		2479.064		4963.368

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.093		0.065

								Square Root Design Effect				1.376		1.441		1.523

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.4%		47.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.4%		41.7%		100.0%

										Upper		58.3%		53.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.305		1.305

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.6%		98.6%		99.1%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		98.1%		96.5%		98.0%

										Upper		99.9%		99.5%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.003		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				0.775		0.861		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% of Total		Estimate				52.0%		47.2%		99.1%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		41.3%		98.0%

										Upper		57.8%		53.1%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.063		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.299		1.303		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.000		2122.702		4437.701

								Standard Error				194.345		194.800		284.934

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1930.337		1737.138		3873.738

										Upper		2699.662		2508.266		5001.665

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.092		0.064

								Square Root Design Effect				1.374		1.433		1.517

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% of Total		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

		14.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2589.602		2434.295		5023.897

								Standard Error				244.713		237.766		318.688

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2105.246		1963.689		4393.125

										Upper		3073.958		2904.901		5654.669

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.098		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.644		1.643		1.614

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				51.5%		48.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		41.4%		100.0%

										Upper		58.6%		55.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.074		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.667		1.667

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.7%		96.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				1.0%		1.4%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.3%		92.2%		95.2%

										Upper		99.7%		98.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.010		0.015		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.459		1.203		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% of Total		Estimate				50.2%		47.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.3%		40.3%		95.2%

										Upper		57.2%		54.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.075		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.657		1.659		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		16.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		34.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		94.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.391

								Unweighted Count				F		10		12

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2623.189		2530.356		5153.545

								Standard Error				245.717		240.611		323.094

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2136.845		2054.120		4514.052

										Upper		3109.532		3006.593		5793.038

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.095		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		1.633		1.620

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

		15.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2262.106		2355.583		4617.689

								Standard Error				176.527		233.501		286.512

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1912.709		1893.419		4050.602

										Upper		2611.503		2817.747		5184.776

								Coefficient of Variation				0.078		0.099		0.062

								Square Root Design Effect				1.261		1.637		1.501

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.0%		51.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.7%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		57.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.427		1.427

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.7%		96.1%		96.9%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		96.6%		92.8%		95.2%

										Upper		98.5%		97.9%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.005		0.013		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				0.483		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% of Total		Estimate				47.4%		49.4%		96.9%

								Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.3%		43.3%		95.2%

										Upper		53.7%		55.6%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.417		1.409		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		96.718		149.950

								Standard Error				F		30.936		32.541

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		35.488		85.543

										Upper		F		157.948		214.357

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.320		0.217

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.028		0.869

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		64.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		8.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		79.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.132		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.711

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		3.9%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		2.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		7.2%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.311		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% of Total		Estimate				F		2.0%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		0.6%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		3.8%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.315		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.020		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.339		2452.301		4767.640

								Standard Error				176.792		238.904		290.527

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1965.417		1979.444		4192.606

										Upper		2665.260		2925.158		5342.674

								Coefficient of Variation				0.076		0.097		0.061

								Square Root Design Effect				1.250		1.645		1.502

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% of Total		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

		16.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2362.979		2730.280		5093.259

								Standard Error				263.131		242.622		370.301

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1842.169		2250.063		4360.330

										Upper		2883.789		3210.497		5826.188

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.089		0.073

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		1.592		1.865

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				46.4%		53.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.7%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		60.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.074		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				89.6%		96.1%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		2.1%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		82.0%		88.8%		88.5%

										Upper		94.2%		98.7%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.033		0.022		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.925		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% of Total		Estimate				43.1%		49.8%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		36.7%		43.4%		88.5%

										Upper		49.8%		56.3%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.077		0.066		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.615		1.585		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				273.461		F		384.838

								Standard Error				82.821		F		101.991

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		109.535		F		182.970

										Upper		437.388		F		586.707

								Coefficient of Variation				0.303		F		0.265

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		F		1.707

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				71.1%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				13.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.2%		F		100.0%

										Upper		90.0%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.190		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.901		F

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				10.4%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		18.0%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.289		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% of Total		Estimate				5.0%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		8.9%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.296		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.640		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2636.440		2841.657		5478.097

								Standard Error				275.658		253.780		388.463

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2090.837		2339.355		4709.220

										Upper		3182.044		3343.958		6246.974

								Coefficient of Variation				0.105		0.089		0.071

								Square Root Design Effect				1.837		1.635		1.902

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

		17.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2170.229		2129.828		4300.056

								Standard Error				170.938		240.995		288.251

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1831.895		1652.831		3729.528

										Upper		2508.562		2606.825		4870.585

								Coefficient of Variation				0.079		0.113		0.067

								Square Root Design Effect				1.245		1.770		1.554

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.5%		42.6%		100.0%

										Upper		57.4%		56.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.071		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.509

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.0%		97.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				2.0%		0.8%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.1%		95.1%		94.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.6%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.020		0.009		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				2.153		0.793		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		48.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.5%		41.5%		94.3%

										Upper		56.1%		55.3%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.072		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				1.502		1.518		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		57.567		F

								Standard Error				F		17.797		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		22.342		F

										Upper		F		92.792		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.309		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.766		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		100.0%

										Upper		F		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate								F

								Standard Error				F		0.8%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.4%		F

										Upper		F		4.9%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.316		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.793		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		F

								Standard Error				F		0.4%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.7%		F

										Upper		F		2.4%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.310		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.773		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2215.429		2187.395		4402.823

								Standard Error				176.685		242.369		292.710

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1865.720		1707.678		3823.467

										Upper		2565.137		2667.111		4982.179

								Coefficient of Variation				0.080		0.111		0.066

								Square Root Design Effect				1.274		1.758		1.563

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% of Total		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477





Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0141657224		0.0141657224		0.0121579545		0.0121579545

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						0.0110142873		0.0110142873		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.014		0.014

						0.0263400885		0.0263400885		0.0193262245		0.0193262245



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported serioulsy consdierin sucidie in teh past year by parental Residential School attendance



Attempt

		Attempt

				Family not affected		8.1%

				Grandparent attended		12.7%

				Parent attended		13.2%

				Parent & grandparent attended		17.2%

				Family not affected by IRS		.8%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.4%

				Parent attended IRS		1.5%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		1.6%





Attempt

				0.0075645542		0.0075645542

				0.0140280657		0.0140280657

				0.0152645936		0.0152645936

				0.0159861925		0.0159861925



Proportion of First Nations adults who reported a suicide attempt by familial esidential School attendance



Ideation

		Attempt

				Family not affected		16.1%

				Grandparent attended		24.5%

				Parent attended		24.6%

				Parent and grandparent attended		27.1%

				Family not affected by IRS		1.1%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		2.0%





Ideation

				0.0112442886		0.0112442886

				0.01879522		0.01879522

				0.0194133929		0.0194133929

				0.0203062588		0.0203062588



First Nations adults who reported
 seriously considering suicide at some point in lifetime



Distress

		

				Family not affected by IRS		16.4127824041		0.1977137932

				Grandparent attended IRS		17.1346496849		0.3147863254

				Parent attended IRS		17.2477683695		0.3215966837

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		18.3199701615		0.2771611799

		*MEDIATION ANALYSIS - STEP 3: IRS --> Distress controlling for age and gender

		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE

		/PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"

		/MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST

		/PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		Notes

		Output Created				10-JAN-2017 11:31:53

		Comments

		Input		Data		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

				Active Dataset		DataSet1

				Filter		INCLUDEDVSDKRIRSHISTORYVSSURVIVOR = 0 (FILTER)

				Weight		<none>

				Split File		<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File		5277

				Plan File		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing		User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, subpopulation and factor variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used		Only cases with valid data for all analysis variables are used in computing any statistics.

		Syntax				CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE
  /PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"
  /MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE
  /INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES
  /STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST
  /PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO
  /TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD
  /EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE
  /EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)
  /EMMEANS
  /MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE
  /CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Resources		Processor Time		00:00:00.61

				Elapsed Time		00:00:00.63

		[DataSet1] Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		5067

				Invalid		210

				Total		5277

		Population Size				121762.446

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		90

				Units		214

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				124

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted)		17.2408

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		37.76

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		No par or gp at IRS		46371.595		38.1%

				GP at IRS		23811.946		19.6%

				Parent at IRS		19496.710		16.0%

				PArent and GP		32082.195		26.3%

		Are you male or female?		Male		57505.456		47.2%

				Female		64256.990		52.8%

		Population Size				121762.446		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.041

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		120.000		24.273		.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		124.000		2711.322		0.000

		IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		GENDER		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		AGE		1.000		124.000		16.245		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval				Hypothesis Test

								Lower		Upper		t		df		Sig.

		(Intercept)		20.552		.438		19.685		21.420		46.874		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=.00]		-1.907		.338		-2.576		-1.238		-5.643		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=1.00]		-1.185		.382		-1.941		-.429		-3.103		124.000		.002

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=2.00]		-1.072		.405		-1.873		-.271		-2.649		124.000		.009

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=3.00]		.000b

		[GENDER=1]		-1.827		.233		-2.287		-1.366		-7.847		124.000		.000

		[GENDER=2]		.000b

		AGE		-.035		.009		-.052		-.018		-4.031		124.000		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Index of Hypothesis Tests

		Test		Coefficients (L Matrix)		Results (K Matrix)

		1		Difference Contrast for IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		Zero Matrix

		2		Simple Contrast (reference category = 2) for GENDER		Zero Matrix

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)

		Estimatesa

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		No par or gp at IRS		16.4128		.19771		16.0215		16.8041

		GP at IRS		17.1346		.31479		16.5116		17.7577

		Parent at IRS		17.2478		.32160		16.6112		17.8843

		PArent and GP		18.3200		.27716		17.7714		18.8685

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer) Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level GP at IRS vs. Previous		.722		0.000		.722		.365		1.000		124.000		3.907		.050

		Level Parent at IRS vs. Previous		.474		0.000		.474		.353		1.000		124.000		1.808		.181

		Level PArent and GP vs. Previous		1.388		0.000		1.388		.302		1.000		124.000		21.069		.000

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Are you male or female?

		Estimatesa

		Are you male or female?		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		Male		16.3655		.20563		15.9585		16.7725

		Female		18.1921		.18693		17.8221		18.5621

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		Are you male or female? Simple Contrasta		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level Male vs. Level Female		-1.827		0.000		-1.827		.233		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		a. Reference Category = Female

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 3: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		17.2788		.15832		16.9654		17.5921

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76





Distress

				0.1977137932		0.1977137932

				0.3147863254		0.3147863254

				0.3215966837		0.3215966837

				0.2771611799		0.2771611799



Mean levels of psychological distress among First Nations adults



A-ID

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Adolescence Females

		Non-IRS		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%

		IRS		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID

						0.0046127974		0.0046127974		0.004		0.004

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.005		0.005		0.007		0.007



Non-IRS

IRS

The proportion of First Nations adutls who reported seriously consdering sucide wwhen there were adolescents



A-ATTEMP

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.





A-ATTEMP

						0.002		0.002		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.004		0.004		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.01		0.01		0.011		0.011

						0.015		0.015		0.016		0.016

						0.012		0.012		0.015		0.015

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.011		0.011		0.011		0.011

						0.018		0.018		0.018		0.018

						0.012		0.012		0.013		0.013



Non-IRS

IRS

Suicide attempts



A-ID (3)

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Females				Adolescence: Total sample		Adolescence: Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Family not affected		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		Parent attended Residential School		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Family not affected		1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.
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		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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Family not affected

Parent attended Residential School

The proportinos of First Nations adults who reported seriously considering suicide 
when they were adolescents (between the ages of 12 adn 17)




Chart1
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First Nations children, youth, and adults directly or intergenerationally affected by Residential Schools
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A-ID (2)

		

				IDEATION

				Childhood		Chilldhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.8%		0.0%		1.0%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		IRS		1.1%		0.0%		1.6%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID (2)
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Suicide ideation



A-ATTEMP (2)

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.
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First Nations children, youth, and adutls living on-reserve who were directly or intergenerationaly affected by residential schools
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		CCHS:                    Total Canadian population		Not affected		At least one grandparent attended		At least one parent attended		Residential School Survivor

		33.50%		40.60%		54.50%		54.20%		55.80%
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Canadian and First Nations adults who reported moderate or high levels of psychological distress by personal and familial Residential School attendance



IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		5.0%		11.2%

		Male		5.8%		7.4%

		Female		4.0%		15.5%

		12 to 14		2.3%		11.9%

		15 to 17		7.6%		10.6%

		12		0.0%		13.9%

		13		0.0%		9.5%

		14		0.0%		11.9%

		15		4.7%		7.5%

		16		12.8%		12.9%

		17		0.0%		11.4%

		Total		1.7%		2.1%

		Male		2.9%		2.4%

		Female		2.9%		2.44%

		12 to 14		1.2%		3.1%		0.0165952083

		15 to 17		3.0%		2.7%		1.9%

		12				6.6%

		13				3.8%

		14				4.9%

		15		2.4%		3.4%

		16		7.2%		5.8%

		17				4.1%

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				6941.179		6683.655		13624.834

								Standard Error				460.391		415.635		580.445

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6029.937		5860.997		12475.971

										Upper		7852.422		7506.313		14773.697

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.062		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				2.091		1.912		2.278

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		44.3%		100.0%

										Upper		55.7%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.847		1.847

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.2%		92.6%		93.4%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.6%		89.8%		91.3%

										Upper		96.4%		94.7%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.015		0.013		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		45.8%		93.4%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.4%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.2%		41.2%		91.3%

										Upper		52.0%		50.5%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.051		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.773		1.875		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				429.834		535.065		964.899

								Standard Error				113.354		84.712		141.209

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		205.476		367.397		685.406

										Upper		654.193		702.734		1244.393

								Coefficient of Variation				0.264		0.158		0.146

								Square Root Design Effect				1.808		1.214		1.518

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				44.5%		55.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.4%		40.3%		100.0%

										Upper		59.7%		69.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.171		0.137		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.562		1.562

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.8%		7.4%		6.6%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.6%		5.3%		5.0%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		9.4%		10.2%		8.7%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.245		0.164		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% of Total		Estimate				2.9%		3.7%		6.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		2.7%		5.0%

										Upper		4.8%		5.0%		8.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.253		0.160		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.751		1.235		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7371.014		7218.720		14589.734

								Standard Error				492.993		413.685		609.519

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6395.242		6399.922		13383.324

										Upper		8346.785		8037.519		15796.143

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.057		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.196		1.855		2.393

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% of Total		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6617.911		5509.195		12127.106

								Standard Error				334.659		308.879		423.235

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5955.528		4897.837		11289.405

										Upper		7280.295		6120.552		12964.807

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.056		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.545		1.524		1.675

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				54.6%		45.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		50.6%		41.5%		100.0%

										Upper		58.5%		49.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.448		1.448

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.0%		84.5%		90.4%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.4%		80.8%		88.4%

										Upper		97.1%		87.7%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.021		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		41.1%		90.4%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.6%		37.5%		88.4%

										Upper		53.0%		44.8%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.045		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.429		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				277.424		1008.779		1286.204

								Standard Error				51.516		130.968		137.941

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		175.461		749.557		1013.180

										Upper		379.388		1268.002		1559.227

								Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.130		0.107

								Square Root Design Effect				1.020		1.378		1.292

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				21.6%		78.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.8%		69.6%		100.0%

										Upper		30.4%		85.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.182		0.050		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.126		1.126

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				4.0%		15.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.9%		12.3%		7.9%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		5.6%		19.2%		11.6%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.170		0.112		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% of Total		Estimate				2.1%		7.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.4%		5.9%		7.9%

										Upper		2.9%		9.5%		11.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.179		0.120		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.990		1.302		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6895.335		6517.974		13413.309

								Standard Error				353.810		354.474		472.143

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6195.046		5816.371		12478.806

										Upper		7595.625		7219.577		14347.813

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.054		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.645		1.854

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% of Total		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13559.090		12192.850		25751.940

						Standard Error				720.400		573.507		854.013

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12133.217		11057.718		24061.610

								Upper		14984.964		13327.981		27442.270

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.047		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.827		2.269		6.160

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				52.7%		47.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.9%		43.6%		100.0%

								Upper		56.4%		51.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.040		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.994		1.994

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				95.0%		88.8%		92.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.1%		86.5%		90.6%

								Upper		96.5%		90.7%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% of Total		Estimate				48.4%		43.5%		92.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.8%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.0%		40.0%		90.6%

								Upper		51.9%		47.1%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.041		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.913		1.989		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				707.258		1543.845		2251.103

						Standard Error				131.885		154.059		202.406

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		446.221		1238.918		1850.484

								Upper		968.295		1848.771		2651.722

						Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.100		0.090

						Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.324		1.460

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				31.4%		68.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.6%		4.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.1%		58.9%		100.0%

								Upper		41.1%		76.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.145		0.067		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.531		1.531

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.0%		11.2%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.5%		9.3%		6.8%		3.4%		4.3%

								Upper		6.9%		13.5%		9.4%		1.7%		2.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.169		0.096		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		5.5%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.4%		0.5%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		4.5%		6.8%

								Upper		3.6%		6.7%		9.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.178		0.097		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.573		1.291		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14266.349		13736.694		28003.043

						Standard Error				771.555		603.135		915.475

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12739.225		12542.921		26191.062

								Upper		15793.473		14930.467		29815.024

						Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.044		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				3.027		2.366

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724
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Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported seriously considering suicide
 in the past year by parental Residential School attendance



Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		3.0%		3.1%

		Male		0.0%		1.6%

		Female		2.9%		4.8%

		12 to 14		0.0%		2.7%

		15 to 17		5.2%		3.6%

		Total		1.4%		1.2%

		Male		0.0%		1.1%

		Female		1.1%		1.14%

		12 to 14		0.0%		1.4%

		15 to 17		2.6%		1.9%

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13854.558		14036.311		27890.869

						Standard Error				756.401		647.607		921.055

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12357.428		12754.515		26067.844

								Upper		15351.688		15318.106		29713.894

						Coefficient of Variation				0.055		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.910		2.491		10.218

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

								Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.082		2.082

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.0%		96.9%		96.9%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.2%		95.4%		95.9%

								Upper		98.1%		97.8%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.006		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		48.8%		96.9%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.8%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		45.1%		95.9%

								Upper		51.9%		52.4%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.038		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				2.086		2.045		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				435.641690857901E		456.179700755488E		891.821

						Standard Error				99.121		89.828		133.104

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		239.453		278.384		628.371

								Upper		631.831		633.975		1155.271

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.197		0.149

						Square Root Design Effect				1.561		1.383		1.477

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.8%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.4%		36.5%		100.0%

								Upper		63.5%		65.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.155		0.148		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.472		1.472

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				3.04853468208952%E		3.14769709447806%E		3.1%		3.05%		3.15%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.9%		2.2%		2.3%		2.8%		2.4%

								Upper		4.8%		4.6%		4.1%		1.4%		1.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.191		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% of Total		Estimate				1.5135544668411%E		1.58490988867711%E		3.1%

						Standard Error				0.3%		0.3%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.1%		2.3%

								Upper		2.4%		2.3%		4.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.226		0.192		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.549		1.350		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14290.200		14492.490		28782.690

						Standard Error				760.714		663.266		944.371

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12784.534		13179.701		26913.514

								Upper		15795.865		15805.280		30651.866

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.925		2.550

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% of Total		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				7189.248		7399.265		14588.513

								Standard Error				476.276		448.216		602.458

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6246.564		6512.120		13396.080

										Upper		8131.932		8286.410		15780.945

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.061		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.115		1.971		2.315

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.3%		50.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		46.0%		100.0%

										Upper		54.0%		55.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.049		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.897		1.897

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.8%		98.4%		97.6%

								Standard Error				1.2%		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.3%		96.9%		95.9%

										Upper		98.5%		99.1%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.013		0.005		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.954		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		49.5%		97.6%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		44.9%		95.9%

										Upper		52.8%		54.2%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.050		0.048		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.904		1.881		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		123.311		358.414

								Standard Error				F		40.452		100.072

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		43.245		160.344

										Upper		F		203.377		556.483

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.328		0.279

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.191		1.735

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				65.6%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				11.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.0%		F		100.0%

										Upper		83.9%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.175		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.494		F

								Unweighted Count				10		F		23

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		1.6%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.9%		1.4%		0.0%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		F		3.1%		4.1%		0.0%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.329		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% of Total		Estimate				F		0.8%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.4%		1.4%

										Upper		F		1.6%		4.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.324		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.180		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7424.351		7522.576		14946.927

								Standard Error				482.193		449.269		618.244

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6469.956		6633.348		13723.248

										Upper		8378.745		8411.804		16170.605

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.060		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.119		1.965		2.377

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6705.507		6655.008		13360.515

								Standard Error				350.574		353.992		468.635

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6011.623		5954.358		12432.954

										Upper		7399.391		7355.657		14288.075

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.614		1.805

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.2%		49.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.3%		45.9%		100.0%

										Upper		54.1%		53.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.040		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.485

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.1%		95.2%		96.2%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.8%		92.7%		94.8%

										Upper		98.0%		96.9%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.011		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% of Total		Estimate				48.3%		47.9%		96.2%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		44.2%		94.8%

										Upper		52.1%		51.7%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.040		0.040		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.464		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				200.539		332.869		533.408

								Standard Error				37.800		75.627		84.266

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		125.722		183.183		366.622

										Upper		275.356		482.555		700.193

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.227		0.158

								Square Root Design Effect				0.874		1.360		1.201

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				37.6%		62.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.0%		7.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.0%		100.0%

										Upper		52.0%		74.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.185		0.111		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.082		1.082

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				2.9%		4.8%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.0%		3.1%		2.8%		2.2%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		4.2%		7.3%		5.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.216		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% of Total		Estimate				1.4%		2.4%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.5%		2.8%

										Upper		2.1%		3.7%		5.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.221		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.877		1.334		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6906.046		6987.876		13893.922

								Standard Error				354.215		370.533		483.347

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6204.954		6254.488		12937.244

										Upper		7607.137		7721.265		14850.601

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.661		1.858

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC2										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12-14		No		Population Size		Estimate				7059.244		6820.620		13879.864

								Standard Error				476.220		404.263		580.355

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6116.671		6020.470		12731.179

										Upper		8001.817		7620.769		15028.548

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.059		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.128		1.828		2.233

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.1%		44.4%		100.0%

										Upper		55.6%		53.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.840		1.840

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.8%		95.6%		97.3%

										Upper		99.6%		98.3%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.004		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.210		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% of Total		Estimate				49.9%		48.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.3%		43.6%		97.3%

										Upper		54.6%		52.9%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.826		1.833		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		190.518		254.266

								Standard Error				F		46.203		54.788

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		99.070		145.824

										Upper		F		281.967		362.708

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.243		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.095		1.126

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		9.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		51.6%		100.0%

										Upper		F		89.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.131		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.176

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		2.7%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.7%		1.2%		0.0%		2.7%

										Upper		F		4.4%		2.7%		0.0%		1.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.246		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.8%		1.2%

										Upper		F		2.2%		2.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.242		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.096		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7122.992		7011.138		14134.130

								Standard Error				477.139		404.670		584.631

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6178.601		6210.182		12976.981

										Upper		8067.383		7812.094		15291.278

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.058		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.125		1.812		2.248

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% of Total		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

		15-17		No		Population Size		Estimate				6795.314		7215.691		14011.005

								Standard Error				405.020		465.852		598.836

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5993.666		6293.639		12825.741

										Upper		7596.962		8137.743		15196.269

								Coefficient of Variation				0.060		0.065		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.833		2.066		2.303

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.5%		51.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.1%		47.0%		100.0%

										Upper		53.0%		55.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.745		1.745

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.8%		96.4%		95.6%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.6%		94.0%		93.9%

										Upper		96.8%		97.9%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.014		0.010		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% of Total		Estimate				46.4%		49.3%		95.6%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.0%		45.0%		93.9%

										Upper		50.8%		53.5%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.048		0.044		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.757		1.710		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				371.894		265.661		637.555

								Standard Error				94.647		72.454		117.247

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		184.562		122.255		405.490

										Upper		559.226		409.068		869.620

								Coefficient of Variation				0.254		0.273		0.184

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.456		1.531

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				58.3%		41.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				9.2%		9.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.8%		25.2%		100.0%

										Upper		74.8%		60.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.158		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.540		1.540

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.2%		3.6%		4.4%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.2%		2.1%		3.1%		5.3%		3.9%

										Upper		8.4%		6.0%		6.1%		2.6%		1.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.249		0.265		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		1.8%		4.4%

								Standard Error				0.6%		0.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.6%		1.1%		3.1%

										Upper		4.1%		3.1%		6.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.248		0.267		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.578		1.430		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7167.208		7481.352		14648.560

								Standard Error				414.569		478.063		627.271

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6346.659		6535.131		13407.015

										Upper		7987.756		8427.574		15890.106

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.064		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		2.095		2.412

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% of Total		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC6										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2164.239		2292.541		4456.780

								Standard Error				200.039		288.242		340.293

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1768.305		1722.030		3783.244

										Upper		2560.172		2863.052		5130.315

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.126		0.076

								Square Root Design Effect				1.458		2.047		1.808

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				4.0%		4.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.7%		43.5%		100.0%

										Upper		56.5%		59.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.083		0.078		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.749		1.749

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.2%		98.1%

								Standard Error				0.6%		1.1%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.0%		93.9%		96.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.8%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.012		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.872		1.090		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		50.5%		98.1%

								Standard Error				3.9%		4.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.0%		42.6%		96.3%

										Upper		55.4%		58.3%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.079		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.725		1.751		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2184.804		2358.080		4542.883

								Standard Error				200.355		288.672		340.837

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1788.245		1786.716		3868.271

										Upper		2581.363		2929.443		5217.495

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.122		0.075

								Square Root Design Effect				1.454		2.023		1.797

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

		13.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2305.404		2093.784		4399.187

								Standard Error				194.293		194.657		285.043

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1920.843		1708.503		3835.006

										Upper		2689.965		2479.064		4963.368

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.093		0.065

								Square Root Design Effect				1.376		1.441		1.523

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.4%		47.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.4%		41.7%		100.0%

										Upper		58.3%		53.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.305		1.305

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.6%		98.6%		99.1%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		98.1%		96.5%		98.0%

										Upper		99.9%		99.5%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.003		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				0.775		0.861		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% of Total		Estimate				52.0%		47.2%		99.1%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		41.3%		98.0%

										Upper		57.8%		53.1%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.063		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.299		1.303		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.000		2122.702		4437.701

								Standard Error				194.345		194.800		284.934

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1930.337		1737.138		3873.738

										Upper		2699.662		2508.266		5001.665

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.092		0.064

								Square Root Design Effect				1.374		1.433		1.517

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% of Total		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

		14.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2589.602		2434.295		5023.897

								Standard Error				244.713		237.766		318.688

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2105.246		1963.689		4393.125

										Upper		3073.958		2904.901		5654.669

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.098		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.644		1.643		1.614

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				51.5%		48.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		41.4%		100.0%

										Upper		58.6%		55.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.074		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.667		1.667

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.7%		96.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				1.0%		1.4%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.3%		92.2%		95.2%

										Upper		99.7%		98.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.010		0.015		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.459		1.203		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% of Total		Estimate				50.2%		47.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.3%		40.3%		95.2%

										Upper		57.2%		54.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.075		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.657		1.659		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		16.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		34.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		94.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.391

								Unweighted Count				F		10		12

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2623.189		2530.356		5153.545

								Standard Error				245.717		240.611		323.094

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2136.845		2054.120		4514.052

										Upper		3109.532		3006.593		5793.038

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.095		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		1.633		1.620

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

		15.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2262.106		2355.583		4617.689

								Standard Error				176.527		233.501		286.512

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1912.709		1893.419		4050.602

										Upper		2611.503		2817.747		5184.776

								Coefficient of Variation				0.078		0.099		0.062

								Square Root Design Effect				1.261		1.637		1.501

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.0%		51.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.7%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		57.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.427		1.427

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.7%		96.1%		96.9%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		96.6%		92.8%		95.2%

										Upper		98.5%		97.9%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.005		0.013		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				0.483		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% of Total		Estimate				47.4%		49.4%		96.9%

								Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.3%		43.3%		95.2%

										Upper		53.7%		55.6%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.417		1.409		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		96.718		149.950

								Standard Error				F		30.936		32.541

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		35.488		85.543

										Upper		F		157.948		214.357

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.320		0.217

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.028		0.869

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		64.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		8.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		79.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.132		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.711

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		3.9%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		2.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		7.2%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.311		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% of Total		Estimate				F		2.0%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		0.6%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		3.8%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.315		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.020		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.339		2452.301		4767.640

								Standard Error				176.792		238.904		290.527

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1965.417		1979.444		4192.606

										Upper		2665.260		2925.158		5342.674

								Coefficient of Variation				0.076		0.097		0.061

								Square Root Design Effect				1.250		1.645		1.502

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% of Total		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

		16.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2362.979		2730.280		5093.259

								Standard Error				263.131		242.622		370.301

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1842.169		2250.063		4360.330

										Upper		2883.789		3210.497		5826.188

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.089		0.073

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		1.592		1.865

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				46.4%		53.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.7%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		60.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.074		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				89.6%		96.1%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		2.1%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		82.0%		88.8%		88.5%

										Upper		94.2%		98.7%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.033		0.022		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.925		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% of Total		Estimate				43.1%		49.8%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		36.7%		43.4%		88.5%

										Upper		49.8%		56.3%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.077		0.066		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.615		1.585		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				273.461		F		384.838

								Standard Error				82.821		F		101.991

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		109.535		F		182.970

										Upper		437.388		F		586.707

								Coefficient of Variation				0.303		F		0.265

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		F		1.707

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				71.1%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				13.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.2%		F		100.0%

										Upper		90.0%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.190		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.901		F

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				10.4%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		18.0%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.289		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% of Total		Estimate				5.0%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		8.9%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.296		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.640		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2636.440		2841.657		5478.097

								Standard Error				275.658		253.780		388.463

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2090.837		2339.355		4709.220

										Upper		3182.044		3343.958		6246.974

								Coefficient of Variation				0.105		0.089		0.071

								Square Root Design Effect				1.837		1.635		1.902

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

		17.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2170.229		2129.828		4300.056

								Standard Error				170.938		240.995		288.251

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1831.895		1652.831		3729.528

										Upper		2508.562		2606.825		4870.585

								Coefficient of Variation				0.079		0.113		0.067

								Square Root Design Effect				1.245		1.770		1.554

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.5%		42.6%		100.0%

										Upper		57.4%		56.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.071		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.509

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.0%		97.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				2.0%		0.8%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.1%		95.1%		94.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.6%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.020		0.009		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				2.153		0.793		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		48.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.5%		41.5%		94.3%

										Upper		56.1%		55.3%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.072		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				1.502		1.518		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		57.567		F

								Standard Error				F		17.797		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		22.342		F

										Upper		F		92.792		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.309		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.766		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		100.0%

										Upper		F		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate								F

								Standard Error				F		0.8%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.4%		F

										Upper		F		4.9%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.316		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.793		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		F

								Standard Error				F		0.4%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.7%		F

										Upper		F		2.4%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.310		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.773		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2215.429		2187.395		4402.823

								Standard Error				176.685		242.369		292.710

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1865.720		1707.678		3823.467

										Upper		2565.137		2667.111		4982.179

								Coefficient of Variation				0.080		0.111		0.066

								Square Root Design Effect				1.274		1.758		1.563

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% of Total		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477





Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0141657224		0.0141657224		0.0121579545		0.0121579545

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						0.0110142873		0.0110142873		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.014		0.014

						0.0263400885		0.0263400885		0.0193262245		0.0193262245



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported serioulsy consdierin sucidie in teh past year by parental Residential School attendance



Attempt

		Attempt

				Family not affected		8.1%

				Grandparent attended		12.7%

				Parent attended		13.2%

				Parent & grandparent attended		17.2%

				Family not affected by IRS		.8%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.4%

				Parent attended IRS		1.5%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		1.6%





Attempt

				0.0075645542		0.0075645542

				0.0140280657		0.0140280657

				0.0152645936		0.0152645936

				0.0159861925		0.0159861925



Proportion of First Nations adults who reported a suicide attempt by familial esidential School attendance



Ideation

		Attempt

				Family not affected		16.1%

				Grandparent attended		24.5%

				Parent attended		24.6%

				Parent and grandparent attended		27.1%

				Family not affected by IRS		1.1%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		2.0%





Ideation

				0.0112442886		0.0112442886

				0.01879522		0.01879522

				0.0194133929		0.0194133929

				0.0203062588		0.0203062588



First Nations adults who reported
 seriously considering suicide at some point in lifetime



Distress

		

				Family not affected by IRS		16.4127824041		0.1977137932

				Grandparent attended IRS		17.1346496849		0.3147863254

				Parent attended IRS		17.2477683695		0.3215966837

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		18.3199701615		0.2771611799

		*MEDIATION ANALYSIS - STEP 3: IRS --> Distress controlling for age and gender

		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE

		/PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"

		/MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST

		/PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		Notes

		Output Created				10-JAN-2017 11:31:53

		Comments

		Input		Data		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

				Active Dataset		DataSet1

				Filter		INCLUDEDVSDKRIRSHISTORYVSSURVIVOR = 0 (FILTER)

				Weight		<none>

				Split File		<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File		5277

				Plan File		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing		User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, subpopulation and factor variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used		Only cases with valid data for all analysis variables are used in computing any statistics.

		Syntax				CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE
  /PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"
  /MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE
  /INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES
  /STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST
  /PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO
  /TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD
  /EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE
  /EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)
  /EMMEANS
  /MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE
  /CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Resources		Processor Time		00:00:00.61

				Elapsed Time		00:00:00.63

		[DataSet1] Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		5067

				Invalid		210

				Total		5277

		Population Size				121762.446

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		90

				Units		214

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				124

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted)		17.2408

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		37.76

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		No par or gp at IRS		46371.595		38.1%

				GP at IRS		23811.946		19.6%

				Parent at IRS		19496.710		16.0%

				PArent and GP		32082.195		26.3%

		Are you male or female?		Male		57505.456		47.2%

				Female		64256.990		52.8%

		Population Size				121762.446		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.041

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		120.000		24.273		.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		124.000		2711.322		0.000

		IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		GENDER		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		AGE		1.000		124.000		16.245		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval				Hypothesis Test

								Lower		Upper		t		df		Sig.

		(Intercept)		20.552		.438		19.685		21.420		46.874		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=.00]		-1.907		.338		-2.576		-1.238		-5.643		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=1.00]		-1.185		.382		-1.941		-.429		-3.103		124.000		.002

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=2.00]		-1.072		.405		-1.873		-.271		-2.649		124.000		.009

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=3.00]		.000b

		[GENDER=1]		-1.827		.233		-2.287		-1.366		-7.847		124.000		.000

		[GENDER=2]		.000b

		AGE		-.035		.009		-.052		-.018		-4.031		124.000		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Index of Hypothesis Tests

		Test		Coefficients (L Matrix)		Results (K Matrix)

		1		Difference Contrast for IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		Zero Matrix

		2		Simple Contrast (reference category = 2) for GENDER		Zero Matrix

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)

		Estimatesa

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		No par or gp at IRS		16.4128		.19771		16.0215		16.8041

		GP at IRS		17.1346		.31479		16.5116		17.7577

		Parent at IRS		17.2478		.32160		16.6112		17.8843

		PArent and GP		18.3200		.27716		17.7714		18.8685

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer) Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level GP at IRS vs. Previous		.722		0.000		.722		.365		1.000		124.000		3.907		.050

		Level Parent at IRS vs. Previous		.474		0.000		.474		.353		1.000		124.000		1.808		.181

		Level PArent and GP vs. Previous		1.388		0.000		1.388		.302		1.000		124.000		21.069		.000

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Are you male or female?

		Estimatesa

		Are you male or female?		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		Male		16.3655		.20563		15.9585		16.7725

		Female		18.1921		.18693		17.8221		18.5621

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		Are you male or female? Simple Contrasta		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level Male vs. Level Female		-1.827		0.000		-1.827		.233		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		a. Reference Category = Female

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 3: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		17.2788		.15832		16.9654		17.5921

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76





Distress

				0.1977137932		0.1977137932

				0.3147863254		0.3147863254

				0.3215966837		0.3215966837

				0.2771611799		0.2771611799



Mean levels of psychological distress among First Nations adults



A-ID

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Adolescence Females

		Non-IRS		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%

		IRS		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID

						0.0046127974		0.0046127974		0.004		0.004

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.005		0.005		0.007		0.007



Non-IRS

IRS

The proportion of First Nations adutls who reported seriously consdering sucide wwhen there were adolescents



A-ATTEMP

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.





A-ATTEMP

						0.002		0.002		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.004		0.004		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.01		0.01		0.011		0.011

						0.015		0.015		0.016		0.016

						0.012		0.012		0.015		0.015

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.011		0.011		0.011		0.011

						0.018		0.018		0.018		0.018

						0.012		0.012		0.013		0.013



Non-IRS

IRS

Suicide attempts



A-ID (3)

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Females				Adolescence: Total sample		Adolescence: Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Family not affected		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		Parent attended Residential School		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Family not affected		1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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				IDEATION

				Childhood		Chilldhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.8%		0.0%		1.0%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		IRS		1.1%		0.0%		1.6%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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A-ATTEMP (2)

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.
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First Nations children, youth, and adutls living on-reserve who were directly or intergenerationaly affected by residential schools
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		CCHS:                    Total Canadian population		Not affected		At least one grandparent attended		At least one parent attended		Residential School Survivor

		33.50%		40.60%		54.50%		54.20%		55.80%
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Canadian and First Nations adults who reported moderate or high levels of psychological distress by personal and familial Residential School attendance



IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		5.0%		11.2%

		Male		5.8%		7.4%

		Female		4.0%		15.5%

		12 to 14		2.3%		11.9%

		15 to 17		7.6%		10.6%

		12		0.0%		13.9%

		13		0.0%		9.5%

		14		0.0%		11.9%

		15		4.7%		7.5%

		16		12.8%		12.9%

		17		0.0%		11.4%

		Total		1.7%		2.1%

		Male		2.9%		2.4%

		Female		2.9%		2.44%

		12 to 14		1.2%		3.1%		0.0165952083

		15 to 17		3.0%		2.7%		1.9%

		12				6.6%

		13				3.8%

		14				4.9%

		15		2.4%		3.4%

		16		7.2%		5.8%

		17				4.1%

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				6941.179		6683.655		13624.834

								Standard Error				460.391		415.635		580.445

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6029.937		5860.997		12475.971

										Upper		7852.422		7506.313		14773.697

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.062		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				2.091		1.912		2.278

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		44.3%		100.0%

										Upper		55.7%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.847		1.847

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.2%		92.6%		93.4%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.6%		89.8%		91.3%

										Upper		96.4%		94.7%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.015		0.013		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		45.8%		93.4%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.4%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.2%		41.2%		91.3%

										Upper		52.0%		50.5%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.051		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.773		1.875		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				429.834		535.065		964.899

								Standard Error				113.354		84.712		141.209

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		205.476		367.397		685.406

										Upper		654.193		702.734		1244.393

								Coefficient of Variation				0.264		0.158		0.146

								Square Root Design Effect				1.808		1.214		1.518

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				44.5%		55.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.4%		40.3%		100.0%

										Upper		59.7%		69.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.171		0.137		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.562		1.562

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.8%		7.4%		6.6%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.6%		5.3%		5.0%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		9.4%		10.2%		8.7%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.245		0.164		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% of Total		Estimate				2.9%		3.7%		6.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		2.7%		5.0%

										Upper		4.8%		5.0%		8.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.253		0.160		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.751		1.235		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7371.014		7218.720		14589.734

								Standard Error				492.993		413.685		609.519

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6395.242		6399.922		13383.324

										Upper		8346.785		8037.519		15796.143

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.057		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.196		1.855		2.393

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% of Total		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6617.911		5509.195		12127.106

								Standard Error				334.659		308.879		423.235

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5955.528		4897.837		11289.405

										Upper		7280.295		6120.552		12964.807

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.056		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.545		1.524		1.675

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				54.6%		45.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		50.6%		41.5%		100.0%

										Upper		58.5%		49.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.448		1.448

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.0%		84.5%		90.4%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.4%		80.8%		88.4%

										Upper		97.1%		87.7%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.021		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		41.1%		90.4%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.6%		37.5%		88.4%

										Upper		53.0%		44.8%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.045		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.429		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				277.424		1008.779		1286.204

								Standard Error				51.516		130.968		137.941

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		175.461		749.557		1013.180

										Upper		379.388		1268.002		1559.227

								Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.130		0.107

								Square Root Design Effect				1.020		1.378		1.292

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				21.6%		78.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.8%		69.6%		100.0%

										Upper		30.4%		85.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.182		0.050		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.126		1.126

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				4.0%		15.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.9%		12.3%		7.9%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		5.6%		19.2%		11.6%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.170		0.112		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% of Total		Estimate				2.1%		7.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.4%		5.9%		7.9%

										Upper		2.9%		9.5%		11.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.179		0.120		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.990		1.302		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6895.335		6517.974		13413.309

								Standard Error				353.810		354.474		472.143

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6195.046		5816.371		12478.806

										Upper		7595.625		7219.577		14347.813

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.054		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.645		1.854

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% of Total		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13559.090		12192.850		25751.940

						Standard Error				720.400		573.507		854.013

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12133.217		11057.718		24061.610

								Upper		14984.964		13327.981		27442.270

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.047		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.827		2.269		6.160

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				52.7%		47.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.9%		43.6%		100.0%

								Upper		56.4%		51.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.040		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.994		1.994

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				95.0%		88.8%		92.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.1%		86.5%		90.6%

								Upper		96.5%		90.7%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% of Total		Estimate				48.4%		43.5%		92.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.8%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.0%		40.0%		90.6%

								Upper		51.9%		47.1%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.041		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.913		1.989		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				707.258		1543.845		2251.103

						Standard Error				131.885		154.059		202.406

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		446.221		1238.918		1850.484

								Upper		968.295		1848.771		2651.722

						Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.100		0.090

						Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.324		1.460

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				31.4%		68.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.6%		4.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.1%		58.9%		100.0%

								Upper		41.1%		76.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.145		0.067		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.531		1.531

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.0%		11.2%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.5%		9.3%		6.8%		3.4%		4.3%

								Upper		6.9%		13.5%		9.4%		1.7%		2.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.169		0.096		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		5.5%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.4%		0.5%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		4.5%		6.8%

								Upper		3.6%		6.7%		9.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.178		0.097		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.573		1.291		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14266.349		13736.694		28003.043

						Standard Error				771.555		603.135		915.475

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12739.225		12542.921		26191.062

								Upper		15793.473		14930.467		29815.024

						Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.044		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				3.027		2.366

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724





IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0167820457		0.0167820457		0.0213108788		0.0213108788

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0120679624		0.0120679624		0.030514885		0.030514885

						0.0300864505		0.0300864505		0.0267268729		0.0267268729



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported seriously considering suicide
 in the past year by parental Residential School attendance



Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		3.0%		3.1%

		Male		0.0%		1.6%

		Female		2.9%		4.8%

		12 to 14		0.0%		2.7%

		15 to 17		5.2%		3.6%

		Total		1.4%		1.2%

		Male		0.0%		1.1%

		Female		1.1%		1.14%

		12 to 14		0.0%		1.4%

		15 to 17		2.6%		1.9%

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13854.558		14036.311		27890.869

						Standard Error				756.401		647.607		921.055

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12357.428		12754.515		26067.844

								Upper		15351.688		15318.106		29713.894

						Coefficient of Variation				0.055		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.910		2.491		10.218

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

								Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.082		2.082

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.0%		96.9%		96.9%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.2%		95.4%		95.9%

								Upper		98.1%		97.8%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.006		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		48.8%		96.9%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.8%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		45.1%		95.9%

								Upper		51.9%		52.4%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.038		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				2.086		2.045		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				435.641690857901E		456.179700755488E		891.821

						Standard Error				99.121		89.828		133.104

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		239.453		278.384		628.371

								Upper		631.831		633.975		1155.271

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.197		0.149

						Square Root Design Effect				1.561		1.383		1.477

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.8%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.4%		36.5%		100.0%

								Upper		63.5%		65.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.155		0.148		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.472		1.472

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				3.04853468208952%E		3.14769709447806%E		3.1%		3.05%		3.15%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.9%		2.2%		2.3%		2.8%		2.4%

								Upper		4.8%		4.6%		4.1%		1.4%		1.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.191		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% of Total		Estimate				1.5135544668411%E		1.58490988867711%E		3.1%

						Standard Error				0.3%		0.3%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.1%		2.3%

								Upper		2.4%		2.3%		4.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.226		0.192		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.549		1.350		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14290.200		14492.490		28782.690

						Standard Error				760.714		663.266		944.371

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12784.534		13179.701		26913.514

								Upper		15795.865		15805.280		30651.866

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.925		2.550

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% of Total		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				7189.248		7399.265		14588.513

								Standard Error				476.276		448.216		602.458

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6246.564		6512.120		13396.080

										Upper		8131.932		8286.410		15780.945

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.061		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.115		1.971		2.315

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.3%		50.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		46.0%		100.0%

										Upper		54.0%		55.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.049		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.897		1.897

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.8%		98.4%		97.6%

								Standard Error				1.2%		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.3%		96.9%		95.9%

										Upper		98.5%		99.1%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.013		0.005		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.954		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		49.5%		97.6%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		44.9%		95.9%

										Upper		52.8%		54.2%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.050		0.048		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.904		1.881		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		123.311		358.414

								Standard Error				F		40.452		100.072

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		43.245		160.344

										Upper		F		203.377		556.483

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.328		0.279

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.191		1.735

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				65.6%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				11.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.0%		F		100.0%

										Upper		83.9%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.175		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.494		F

								Unweighted Count				10		F		23

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		1.6%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.9%		1.4%		0.0%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		F		3.1%		4.1%		0.0%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.329		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% of Total		Estimate				F		0.8%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.4%		1.4%

										Upper		F		1.6%		4.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.324		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.180		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7424.351		7522.576		14946.927

								Standard Error				482.193		449.269		618.244

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6469.956		6633.348		13723.248

										Upper		8378.745		8411.804		16170.605

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.060		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.119		1.965		2.377

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6705.507		6655.008		13360.515

								Standard Error				350.574		353.992		468.635

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6011.623		5954.358		12432.954

										Upper		7399.391		7355.657		14288.075

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.614		1.805

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.2%		49.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.3%		45.9%		100.0%

										Upper		54.1%		53.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.040		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.485

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.1%		95.2%		96.2%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.8%		92.7%		94.8%

										Upper		98.0%		96.9%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.011		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% of Total		Estimate				48.3%		47.9%		96.2%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		44.2%		94.8%

										Upper		52.1%		51.7%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.040		0.040		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.464		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				200.539		332.869		533.408

								Standard Error				37.800		75.627		84.266

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		125.722		183.183		366.622

										Upper		275.356		482.555		700.193

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.227		0.158

								Square Root Design Effect				0.874		1.360		1.201

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				37.6%		62.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.0%		7.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.0%		100.0%

										Upper		52.0%		74.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.185		0.111		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.082		1.082

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				2.9%		4.8%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.0%		3.1%		2.8%		2.2%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		4.2%		7.3%		5.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.216		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% of Total		Estimate				1.4%		2.4%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.5%		2.8%

										Upper		2.1%		3.7%		5.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.221		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.877		1.334		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6906.046		6987.876		13893.922

								Standard Error				354.215		370.533		483.347

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6204.954		6254.488		12937.244

										Upper		7607.137		7721.265		14850.601

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.661		1.858

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC2										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12-14		No		Population Size		Estimate				7059.244		6820.620		13879.864

								Standard Error				476.220		404.263		580.355

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6116.671		6020.470		12731.179

										Upper		8001.817		7620.769		15028.548

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.059		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.128		1.828		2.233

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.1%		44.4%		100.0%

										Upper		55.6%		53.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.840		1.840

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.8%		95.6%		97.3%

										Upper		99.6%		98.3%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.004		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.210		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% of Total		Estimate				49.9%		48.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.3%		43.6%		97.3%

										Upper		54.6%		52.9%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.826		1.833		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		190.518		254.266

								Standard Error				F		46.203		54.788

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		99.070		145.824

										Upper		F		281.967		362.708

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.243		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.095		1.126

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		9.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		51.6%		100.0%

										Upper		F		89.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.131		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.176

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		2.7%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.7%		1.2%		0.0%		2.7%

										Upper		F		4.4%		2.7%		0.0%		1.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.246		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.8%		1.2%

										Upper		F		2.2%		2.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.242		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.096		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7122.992		7011.138		14134.130

								Standard Error				477.139		404.670		584.631

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6178.601		6210.182		12976.981

										Upper		8067.383		7812.094		15291.278

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.058		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.125		1.812		2.248

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% of Total		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

		15-17		No		Population Size		Estimate				6795.314		7215.691		14011.005

								Standard Error				405.020		465.852		598.836

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5993.666		6293.639		12825.741

										Upper		7596.962		8137.743		15196.269

								Coefficient of Variation				0.060		0.065		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.833		2.066		2.303

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.5%		51.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.1%		47.0%		100.0%

										Upper		53.0%		55.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.745		1.745

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.8%		96.4%		95.6%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.6%		94.0%		93.9%

										Upper		96.8%		97.9%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.014		0.010		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% of Total		Estimate				46.4%		49.3%		95.6%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.0%		45.0%		93.9%

										Upper		50.8%		53.5%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.048		0.044		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.757		1.710		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				371.894		265.661		637.555

								Standard Error				94.647		72.454		117.247

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		184.562		122.255		405.490

										Upper		559.226		409.068		869.620

								Coefficient of Variation				0.254		0.273		0.184

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.456		1.531

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				58.3%		41.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				9.2%		9.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.8%		25.2%		100.0%

										Upper		74.8%		60.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.158		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.540		1.540

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.2%		3.6%		4.4%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.2%		2.1%		3.1%		5.3%		3.9%

										Upper		8.4%		6.0%		6.1%		2.6%		1.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.249		0.265		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		1.8%		4.4%

								Standard Error				0.6%		0.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.6%		1.1%		3.1%

										Upper		4.1%		3.1%		6.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.248		0.267		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.578		1.430		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7167.208		7481.352		14648.560

								Standard Error				414.569		478.063		627.271

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6346.659		6535.131		13407.015

										Upper		7987.756		8427.574		15890.106

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.064		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		2.095		2.412

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% of Total		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC6										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2164.239		2292.541		4456.780

								Standard Error				200.039		288.242		340.293

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1768.305		1722.030		3783.244

										Upper		2560.172		2863.052		5130.315

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.126		0.076

								Square Root Design Effect				1.458		2.047		1.808

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				4.0%		4.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.7%		43.5%		100.0%

										Upper		56.5%		59.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.083		0.078		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.749		1.749

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.2%		98.1%

								Standard Error				0.6%		1.1%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.0%		93.9%		96.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.8%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.012		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.872		1.090		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		50.5%		98.1%

								Standard Error				3.9%		4.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.0%		42.6%		96.3%

										Upper		55.4%		58.3%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.079		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.725		1.751		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2184.804		2358.080		4542.883

								Standard Error				200.355		288.672		340.837

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1788.245		1786.716		3868.271

										Upper		2581.363		2929.443		5217.495

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.122		0.075

								Square Root Design Effect				1.454		2.023		1.797

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

		13.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2305.404		2093.784		4399.187

								Standard Error				194.293		194.657		285.043

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1920.843		1708.503		3835.006

										Upper		2689.965		2479.064		4963.368

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.093		0.065

								Square Root Design Effect				1.376		1.441		1.523

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.4%		47.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.4%		41.7%		100.0%

										Upper		58.3%		53.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.305		1.305

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.6%		98.6%		99.1%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		98.1%		96.5%		98.0%

										Upper		99.9%		99.5%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.003		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				0.775		0.861		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% of Total		Estimate				52.0%		47.2%		99.1%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		41.3%		98.0%

										Upper		57.8%		53.1%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.063		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.299		1.303		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.000		2122.702		4437.701

								Standard Error				194.345		194.800		284.934

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1930.337		1737.138		3873.738

										Upper		2699.662		2508.266		5001.665

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.092		0.064

								Square Root Design Effect				1.374		1.433		1.517

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% of Total		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

		14.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2589.602		2434.295		5023.897

								Standard Error				244.713		237.766		318.688

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2105.246		1963.689		4393.125

										Upper		3073.958		2904.901		5654.669

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.098		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.644		1.643		1.614

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				51.5%		48.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		41.4%		100.0%

										Upper		58.6%		55.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.074		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.667		1.667

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.7%		96.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				1.0%		1.4%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.3%		92.2%		95.2%

										Upper		99.7%		98.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.010		0.015		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.459		1.203		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% of Total		Estimate				50.2%		47.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.3%		40.3%		95.2%

										Upper		57.2%		54.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.075		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.657		1.659		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		16.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		34.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		94.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.391

								Unweighted Count				F		10		12

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2623.189		2530.356		5153.545

								Standard Error				245.717		240.611		323.094

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2136.845		2054.120		4514.052

										Upper		3109.532		3006.593		5793.038

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.095		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		1.633		1.620

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

		15.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2262.106		2355.583		4617.689

								Standard Error				176.527		233.501		286.512

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1912.709		1893.419		4050.602

										Upper		2611.503		2817.747		5184.776

								Coefficient of Variation				0.078		0.099		0.062

								Square Root Design Effect				1.261		1.637		1.501

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.0%		51.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.7%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		57.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.427		1.427

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.7%		96.1%		96.9%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		96.6%		92.8%		95.2%

										Upper		98.5%		97.9%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.005		0.013		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				0.483		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% of Total		Estimate				47.4%		49.4%		96.9%

								Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.3%		43.3%		95.2%

										Upper		53.7%		55.6%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.417		1.409		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		96.718		149.950

								Standard Error				F		30.936		32.541

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		35.488		85.543

										Upper		F		157.948		214.357

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.320		0.217

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.028		0.869

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		64.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		8.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		79.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.132		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.711

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		3.9%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		2.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		7.2%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.311		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% of Total		Estimate				F		2.0%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		0.6%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		3.8%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.315		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.020		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.339		2452.301		4767.640

								Standard Error				176.792		238.904		290.527

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1965.417		1979.444		4192.606

										Upper		2665.260		2925.158		5342.674

								Coefficient of Variation				0.076		0.097		0.061

								Square Root Design Effect				1.250		1.645		1.502

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% of Total		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

		16.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2362.979		2730.280		5093.259

								Standard Error				263.131		242.622		370.301

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1842.169		2250.063		4360.330

										Upper		2883.789		3210.497		5826.188

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.089		0.073

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		1.592		1.865

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				46.4%		53.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.7%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		60.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.074		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				89.6%		96.1%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		2.1%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		82.0%		88.8%		88.5%

										Upper		94.2%		98.7%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.033		0.022		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.925		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% of Total		Estimate				43.1%		49.8%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		36.7%		43.4%		88.5%

										Upper		49.8%		56.3%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.077		0.066		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.615		1.585		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				273.461		F		384.838

								Standard Error				82.821		F		101.991

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		109.535		F		182.970

										Upper		437.388		F		586.707

								Coefficient of Variation				0.303		F		0.265

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		F		1.707

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				71.1%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				13.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.2%		F		100.0%

										Upper		90.0%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.190		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.901		F

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				10.4%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		18.0%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.289		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% of Total		Estimate				5.0%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		8.9%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.296		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.640		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2636.440		2841.657		5478.097

								Standard Error				275.658		253.780		388.463

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2090.837		2339.355		4709.220

										Upper		3182.044		3343.958		6246.974

								Coefficient of Variation				0.105		0.089		0.071

								Square Root Design Effect				1.837		1.635		1.902

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

		17.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2170.229		2129.828		4300.056

								Standard Error				170.938		240.995		288.251

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1831.895		1652.831		3729.528

										Upper		2508.562		2606.825		4870.585

								Coefficient of Variation				0.079		0.113		0.067

								Square Root Design Effect				1.245		1.770		1.554

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.5%		42.6%		100.0%

										Upper		57.4%		56.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.071		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.509

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.0%		97.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				2.0%		0.8%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.1%		95.1%		94.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.6%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.020		0.009		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				2.153		0.793		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		48.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.5%		41.5%		94.3%

										Upper		56.1%		55.3%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.072		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				1.502		1.518		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		57.567		F

								Standard Error				F		17.797		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		22.342		F

										Upper		F		92.792		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.309		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.766		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		100.0%

										Upper		F		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate								F

								Standard Error				F		0.8%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.4%		F

										Upper		F		4.9%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.316		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.793		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		F

								Standard Error				F		0.4%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.7%		F

										Upper		F		2.4%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.310		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.773		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2215.429		2187.395		4402.823

								Standard Error				176.685		242.369		292.710

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1865.720		1707.678		3823.467

										Upper		2565.137		2667.111		4982.179

								Coefficient of Variation				0.080		0.111		0.066

								Square Root Design Effect				1.274		1.758		1.563

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% of Total		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477





Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0141657224		0.0141657224		0.0121579545		0.0121579545

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						0.0110142873		0.0110142873		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.014		0.014

						0.0263400885		0.0263400885		0.0193262245		0.0193262245



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported serioulsy consdierin sucidie in teh past year by parental Residential School attendance



Attempt

		Attempt

				Family not affected		8.1%

				Grandparent attended		12.7%

				Parent attended		13.2%

				Parent & grandparent attended		17.2%

				Family not affected by IRS		.8%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.4%

				Parent attended IRS		1.5%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		1.6%





Attempt

				0.0075645542		0.0075645542

				0.0140280657		0.0140280657

				0.0152645936		0.0152645936

				0.0159861925		0.0159861925



Proportion of First Nations adults who reported a suicide attempt by familial esidential School attendance



Ideation

		Attempt

				Family not affected		16.1%

				Grandparent attended		24.5%

				Parent attended		24.6%

				Parent and grandparent attended		27.1%

				Family not affected by IRS		1.1%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		2.0%





Ideation

				0.0112442886		0.0112442886

				0.01879522		0.01879522

				0.0194133929		0.0194133929

				0.0203062588		0.0203062588



First Nations adults who reported
 seriously considering suicide at some point in lifetime



Distress

		

				Family not affected by IRS		16.4127824041		0.1977137932

				Grandparent attended IRS		17.1346496849		0.3147863254

				Parent attended IRS		17.2477683695		0.3215966837

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		18.3199701615		0.2771611799

		*MEDIATION ANALYSIS - STEP 3: IRS --> Distress controlling for age and gender

		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE

		/PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"

		/MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST

		/PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		Notes

		Output Created				10-JAN-2017 11:31:53

		Comments

		Input		Data		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

				Active Dataset		DataSet1

				Filter		INCLUDEDVSDKRIRSHISTORYVSSURVIVOR = 0 (FILTER)

				Weight		<none>

				Split File		<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File		5277

				Plan File		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing		User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, subpopulation and factor variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used		Only cases with valid data for all analysis variables are used in computing any statistics.

		Syntax				CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE
  /PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"
  /MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE
  /INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES
  /STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST
  /PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO
  /TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD
  /EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE
  /EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)
  /EMMEANS
  /MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE
  /CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Resources		Processor Time		00:00:00.61

				Elapsed Time		00:00:00.63

		[DataSet1] Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		5067

				Invalid		210

				Total		5277

		Population Size				121762.446

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		90

				Units		214

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				124

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted)		17.2408

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		37.76

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		No par or gp at IRS		46371.595		38.1%

				GP at IRS		23811.946		19.6%

				Parent at IRS		19496.710		16.0%

				PArent and GP		32082.195		26.3%

		Are you male or female?		Male		57505.456		47.2%

				Female		64256.990		52.8%

		Population Size				121762.446		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.041

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		120.000		24.273		.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		124.000		2711.322		0.000

		IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		GENDER		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		AGE		1.000		124.000		16.245		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval				Hypothesis Test

								Lower		Upper		t		df		Sig.

		(Intercept)		20.552		.438		19.685		21.420		46.874		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=.00]		-1.907		.338		-2.576		-1.238		-5.643		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=1.00]		-1.185		.382		-1.941		-.429		-3.103		124.000		.002

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=2.00]		-1.072		.405		-1.873		-.271		-2.649		124.000		.009

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=3.00]		.000b

		[GENDER=1]		-1.827		.233		-2.287		-1.366		-7.847		124.000		.000

		[GENDER=2]		.000b

		AGE		-.035		.009		-.052		-.018		-4.031		124.000		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Index of Hypothesis Tests

		Test		Coefficients (L Matrix)		Results (K Matrix)

		1		Difference Contrast for IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		Zero Matrix

		2		Simple Contrast (reference category = 2) for GENDER		Zero Matrix

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)

		Estimatesa

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		No par or gp at IRS		16.4128		.19771		16.0215		16.8041

		GP at IRS		17.1346		.31479		16.5116		17.7577

		Parent at IRS		17.2478		.32160		16.6112		17.8843

		PArent and GP		18.3200		.27716		17.7714		18.8685

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer) Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level GP at IRS vs. Previous		.722		0.000		.722		.365		1.000		124.000		3.907		.050

		Level Parent at IRS vs. Previous		.474		0.000		.474		.353		1.000		124.000		1.808		.181

		Level PArent and GP vs. Previous		1.388		0.000		1.388		.302		1.000		124.000		21.069		.000

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Are you male or female?

		Estimatesa

		Are you male or female?		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		Male		16.3655		.20563		15.9585		16.7725

		Female		18.1921		.18693		17.8221		18.5621

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		Are you male or female? Simple Contrasta		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level Male vs. Level Female		-1.827		0.000		-1.827		.233		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		a. Reference Category = Female

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 3: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		17.2788		.15832		16.9654		17.5921

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76





Distress

				0.1977137932		0.1977137932

				0.3147863254		0.3147863254

				0.3215966837		0.3215966837

				0.2771611799		0.2771611799
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A-ID

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Adolescence Females

		Non-IRS		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%

		IRS		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID

						0.0046127974		0.0046127974		0.004		0.004

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.005		0.005		0.007		0.007



Non-IRS

IRS

The proportion of First Nations adutls who reported seriously consdering sucide wwhen there were adolescents



A-ATTEMP

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.





A-ATTEMP

						0.002		0.002		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.004		0.004		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.01		0.01		0.011		0.011

						0.015		0.015		0.016		0.016

						0.012		0.012		0.015		0.015

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.011		0.011		0.011		0.011

						0.018		0.018		0.018		0.018

						0.012		0.012		0.013		0.013



Non-IRS

IRS

Suicide attempts



A-ID (3)

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Females				Adolescence: Total sample		Adolescence: Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Family not affected		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		Parent attended Residential School		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Family not affected		1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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				IDEATION

				Childhood		Chilldhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.8%		0.0%		1.0%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		IRS		1.1%		0.0%		1.6%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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A-ATTEMP (2)

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.
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First Nations children, youth, and adutls living on-reserve who were directly or intergenerationaly affected by residential schools
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		CCHS:                    Total Canadian population		Not affected		At least one grandparent attended		At least one parent attended		Residential School Survivor
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Canadian and First Nations adults who reported moderate or high levels of psychological distress by personal and familial Residential School attendance



IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		5.0%		11.2%

		Male		5.8%		7.4%

		Female		4.0%		15.5%

		12 to 14		2.3%		11.9%

		15 to 17		7.6%		10.6%

		12		0.0%		13.9%

		13		0.0%		9.5%

		14		0.0%		11.9%

		15		4.7%		7.5%

		16		12.8%		12.9%

		17		0.0%		11.4%

		Total		1.7%		2.1%

		Male		2.9%		2.4%

		Female		2.9%		2.44%

		12 to 14		1.2%		3.1%		0.0165952083

		15 to 17		3.0%		2.7%		1.9%

		12				6.6%

		13				3.8%

		14				4.9%

		15		2.4%		3.4%

		16		7.2%		5.8%

		17				4.1%

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				6941.179		6683.655		13624.834

								Standard Error				460.391		415.635		580.445

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6029.937		5860.997		12475.971

										Upper		7852.422		7506.313		14773.697

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.062		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				2.091		1.912		2.278

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		44.3%		100.0%

										Upper		55.7%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.847		1.847

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.2%		92.6%		93.4%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.6%		89.8%		91.3%

										Upper		96.4%		94.7%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.015		0.013		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		45.8%		93.4%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.4%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.2%		41.2%		91.3%

										Upper		52.0%		50.5%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.051		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.773		1.875		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				429.834		535.065		964.899

								Standard Error				113.354		84.712		141.209

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		205.476		367.397		685.406

										Upper		654.193		702.734		1244.393

								Coefficient of Variation				0.264		0.158		0.146

								Square Root Design Effect				1.808		1.214		1.518

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				44.5%		55.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.4%		40.3%		100.0%

										Upper		59.7%		69.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.171		0.137		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.562		1.562

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.8%		7.4%		6.6%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.6%		5.3%		5.0%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		9.4%		10.2%		8.7%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.245		0.164		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% of Total		Estimate				2.9%		3.7%		6.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		2.7%		5.0%

										Upper		4.8%		5.0%		8.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.253		0.160		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.751		1.235		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7371.014		7218.720		14589.734

								Standard Error				492.993		413.685		609.519

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6395.242		6399.922		13383.324

										Upper		8346.785		8037.519		15796.143

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.057		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.196		1.855		2.393

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% of Total		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6617.911		5509.195		12127.106

								Standard Error				334.659		308.879		423.235

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5955.528		4897.837		11289.405

										Upper		7280.295		6120.552		12964.807

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.056		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.545		1.524		1.675

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				54.6%		45.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		50.6%		41.5%		100.0%

										Upper		58.5%		49.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.448		1.448

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.0%		84.5%		90.4%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.4%		80.8%		88.4%

										Upper		97.1%		87.7%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.021		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		41.1%		90.4%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.6%		37.5%		88.4%

										Upper		53.0%		44.8%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.045		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.429		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				277.424		1008.779		1286.204

								Standard Error				51.516		130.968		137.941

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		175.461		749.557		1013.180

										Upper		379.388		1268.002		1559.227

								Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.130		0.107

								Square Root Design Effect				1.020		1.378		1.292

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				21.6%		78.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.8%		69.6%		100.0%

										Upper		30.4%		85.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.182		0.050		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.126		1.126

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				4.0%		15.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.9%		12.3%		7.9%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		5.6%		19.2%		11.6%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.170		0.112		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% of Total		Estimate				2.1%		7.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.4%		5.9%		7.9%

										Upper		2.9%		9.5%		11.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.179		0.120		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.990		1.302		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6895.335		6517.974		13413.309

								Standard Error				353.810		354.474		472.143

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6195.046		5816.371		12478.806

										Upper		7595.625		7219.577		14347.813

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.054		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.645		1.854

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% of Total		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13559.090		12192.850		25751.940

						Standard Error				720.400		573.507		854.013

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12133.217		11057.718		24061.610

								Upper		14984.964		13327.981		27442.270

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.047		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.827		2.269		6.160

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				52.7%		47.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.9%		43.6%		100.0%

								Upper		56.4%		51.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.040		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.994		1.994

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				95.0%		88.8%		92.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.1%		86.5%		90.6%

								Upper		96.5%		90.7%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% of Total		Estimate				48.4%		43.5%		92.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.8%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.0%		40.0%		90.6%

								Upper		51.9%		47.1%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.041		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.913		1.989		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				707.258		1543.845		2251.103

						Standard Error				131.885		154.059		202.406

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		446.221		1238.918		1850.484

								Upper		968.295		1848.771		2651.722

						Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.100		0.090

						Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.324		1.460

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				31.4%		68.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.6%		4.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.1%		58.9%		100.0%

								Upper		41.1%		76.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.145		0.067		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.531		1.531

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.0%		11.2%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.5%		9.3%		6.8%		3.4%		4.3%

								Upper		6.9%		13.5%		9.4%		1.7%		2.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.169		0.096		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		5.5%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.4%		0.5%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		4.5%		6.8%

								Upper		3.6%		6.7%		9.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.178		0.097		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.573		1.291		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14266.349		13736.694		28003.043

						Standard Error				771.555		603.135		915.475

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12739.225		12542.921		26191.062

								Upper		15793.473		14930.467		29815.024

						Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.044		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				3.027		2.366

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724





IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0167820457		0.0167820457		0.0213108788		0.0213108788

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0120679624		0.0120679624		0.030514885		0.030514885

						0.0300864505		0.0300864505		0.0267268729		0.0267268729



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported seriously considering suicide
 in the past year by parental Residential School attendance



Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		3.0%		3.1%

		Male		0.0%		1.6%

		Female		2.9%		4.8%

		12 to 14		0.0%		2.7%

		15 to 17		5.2%		3.6%

		Total		1.4%		1.2%

		Male		0.0%		1.1%

		Female		1.1%		1.14%

		12 to 14		0.0%		1.4%

		15 to 17		2.6%		1.9%

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13854.558		14036.311		27890.869

						Standard Error				756.401		647.607		921.055

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12357.428		12754.515		26067.844

								Upper		15351.688		15318.106		29713.894

						Coefficient of Variation				0.055		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.910		2.491		10.218

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

								Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.082		2.082

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.0%		96.9%		96.9%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.2%		95.4%		95.9%

								Upper		98.1%		97.8%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.006		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		48.8%		96.9%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.8%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		45.1%		95.9%

								Upper		51.9%		52.4%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.038		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				2.086		2.045		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				435.641690857901E		456.179700755488E		891.821

						Standard Error				99.121		89.828		133.104

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		239.453		278.384		628.371

								Upper		631.831		633.975		1155.271

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.197		0.149

						Square Root Design Effect				1.561		1.383		1.477

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.8%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.4%		36.5%		100.0%

								Upper		63.5%		65.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.155		0.148		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.472		1.472

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				3.04853468208952%E		3.14769709447806%E		3.1%		3.05%		3.15%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.9%		2.2%		2.3%		2.8%		2.4%

								Upper		4.8%		4.6%		4.1%		1.4%		1.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.191		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% of Total		Estimate				1.5135544668411%E		1.58490988867711%E		3.1%

						Standard Error				0.3%		0.3%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.1%		2.3%

								Upper		2.4%		2.3%		4.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.226		0.192		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.549		1.350		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14290.200		14492.490		28782.690

						Standard Error				760.714		663.266		944.371

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12784.534		13179.701		26913.514

								Upper		15795.865		15805.280		30651.866

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.925		2.550

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% of Total		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				7189.248		7399.265		14588.513

								Standard Error				476.276		448.216		602.458

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6246.564		6512.120		13396.080

										Upper		8131.932		8286.410		15780.945

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.061		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.115		1.971		2.315

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.3%		50.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		46.0%		100.0%

										Upper		54.0%		55.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.049		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.897		1.897

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.8%		98.4%		97.6%

								Standard Error				1.2%		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.3%		96.9%		95.9%

										Upper		98.5%		99.1%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.013		0.005		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.954		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		49.5%		97.6%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		44.9%		95.9%

										Upper		52.8%		54.2%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.050		0.048		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.904		1.881		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		123.311		358.414

								Standard Error				F		40.452		100.072

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		43.245		160.344

										Upper		F		203.377		556.483

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.328		0.279

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.191		1.735

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				65.6%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				11.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.0%		F		100.0%

										Upper		83.9%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.175		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.494		F

								Unweighted Count				10		F		23

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		1.6%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.9%		1.4%		0.0%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		F		3.1%		4.1%		0.0%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.329		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% of Total		Estimate				F		0.8%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.4%		1.4%

										Upper		F		1.6%		4.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.324		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.180		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7424.351		7522.576		14946.927

								Standard Error				482.193		449.269		618.244

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6469.956		6633.348		13723.248

										Upper		8378.745		8411.804		16170.605

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.060		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.119		1.965		2.377

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6705.507		6655.008		13360.515

								Standard Error				350.574		353.992		468.635

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6011.623		5954.358		12432.954

										Upper		7399.391		7355.657		14288.075

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.614		1.805

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.2%		49.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.3%		45.9%		100.0%

										Upper		54.1%		53.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.040		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.485

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.1%		95.2%		96.2%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.8%		92.7%		94.8%

										Upper		98.0%		96.9%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.011		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% of Total		Estimate				48.3%		47.9%		96.2%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		44.2%		94.8%

										Upper		52.1%		51.7%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.040		0.040		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.464		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				200.539		332.869		533.408

								Standard Error				37.800		75.627		84.266

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		125.722		183.183		366.622

										Upper		275.356		482.555		700.193

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.227		0.158

								Square Root Design Effect				0.874		1.360		1.201

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				37.6%		62.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.0%		7.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.0%		100.0%

										Upper		52.0%		74.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.185		0.111		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.082		1.082

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				2.9%		4.8%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.0%		3.1%		2.8%		2.2%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		4.2%		7.3%		5.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.216		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% of Total		Estimate				1.4%		2.4%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.5%		2.8%

										Upper		2.1%		3.7%		5.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.221		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.877		1.334		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6906.046		6987.876		13893.922

								Standard Error				354.215		370.533		483.347

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6204.954		6254.488		12937.244

										Upper		7607.137		7721.265		14850.601

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.661		1.858

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC2										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12-14		No		Population Size		Estimate				7059.244		6820.620		13879.864

								Standard Error				476.220		404.263		580.355

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6116.671		6020.470		12731.179

										Upper		8001.817		7620.769		15028.548

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.059		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.128		1.828		2.233

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.1%		44.4%		100.0%

										Upper		55.6%		53.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.840		1.840

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.8%		95.6%		97.3%

										Upper		99.6%		98.3%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.004		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.210		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% of Total		Estimate				49.9%		48.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.3%		43.6%		97.3%

										Upper		54.6%		52.9%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.826		1.833		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		190.518		254.266

								Standard Error				F		46.203		54.788

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		99.070		145.824

										Upper		F		281.967		362.708

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.243		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.095		1.126

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		9.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		51.6%		100.0%

										Upper		F		89.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.131		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.176

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		2.7%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.7%		1.2%		0.0%		2.7%

										Upper		F		4.4%		2.7%		0.0%		1.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.246		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.8%		1.2%

										Upper		F		2.2%		2.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.242		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.096		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7122.992		7011.138		14134.130

								Standard Error				477.139		404.670		584.631

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6178.601		6210.182		12976.981

										Upper		8067.383		7812.094		15291.278

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.058		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.125		1.812		2.248

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% of Total		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

		15-17		No		Population Size		Estimate				6795.314		7215.691		14011.005

								Standard Error				405.020		465.852		598.836

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5993.666		6293.639		12825.741

										Upper		7596.962		8137.743		15196.269

								Coefficient of Variation				0.060		0.065		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.833		2.066		2.303

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.5%		51.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.1%		47.0%		100.0%

										Upper		53.0%		55.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.745		1.745

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.8%		96.4%		95.6%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.6%		94.0%		93.9%

										Upper		96.8%		97.9%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.014		0.010		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% of Total		Estimate				46.4%		49.3%		95.6%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.0%		45.0%		93.9%

										Upper		50.8%		53.5%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.048		0.044		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.757		1.710		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				371.894		265.661		637.555

								Standard Error				94.647		72.454		117.247

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		184.562		122.255		405.490

										Upper		559.226		409.068		869.620

								Coefficient of Variation				0.254		0.273		0.184

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.456		1.531

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				58.3%		41.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				9.2%		9.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.8%		25.2%		100.0%

										Upper		74.8%		60.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.158		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.540		1.540

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.2%		3.6%		4.4%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.2%		2.1%		3.1%		5.3%		3.9%

										Upper		8.4%		6.0%		6.1%		2.6%		1.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.249		0.265		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		1.8%		4.4%

								Standard Error				0.6%		0.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.6%		1.1%		3.1%

										Upper		4.1%		3.1%		6.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.248		0.267		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.578		1.430		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7167.208		7481.352		14648.560

								Standard Error				414.569		478.063		627.271

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6346.659		6535.131		13407.015

										Upper		7987.756		8427.574		15890.106

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.064		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		2.095		2.412

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% of Total		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC6										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2164.239		2292.541		4456.780

								Standard Error				200.039		288.242		340.293

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1768.305		1722.030		3783.244

										Upper		2560.172		2863.052		5130.315

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.126		0.076

								Square Root Design Effect				1.458		2.047		1.808

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				4.0%		4.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.7%		43.5%		100.0%

										Upper		56.5%		59.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.083		0.078		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.749		1.749

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.2%		98.1%

								Standard Error				0.6%		1.1%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.0%		93.9%		96.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.8%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.012		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.872		1.090		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		50.5%		98.1%

								Standard Error				3.9%		4.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.0%		42.6%		96.3%

										Upper		55.4%		58.3%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.079		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.725		1.751		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2184.804		2358.080		4542.883

								Standard Error				200.355		288.672		340.837

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1788.245		1786.716		3868.271

										Upper		2581.363		2929.443		5217.495

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.122		0.075

								Square Root Design Effect				1.454		2.023		1.797

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

		13.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2305.404		2093.784		4399.187

								Standard Error				194.293		194.657		285.043

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1920.843		1708.503		3835.006

										Upper		2689.965		2479.064		4963.368

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.093		0.065

								Square Root Design Effect				1.376		1.441		1.523

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.4%		47.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.4%		41.7%		100.0%

										Upper		58.3%		53.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.305		1.305

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.6%		98.6%		99.1%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		98.1%		96.5%		98.0%

										Upper		99.9%		99.5%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.003		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				0.775		0.861		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% of Total		Estimate				52.0%		47.2%		99.1%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		41.3%		98.0%

										Upper		57.8%		53.1%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.063		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.299		1.303		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.000		2122.702		4437.701

								Standard Error				194.345		194.800		284.934

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1930.337		1737.138		3873.738

										Upper		2699.662		2508.266		5001.665

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.092		0.064

								Square Root Design Effect				1.374		1.433		1.517

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% of Total		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

		14.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2589.602		2434.295		5023.897

								Standard Error				244.713		237.766		318.688

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2105.246		1963.689		4393.125

										Upper		3073.958		2904.901		5654.669

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.098		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.644		1.643		1.614

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				51.5%		48.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		41.4%		100.0%

										Upper		58.6%		55.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.074		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.667		1.667

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.7%		96.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				1.0%		1.4%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.3%		92.2%		95.2%

										Upper		99.7%		98.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.010		0.015		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.459		1.203		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% of Total		Estimate				50.2%		47.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.3%		40.3%		95.2%

										Upper		57.2%		54.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.075		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.657		1.659		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		16.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		34.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		94.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.391

								Unweighted Count				F		10		12

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2623.189		2530.356		5153.545

								Standard Error				245.717		240.611		323.094

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2136.845		2054.120		4514.052

										Upper		3109.532		3006.593		5793.038

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.095		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		1.633		1.620

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

		15.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2262.106		2355.583		4617.689

								Standard Error				176.527		233.501		286.512

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1912.709		1893.419		4050.602

										Upper		2611.503		2817.747		5184.776

								Coefficient of Variation				0.078		0.099		0.062

								Square Root Design Effect				1.261		1.637		1.501

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.0%		51.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.7%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		57.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.427		1.427

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.7%		96.1%		96.9%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		96.6%		92.8%		95.2%

										Upper		98.5%		97.9%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.005		0.013		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				0.483		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% of Total		Estimate				47.4%		49.4%		96.9%

								Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.3%		43.3%		95.2%

										Upper		53.7%		55.6%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.417		1.409		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		96.718		149.950

								Standard Error				F		30.936		32.541

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		35.488		85.543

										Upper		F		157.948		214.357

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.320		0.217

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.028		0.869

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		64.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		8.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		79.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.132		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.711

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		3.9%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		2.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		7.2%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.311		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% of Total		Estimate				F		2.0%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		0.6%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		3.8%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.315		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.020		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.339		2452.301		4767.640

								Standard Error				176.792		238.904		290.527

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1965.417		1979.444		4192.606

										Upper		2665.260		2925.158		5342.674

								Coefficient of Variation				0.076		0.097		0.061

								Square Root Design Effect				1.250		1.645		1.502

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% of Total		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

		16.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2362.979		2730.280		5093.259

								Standard Error				263.131		242.622		370.301

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1842.169		2250.063		4360.330

										Upper		2883.789		3210.497		5826.188

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.089		0.073

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		1.592		1.865

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				46.4%		53.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.7%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		60.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.074		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				89.6%		96.1%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		2.1%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		82.0%		88.8%		88.5%

										Upper		94.2%		98.7%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.033		0.022		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.925		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% of Total		Estimate				43.1%		49.8%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		36.7%		43.4%		88.5%

										Upper		49.8%		56.3%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.077		0.066		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.615		1.585		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				273.461		F		384.838

								Standard Error				82.821		F		101.991

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		109.535		F		182.970

										Upper		437.388		F		586.707

								Coefficient of Variation				0.303		F		0.265

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		F		1.707

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				71.1%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				13.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.2%		F		100.0%

										Upper		90.0%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.190		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.901		F

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				10.4%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		18.0%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.289		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% of Total		Estimate				5.0%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		8.9%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.296		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.640		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2636.440		2841.657		5478.097

								Standard Error				275.658		253.780		388.463

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2090.837		2339.355		4709.220

										Upper		3182.044		3343.958		6246.974

								Coefficient of Variation				0.105		0.089		0.071

								Square Root Design Effect				1.837		1.635		1.902

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

		17.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2170.229		2129.828		4300.056

								Standard Error				170.938		240.995		288.251

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1831.895		1652.831		3729.528

										Upper		2508.562		2606.825		4870.585

								Coefficient of Variation				0.079		0.113		0.067

								Square Root Design Effect				1.245		1.770		1.554

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.5%		42.6%		100.0%

										Upper		57.4%		56.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.071		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.509

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.0%		97.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				2.0%		0.8%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.1%		95.1%		94.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.6%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.020		0.009		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				2.153		0.793		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		48.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.5%		41.5%		94.3%

										Upper		56.1%		55.3%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.072		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				1.502		1.518		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		57.567		F

								Standard Error				F		17.797		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		22.342		F

										Upper		F		92.792		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.309		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.766		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		100.0%

										Upper		F		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate								F

								Standard Error				F		0.8%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.4%		F

										Upper		F		4.9%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.316		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.793		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		F

								Standard Error				F		0.4%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.7%		F

										Upper		F		2.4%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.310		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.773		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2215.429		2187.395		4402.823

								Standard Error				176.685		242.369		292.710

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1865.720		1707.678		3823.467

										Upper		2565.137		2667.111		4982.179

								Coefficient of Variation				0.080		0.111		0.066

								Square Root Design Effect				1.274		1.758		1.563

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% of Total		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477





Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0141657224		0.0141657224		0.0121579545		0.0121579545

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						0.0110142873		0.0110142873		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.014		0.014

						0.0263400885		0.0263400885		0.0193262245		0.0193262245



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported serioulsy consdierin sucidie in teh past year by parental Residential School attendance



Attempt

		Attempt

				Family not affected		8.1%

				Grandparent attended		12.7%

				Parent attended		13.2%

				Parent & grandparent attended		17.2%

				Family not affected by IRS		.8%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.4%

				Parent attended IRS		1.5%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		1.6%





Attempt

				0.0075645542		0.0075645542

				0.0140280657		0.0140280657

				0.0152645936		0.0152645936

				0.0159861925		0.0159861925



Proportion of First Nations adults who reported a suicide attempt by familial esidential School attendance



Ideation

		Attempt

				Family not affected		16.1%

				Grandparent attended		24.5%

				Parent attended		24.6%

				Parent and grandparent attended		27.1%

				Family not affected by IRS		1.1%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		2.0%





Ideation

				0.0112442886		0.0112442886

				0.01879522		0.01879522

				0.0194133929		0.0194133929

				0.0203062588		0.0203062588



First Nations adults who reported
 seriously considering suicide at some point in lifetime



Distress

		

				Family not affected by IRS		16.4127824041		0.1977137932

				Grandparent attended IRS		17.1346496849		0.3147863254

				Parent attended IRS		17.2477683695		0.3215966837

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		18.3199701615		0.2771611799

		*MEDIATION ANALYSIS - STEP 3: IRS --> Distress controlling for age and gender

		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE

		/PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"

		/MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST

		/PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		Notes

		Output Created				10-JAN-2017 11:31:53

		Comments

		Input		Data		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

				Active Dataset		DataSet1

				Filter		INCLUDEDVSDKRIRSHISTORYVSSURVIVOR = 0 (FILTER)

				Weight		<none>

				Split File		<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File		5277

				Plan File		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing		User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, subpopulation and factor variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used		Only cases with valid data for all analysis variables are used in computing any statistics.

		Syntax				CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE
  /PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"
  /MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE
  /INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES
  /STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST
  /PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO
  /TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD
  /EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE
  /EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)
  /EMMEANS
  /MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE
  /CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Resources		Processor Time		00:00:00.61

				Elapsed Time		00:00:00.63

		[DataSet1] Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		5067

				Invalid		210

				Total		5277

		Population Size				121762.446

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		90

				Units		214

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				124

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted)		17.2408

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		37.76

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		No par or gp at IRS		46371.595		38.1%

				GP at IRS		23811.946		19.6%

				Parent at IRS		19496.710		16.0%

				PArent and GP		32082.195		26.3%

		Are you male or female?		Male		57505.456		47.2%

				Female		64256.990		52.8%

		Population Size				121762.446		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.041

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		120.000		24.273		.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		124.000		2711.322		0.000

		IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		GENDER		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		AGE		1.000		124.000		16.245		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval				Hypothesis Test

								Lower		Upper		t		df		Sig.

		(Intercept)		20.552		.438		19.685		21.420		46.874		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=.00]		-1.907		.338		-2.576		-1.238		-5.643		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=1.00]		-1.185		.382		-1.941		-.429		-3.103		124.000		.002

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=2.00]		-1.072		.405		-1.873		-.271		-2.649		124.000		.009

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=3.00]		.000b

		[GENDER=1]		-1.827		.233		-2.287		-1.366		-7.847		124.000		.000

		[GENDER=2]		.000b

		AGE		-.035		.009		-.052		-.018		-4.031		124.000		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Index of Hypothesis Tests

		Test		Coefficients (L Matrix)		Results (K Matrix)

		1		Difference Contrast for IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		Zero Matrix

		2		Simple Contrast (reference category = 2) for GENDER		Zero Matrix

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)

		Estimatesa

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		No par or gp at IRS		16.4128		.19771		16.0215		16.8041

		GP at IRS		17.1346		.31479		16.5116		17.7577

		Parent at IRS		17.2478		.32160		16.6112		17.8843

		PArent and GP		18.3200		.27716		17.7714		18.8685

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer) Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level GP at IRS vs. Previous		.722		0.000		.722		.365		1.000		124.000		3.907		.050

		Level Parent at IRS vs. Previous		.474		0.000		.474		.353		1.000		124.000		1.808		.181

		Level PArent and GP vs. Previous		1.388		0.000		1.388		.302		1.000		124.000		21.069		.000

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Are you male or female?

		Estimatesa

		Are you male or female?		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		Male		16.3655		.20563		15.9585		16.7725

		Female		18.1921		.18693		17.8221		18.5621

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		Are you male or female? Simple Contrasta		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level Male vs. Level Female		-1.827		0.000		-1.827		.233		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		a. Reference Category = Female

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 3: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		17.2788		.15832		16.9654		17.5921

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76





Distress

				0.1977137932		0.1977137932

				0.3147863254		0.3147863254

				0.3215966837		0.3215966837

				0.2771611799		0.2771611799



Mean levels of psychological distress among First Nations adults



A-ID

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Adolescence Females

		Non-IRS		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%

		IRS		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID

						0.0046127974		0.0046127974		0.004		0.004

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.005		0.005		0.007		0.007



Non-IRS

IRS

The proportion of First Nations adutls who reported seriously consdering sucide wwhen there were adolescents



A-ATTEMP

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.





A-ATTEMP

						0.002		0.002		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.004		0.004		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.01		0.01		0.011		0.011

						0.015		0.015		0.016		0.016

						0.012		0.012		0.015		0.015

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.011		0.011		0.011		0.011

						0.018		0.018		0.018		0.018

						0.012		0.012		0.013		0.013



Non-IRS

IRS

Suicide attempts



A-ID (3)

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Females				Adolescence: Total sample		Adolescence: Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Family not affected		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		Parent attended Residential School		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Family not affected		1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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				IDEATION

				Childhood		Chilldhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.8%		0.0%		1.0%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		IRS		1.1%		0.0%		1.6%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086
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A-ATTEMP (2)

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.
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First Nations children, youth, and adutls living on-reserve who were directly or intergenerationaly affected by residential schools
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		CCHS:                    Total Canadian population		Not affected		At least one grandparent attended		At least one parent attended		Residential School Survivor
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Canadian and First Nations adults who reported moderate or high levels of psychological distress by personal and familial Residential School attendance



IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		5.0%		11.2%

		Male		5.8%		7.4%

		Female		4.0%		15.5%

		12 to 14		2.3%		11.9%

		15 to 17		7.6%		10.6%

		12		0.0%		13.9%

		13		0.0%		9.5%

		14		0.0%		11.9%

		15		4.7%		7.5%

		16		12.8%		12.9%

		17		0.0%		11.4%

		Total		1.7%		2.1%

		Male		2.9%		2.4%

		Female		2.9%		2.44%

		12 to 14		1.2%		3.1%		0.0165952083

		15 to 17		3.0%		2.7%		1.9%

		12				6.6%

		13				3.8%

		14				4.9%

		15		2.4%		3.4%

		16		7.2%		5.8%

		17				4.1%

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				6941.179		6683.655		13624.834

								Standard Error				460.391		415.635		580.445

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6029.937		5860.997		12475.971

										Upper		7852.422		7506.313		14773.697

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.062		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				2.091		1.912		2.278

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		44.3%		100.0%

										Upper		55.7%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.847		1.847

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.2%		92.6%		93.4%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.6%		89.8%		91.3%

										Upper		96.4%		94.7%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.015		0.013		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		45.8%		93.4%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.4%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.2%		41.2%		91.3%

										Upper		52.0%		50.5%		95.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.051		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.773		1.875		1.465

								Unweighted Count				717		549		1266

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				429.834		535.065		964.899

								Standard Error				113.354		84.712		141.209

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		205.476		367.397		685.406

										Upper		654.193		702.734		1244.393

								Coefficient of Variation				0.264		0.158		0.146

								Square Root Design Effect				1.808		1.214		1.518

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				44.5%		55.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.4%		40.3%		100.0%

										Upper		59.7%		69.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.171		0.137		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.562		1.562

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.8%		7.4%		6.6%

								Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.6%		5.3%		5.0%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		9.4%		10.2%		8.7%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.245		0.164		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.720		1.294		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

						% of Total		Estimate				2.9%		3.7%		6.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		2.7%		5.0%

										Upper		4.8%		5.0%		8.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.253		0.160		0.139

								Square Root Design Effect				1.751		1.235		1.465

								Unweighted Count				26		46		72

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7371.014		7218.720		14589.734

								Standard Error				492.993		413.685		609.519

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6395.242		6399.922		13383.324

										Upper		8346.785		8037.519		15796.143

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.057		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.196		1.855		2.393

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

						% of Total		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		44.9%		100.0%

										Upper		55.1%		54.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.834		1.834

								Unweighted Count				743		595		1338

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6617.911		5509.195		12127.106

								Standard Error				334.659		308.879		423.235

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5955.528		4897.837		11289.405

										Upper		7280.295		6120.552		12964.807

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.056		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.545		1.524		1.675

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				54.6%		45.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		50.6%		41.5%		100.0%

										Upper		58.5%		49.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.448		1.448

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.0%		84.5%		90.4%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.4%		80.8%		88.4%

										Upper		97.1%		87.7%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.021		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		41.1%		90.4%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.6%		37.5%		88.4%

										Upper		53.0%		44.8%		92.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.045		0.010

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.429		1.181

								Unweighted Count				701		556		1257

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				277.424		1008.779		1286.204

								Standard Error				51.516		130.968		137.941

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		175.461		749.557		1013.180

										Upper		379.388		1268.002		1559.227

								Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.130		0.107

								Square Root Design Effect				1.020		1.378		1.292

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				21.6%		78.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.8%		69.6%		100.0%

										Upper		30.4%		85.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.182		0.050		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.126		1.126

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				4.0%		15.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.7%		1.7%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.9%		12.3%		7.9%		5.8%		4.9%		3.7%

										Upper		5.6%		19.2%		11.6%		2.9%		2.4%		1.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.170		0.112		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.948		1.273		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

						% of Total		Estimate				2.1%		7.5%		9.6%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.9%		0.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.4%		5.9%		7.9%

										Upper		2.9%		9.5%		11.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.179		0.120		0.095

								Square Root Design Effect				0.990		1.302		1.181

								Unweighted Count				42		87		129

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6895.335		6517.974		13413.309

								Standard Error				353.810		354.474		472.143

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6195.046		5816.371		12478.806

										Upper		7595.625		7219.577		14347.813

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.054		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.645		1.854

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

						% of Total		Estimate				51.4%		48.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.5%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		52.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.041		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.497		1.497

								Unweighted Count				743		643		1386

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Ideation in Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13559.090		12192.850		25751.940

						Standard Error				720.400		573.507		854.013

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12133.217		11057.718		24061.610

								Upper		14984.964		13327.981		27442.270

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.047		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.827		2.269		6.160

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				52.7%		47.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.9%		43.6%		100.0%

								Upper		56.4%		51.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.040		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.994		1.994

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				95.0%		88.8%		92.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.1%		86.5%		90.6%

								Upper		96.5%		90.7%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

				% of Total		Estimate				48.4%		43.5%		92.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.8%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.0%		40.0%		90.6%

								Upper		51.9%		47.1%		93.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.041		0.007

						Square Root Design Effect				1.913		1.989		1.337

						Unweighted Count				1418		1105		2523

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				707.258		1543.845		2251.103

						Standard Error				131.885		154.059		202.406

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		446.221		1238.918		1850.484

								Upper		968.295		1848.771		2651.722

						Coefficient of Variation				0.186		0.100		0.090

						Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.324		1.460

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				31.4%		68.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.6%		4.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.1%		58.9%		100.0%

								Upper		41.1%		76.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.145		0.067		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.531		1.531

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.0%		11.2%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.8%		1.1%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.5%		9.3%		6.8%		3.4%		4.3%

								Upper		6.9%		13.5%		9.4%		1.7%		2.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.169		0.096		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.307		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

				% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		5.5%		8.0%

						Standard Error				0.4%		0.5%		0.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		4.5%		6.8%

								Upper		3.6%		6.7%		9.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.178		0.097		0.082

						Square Root Design Effect				1.573		1.291		1.337

						Unweighted Count				68		133		201

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14266.349		13736.694		28003.043

						Standard Error				771.555		603.135		915.475

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12739.225		12542.921		26191.062

								Upper		15793.473		14930.467		29815.024

						Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.044		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				3.027		2.366

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within Suicide Ideation in Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724

				% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		45.4%		100.0%

								Upper		54.6%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.036		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.031		2.031

						Unweighted Count				1486		1238		2724





IDptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0167820457		0.0167820457		0.0213108788		0.0213108788

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						0.0291437259		0.0291437259		0.0243551417		0.0243551417

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.0120679624		0.0120679624		0.030514885		0.030514885

						0.0300864505		0.0300864505		0.0267268729		0.0267268729



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported seriously considering suicide
 in the past year by parental Residential School attendance



Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

				Not affected by Residential School		Parent attended Residential School

		Total		3.0%		3.1%

		Male		0.0%		1.6%

		Female		2.9%		4.8%

		12 to 14		0.0%		2.7%

		15 to 17		5.2%		3.6%

		Total		1.4%		1.2%

		Male		0.0%		1.1%

		Female		1.1%		1.14%

		12 to 14		0.0%		1.4%

		15 to 17		2.6%		1.9%

		12

		13

		14

		15

		16

		17

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year								One or more parents attended residential school

										Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				13854.558		14036.311		27890.869

						Standard Error				756.401		647.607		921.055

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12357.428		12754.515		26067.844

								Upper		15351.688		15318.106		29713.894

						Coefficient of Variation				0.055		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.910		2.491		10.218

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

								Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.038		0.038		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.082		2.082

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.0%		96.9%		96.9%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.2%		95.4%		95.9%

								Upper		98.1%		97.8%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.007		0.006		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

				% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		48.8%		96.9%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.8%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		45.1%		95.9%

								Upper		51.9%		52.4%		97.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.038		0.005

						Square Root Design Effect				2.086		2.045		1.433

						Unweighted Count				1464		1235		2699

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				435.641690857901E		456.179700755488E		891.821

						Standard Error				99.121		89.828		133.104

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		239.453		278.384		628.371

								Upper		631.831		633.975		1155.271

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.197		0.149

						Square Root Design Effect				1.561		1.383		1.477

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.8%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				7.6%		7.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.4%		36.5%		100.0%

								Upper		63.5%		65.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.155		0.148		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				1.472		1.472

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				3.04853468208952%E		3.14769709447806%E		3.1%		3.05%		3.15%

						Standard Error				0.7%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.9%		2.2%		2.3%		2.8%		2.4%

								Upper		4.8%		4.6%		4.1%		1.4%		1.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.228		0.191		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.576		1.353		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

				% of Total		Estimate				1.5135544668411%E		1.58490988867711%E		3.1%

						Standard Error				0.3%		0.3%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.1%		2.3%

								Upper		2.4%		2.3%		4.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.226		0.192		0.145

						Square Root Design Effect				1.549		1.350		1.433

						Unweighted Count				27		42		69

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				14290.200		14492.490		28782.690

						Standard Error				760.714		663.266		944.371

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12784.534		13179.701		26913.514

								Upper		15795.865		15805.280		30651.866

						Coefficient of Variation				0.053		0.046		0.033

						Square Root Design Effect				2.925		2.550

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

				% of Total		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		53.3%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.037		0.037		0.000

						Square Root Design Effect				2.059		2.059

						Unweighted Count				1491		1277		2768

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				7189.248		7399.265		14588.513

								Standard Error				476.276		448.216		602.458

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6246.564		6512.120		13396.080

										Upper		8131.932		8286.410		15780.945

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.061		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.115		1.971		2.315

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.3%		50.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		46.0%		100.0%

										Upper		54.0%		55.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.049		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.897		1.897

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				96.8%		98.4%		97.6%

								Standard Error				1.2%		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.3%		96.9%		95.9%

										Upper		98.5%		99.1%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.013		0.005		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.954		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		49.5%		97.6%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		44.9%		95.9%

										Upper		52.8%		54.2%		98.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.050		0.048		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.904		1.881		1.703

								Unweighted Count				735		593		1328

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		123.311		358.414

								Standard Error				F		40.452		100.072

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		43.245		160.344

										Upper		F		203.377		556.483

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.328		0.279

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.191		1.735

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				65.6%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				11.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.0%		F		100.0%

										Upper		83.9%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.175		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.494		F

								Unweighted Count				10		F		23

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		1.6%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.5%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.9%		1.4%		0.0%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		F		3.1%		4.1%		0.0%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.329		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.203		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

						% of Total		Estimate				F		0.8%		2.4%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.4%		1.4%

										Upper		F		1.6%		4.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.324		0.272

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.180		1.703

								Unweighted Count				F		13		23

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7424.351		7522.576		14946.927

								Standard Error				482.193		449.269		618.244

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6469.956		6633.348		13723.248

										Upper		8378.745		8411.804		16170.605

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.060		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.119		1.965		2.377

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		45.7%		100.0%

										Upper		54.3%		54.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.046		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.862		1.862

								Unweighted Count				745		606		1351

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				6705.507		6655.008		13360.515

								Standard Error				350.574		353.992		468.635

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6011.623		5954.358		12432.954

										Upper		7399.391		7355.657		14288.075

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.614		1.805

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.2%		49.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.3%		45.9%		100.0%

										Upper		54.1%		53.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.040		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.485

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.1%		95.2%		96.2%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		95.8%		92.7%		94.8%

										Upper		98.0%		96.9%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.011		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

						% of Total		Estimate				48.3%		47.9%		96.2%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		44.2%		94.8%

										Upper		52.1%		51.7%		97.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.040		0.040		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.485		1.464		1.173

								Unweighted Count				732		646		1378

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				200.539		332.869		533.408

								Standard Error				37.800		75.627		84.266

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		125.722		183.183		366.622

										Upper		275.356		482.555		700.193

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.227		0.158

								Square Root Design Effect				0.874		1.360		1.201

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				37.6%		62.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				7.0%		7.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.0%		100.0%

										Upper		52.0%		74.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.185		0.111		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.082		1.082

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				2.9%		4.8%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.0%		3.1%		2.8%		2.2%		2.3%		2.7%

										Upper		4.2%		7.3%		5.2%		1.1%		1.1%		1.3%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.216		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.881		1.320		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

						% of Total		Estimate				1.4%		2.4%		3.8%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.0%		1.5%		2.8%

										Upper		2.1%		3.7%		5.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.188		0.221		0.153

								Square Root Design Effect				0.877		1.334		1.173

								Unweighted Count				17		29		46

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6906.046		6987.876		13893.922

								Standard Error				354.215		370.533		483.347

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6204.954		6254.488		12937.244

										Upper		7607.137		7721.265		14850.601

								Coefficient of Variation				0.051		0.053		0.035

								Square Root Design Effect				1.594		1.661		1.858

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

						% of Total		Estimate				49.7%		50.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.9%		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		53.5%		54.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.039		0.039		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.495		1.495

								Unweighted Count				749		675		1424

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC2										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12-14		No		Population Size		Estimate				7059.244		6820.620		13879.864

								Standard Error				476.220		404.263		580.355

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6116.671		6020.470		12731.179

										Upper		8001.817		7620.769		15028.548

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.059		0.042

								Square Root Design Effect				2.128		1.828		2.233

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.1%		44.4%		100.0%

										Upper		55.6%		53.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.840		1.840

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				0.4%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.8%		95.6%		97.3%

										Upper		99.6%		98.3%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.004		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.210		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

						% of Total		Estimate				49.9%		48.3%		98.2%

								Standard Error				2.4%		2.4%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.3%		43.6%		97.3%

										Upper		54.6%		52.9%		98.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.049		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.826		1.833		1.125

								Unweighted Count				703		587		1290

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		190.518		254.266

								Standard Error				F		46.203		54.788

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		99.070		145.824

										Upper		F		281.967		362.708

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.243		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.095		1.126

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		9.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		51.6%		100.0%

										Upper		F		89.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.131		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.176

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		2.7%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.7%		1.2%		0.0%		2.7%

										Upper		F		4.4%		2.7%		0.0%		1.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.246		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.121		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		1.8%

								Standard Error				F		0.3%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.8%		1.2%

										Upper		F		2.2%		2.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.242		0.214

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.096		1.125

								Unweighted Count				F		15		21

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7122.992		7011.138		14134.130

								Standard Error				477.139		404.670		584.631

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6178.601		6210.182		12976.981

										Upper		8067.383		7812.094		15291.278

								Coefficient of Variation				0.067		0.058		0.041

								Square Root Design Effect				2.125		1.812		2.248

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

						% of Total		Estimate				50.4%		49.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.8%		45.0%		100.0%

										Upper		55.0%		54.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.047		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.820		1.820

								Unweighted Count				709		602		1311

		15-17		No		Population Size		Estimate				6795.314		7215.691		14011.005

								Standard Error				405.020		465.852		598.836

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5993.666		6293.639		12825.741

										Upper		7596.962		8137.743		15196.269

								Coefficient of Variation				0.060		0.065		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.833		2.066		2.303

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.5%		51.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.1%		47.0%		100.0%

										Upper		53.0%		55.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.044		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.745		1.745

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				94.8%		96.4%		95.6%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.6%		94.0%		93.9%

										Upper		96.8%		97.9%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.014		0.010		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

						% of Total		Estimate				46.4%		49.3%		95.6%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.0%		45.0%		93.9%

										Upper		50.8%		53.5%		96.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.048		0.044		0.008

								Square Root Design Effect				1.757		1.710		1.469

								Unweighted Count				761		648		1409

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				371.894		265.661		637.555

								Standard Error				94.647		72.454		117.247

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		184.562		122.255		405.490

										Upper		559.226		409.068		869.620

								Coefficient of Variation				0.254		0.273		0.184

								Square Root Design Effect				1.611		1.456		1.531

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				58.3%		41.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				9.2%		9.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.8%		25.2%		100.0%

										Upper		74.8%		60.2%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.158		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.540		1.540

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				5.2%		3.6%		4.4%

								Standard Error				1.3%		0.9%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.2%		2.1%		3.1%		5.3%		3.9%

										Upper		8.4%		6.0%		6.1%		2.6%		1.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.249		0.265		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.606		1.432		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

						% of Total		Estimate				2.5%		1.8%		4.4%

								Standard Error				0.6%		0.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.6%		1.1%		3.1%

										Upper		4.1%		3.1%		6.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.248		0.267		0.174

								Square Root Design Effect				1.578		1.430		1.469

								Unweighted Count				21		27		48

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				7167.208		7481.352		14648.560

								Standard Error				414.569		478.063		627.271

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6346.659		6535.131		13407.015

										Upper		7987.756		8427.574		15890.106

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.064		0.043

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		2.095		2.412

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

						% of Total		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.6%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		55.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.044		0.043		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.715		1.715

								Unweighted Count				782		675		1457

		Suicide Attempt In Past Year * One or more parents attended residential school

		AGEC6										One or more parents attended residential school

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		12.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2164.239		2292.541		4456.780

								Standard Error				200.039		288.242		340.293

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1768.305		1722.030		3783.244

										Upper		2560.172		2863.052		5130.315

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.126		0.076

								Square Root Design Effect				1.458		2.047		1.808

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				4.0%		4.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.7%		43.5%		100.0%

										Upper		56.5%		59.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.083		0.078		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.749		1.749

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.1%		97.2%		98.1%

								Standard Error				0.6%		1.1%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.0%		93.9%		96.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.8%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.006		0.012		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				0.872		1.090		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

						% of Total		Estimate				47.6%		50.5%		98.1%

								Standard Error				3.9%		4.0%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.0%		42.6%		96.3%

										Upper		55.4%		58.3%		99.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.079		0.006

								Square Root Design Effect				1.725		1.751		1.027

								Unweighted Count				229		182		411

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2184.804		2358.080		4542.883

								Standard Error				200.355		288.672		340.837

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1788.245		1786.716		3868.271

										Upper		2581.363		2929.443		5217.495

								Coefficient of Variation				0.092		0.122		0.075

								Square Root Design Effect				1.454		2.023		1.797

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.9%		3.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.4%		44.1%		100.0%

										Upper		55.9%		59.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.082		0.076		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.730		1.730

								Unweighted Count				231		184		415

		13.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2305.404		2093.784		4399.187

								Standard Error				194.293		194.657		285.043

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1920.843		1708.503		3835.006

										Upper		2689.965		2479.064		4963.368

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.093		0.065

								Square Root Design Effect				1.376		1.441		1.523

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.4%		47.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.4%		41.7%		100.0%

										Upper		58.3%		53.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.305		1.305

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				99.6%		98.6%		99.1%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		98.1%		96.5%		98.0%

										Upper		99.9%		99.5%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.003		0.007		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				0.775		0.861		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

						% of Total		Estimate				52.0%		47.2%		99.1%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		41.3%		98.0%

										Upper		57.8%		53.1%		99.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.058		0.063		0.004

								Square Root Design Effect				1.299		1.303		0.840

								Unweighted Count				238		193		431

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.000		2122.702		4437.701

								Standard Error				194.345		194.800		284.934

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1930.337		1737.138		3873.738

										Upper		2699.662		2508.266		5001.665

								Coefficient of Variation				0.084		0.092		0.064

								Square Root Design Effect				1.374		1.433		1.517

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

						% of Total		Estimate				52.2%		47.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		42.0%		100.0%

										Upper		58.0%		53.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.057		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.300		1.300

								Unweighted Count				240		196		436

		14.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2589.602		2434.295		5023.897

								Standard Error				244.713		237.766		318.688

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2105.246		1963.689		4393.125

										Upper		3073.958		2904.901		5654.669

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.098		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.644		1.643		1.614

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				51.5%		48.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.4%		41.4%		100.0%

										Upper		58.6%		55.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.074		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.667		1.667

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.7%		96.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				1.0%		1.4%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.3%		92.2%		95.2%

										Upper		99.7%		98.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.010		0.015		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.459		1.203		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

						% of Total		Estimate				50.2%		47.2%		97.5%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.3%		40.3%		95.2%

										Upper		57.2%		54.2%		98.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.075		0.009

								Square Root Design Effect				1.657		1.659		1.260

								Unweighted Count				236		212		448

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		74.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		16.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		34.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		94.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.221		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.391

								Unweighted Count				F		10		12

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		F		F

								Standard Error				F		F		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		F

										Upper		F		F		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2623.189		2530.356		5153.545

								Standard Error				245.717		240.611		323.094

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2136.845		2054.120		4514.052

										Upper		3109.532		3006.593		5793.038

								Coefficient of Variation				0.094		0.095		0.063

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		1.633		1.620

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

						% of Total		Estimate				50.9%		49.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.9%		42.2%		100.0%

										Upper		57.8%		56.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.072		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.651		1.651

								Unweighted Count				238		222		460

		15.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2262.106		2355.583		4617.689

								Standard Error				176.527		233.501		286.512

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1912.709		1893.419		4050.602

										Upper		2611.503		2817.747		5184.776

								Coefficient of Variation				0.078		0.099		0.062

								Square Root Design Effect				1.261		1.637		1.501

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				49.0%		51.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.7%		44.7%		100.0%

										Upper		55.3%		57.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.427		1.427

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				97.7%		96.1%		96.9%

								Standard Error				0.5%		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		96.6%		92.8%		95.2%

										Upper		98.5%		97.9%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.005		0.013		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				0.483		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

						% of Total		Estimate				47.4%		49.4%		96.9%

								Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.3%		43.3%		95.2%

										Upper		53.7%		55.6%		97.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.066		0.063		0.007

								Square Root Design Effect				1.417		1.409		0.871

								Unweighted Count				254		222		476

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		96.718		149.950

								Standard Error				F		30.936		32.541

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		35.488		85.543

										Upper		F		157.948		214.357

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.320		0.217

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.028		0.869

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		64.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		8.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		46.5%		100.0%

										Upper		F		79.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.132		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.711

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				F		3.9%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		1.2%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		2.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		7.2%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.311		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.019		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

						% of Total		Estimate				F		2.0%		3.1%

								Standard Error				F		0.6%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.1%		2.1%

										Upper		F		3.8%		4.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.315		0.215

								Square Root Design Effect				F		1.020		0.871

								Unweighted Count				F		9		13

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2315.339		2452.301		4767.640

								Standard Error				176.792		238.904		290.527

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1965.417		1979.444		4192.606

										Upper		2665.260		2925.158		5342.674

								Coefficient of Variation				0.076		0.097		0.061

								Square Root Design Effect				1.250		1.645		1.502

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

						% of Total		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		45.2%		100.0%

										Upper		54.8%		57.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.061		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.424		1.424

								Unweighted Count				258		231		489

		16.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2362.979		2730.280		5093.259

								Standard Error				263.131		242.622		370.301

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1842.169		2250.063		4360.330

										Upper		2883.789		3210.497		5826.188

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.089		0.073

								Square Root Design Effect				1.843		1.592		1.865

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				46.4%		53.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.7%		46.8%		100.0%

										Upper		53.2%		60.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.074		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				89.6%		96.1%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		2.1%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		82.0%		88.8%		88.5%

										Upper		94.2%		98.7%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.033		0.022		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		1.925		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

						% of Total		Estimate				43.1%		49.8%		93.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		36.7%		43.4%		88.5%

										Upper		49.8%		56.3%		95.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.077		0.066		0.019

								Square Root Design Effect				1.615		1.585		1.676

								Unweighted Count				252		217		469

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				273.461		F		384.838

								Standard Error				82.821		F		101.991

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		109.535		F		182.970

										Upper		437.388		F		586.707

								Coefficient of Variation				0.303		F		0.265

								Square Root Design Effect				1.641		F		1.707

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				71.1%		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				13.5%		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.2%		F		100.0%

										Upper		90.0%		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.190		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.901		F

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				10.4%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		18.0%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.289		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.649		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

						% of Total		Estimate				5.0%		F		7.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		F		1.8%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.8%		F		4.2%

										Upper		8.9%		F		11.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.296		F		0.253

								Square Root Design Effect				1.640		F		1.676

								Unweighted Count				16		F		22

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2636.440		2841.657		5478.097

								Standard Error				275.658		253.780		388.463

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2090.837		2339.355		4709.220

										Upper		3182.044		3343.958		6246.974

								Coefficient of Variation				0.105		0.089		0.071

								Square Root Design Effect				1.837		1.635		1.902

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

						% of Total		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.7%		45.3%		100.0%

										Upper		54.7%		58.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.064		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.596		1.596

								Unweighted Count				268		223		491

		17.00		No		Population Size		Estimate				2170.229		2129.828		4300.056

								Standard Error				170.938		240.995		288.251

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1831.895		1652.831		3729.528

										Upper		2508.562		2606.825		4870.585

								Coefficient of Variation				0.079		0.113		0.067

								Square Root Design Effect				1.245		1.770		1.554

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.5%		42.6%		100.0%

										Upper		57.4%		56.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.071		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.509		1.509

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				98.0%		97.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				2.0%		0.8%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.1%		95.1%		94.3%

										Upper		99.7%		98.6%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.020		0.009		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				2.153		0.793		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

						% of Total		Estimate				49.3%		48.4%		97.7%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		1.1%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.5%		41.5%		94.3%

										Upper		56.1%		55.3%		99.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.070		0.072		0.011

								Square Root Design Effect				1.502		1.518		1.543

								Unweighted Count				255		209		464

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				F		57.567		F

								Standard Error				F		17.797		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		22.342		F

										Upper		F		92.792		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.309		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.766		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				F		F		100.0%

								Standard Error				F		F		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		F		100.0%

										Upper		F		F		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				F		F		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				F		F

								Unweighted Count				F		F		13

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate								F

								Standard Error				F		0.8%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		1.4%		F

										Upper		F		4.9%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.316		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.793		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

						% of Total		Estimate				F		1.3%		F

								Standard Error				F		0.4%		F

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		F		0.7%		F

										Upper		F		2.4%		F

								Coefficient of Variation				F		0.310		F

								Square Root Design Effect				F		0.773		F

								Unweighted Count				F		12		F

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				2215.429		2187.395		4402.823

								Standard Error				176.685		242.369		292.710

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1865.720		1707.678		3823.467

										Upper		2565.137		2667.111		4982.179

								Coefficient of Variation				0.080		0.111		0.066

								Square Root Design Effect				1.274		1.758		1.563

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within Suicide Attempt In Past Year		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% within One or more parents attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477

						% of Total		Estimate				50.3%		49.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		42.8%		100.0%

										Upper		57.2%		56.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.069		0.070		0.000

								Square Root Design Effect				1.512		1.512

								Unweighted Count				256		221		477





Aptyr-GENDERxIRS

						0.0141657224		0.0141657224		0.0121579545		0.0121579545

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						0.0110142873		0.0110142873		0.0113973215		0.0113973215

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0		0		0.014		0.014

						0.0263400885		0.0263400885		0.0193262245		0.0193262245



Not affected by Residential School

Parent attended Residential School

The proportion of First Nations youth living on-reserve who reported serioulsy consdierin sucidie in teh past year by parental Residential School attendance



Attempt

		Attempt

				Family not affected		8.1%

				Grandparent attended		12.7%

				Parent attended		13.2%

				Parent & grandparent attended		17.2%

				Family not affected by IRS		.8%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.4%

				Parent attended IRS		1.5%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		1.6%





Attempt

				0.0075645542		0.0075645542

				0.0140280657		0.0140280657

				0.0152645936		0.0152645936

				0.0159861925		0.0159861925



Proportion of First Nations adults who reported a suicide attempt by familial esidential School attendance



Ideation

		Attempt

				Family not affected		16.1%

				Grandparent attended		24.5%

				Parent attended		24.6%

				Parent and grandparent attended		27.1%

				Family not affected by IRS		1.1%

				Grandparent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent attended IRS		1.9%

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		2.0%





Ideation

				0.0112442886		0.0112442886

				0.01879522		0.01879522

				0.0194133929		0.0194133929

				0.0203062588		0.0203062588



First Nations adults who reported
 seriously considering suicide at some point in lifetime



Distress

		

				Family not affected by IRS		16.4127824041		0.1977137932

				Grandparent attended IRS		17.1346496849		0.3147863254

				Parent attended IRS		17.2477683695		0.3215966837

				Parent and grandparent attended IRS		18.3199701615		0.2771611799

		*MEDIATION ANALYSIS - STEP 3: IRS --> Distress controlling for age and gender

		* Complex Samples General Linear Model.

		CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE

		/PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"

		/MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE

		/INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES

		/STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST

		/PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO

		/TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD

		/EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE

		/EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)

		/EMMEANS

		/MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE

		/CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Complex Samples: General Linear Model

		Notes

		Output Created				10-JAN-2017 11:31:53

		Comments

		Input		Data		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

				Active Dataset		DataSet1

				Filter		INCLUDEDVSDKRIRSHISTORYVSSURVIVOR = 0 (FILTER)

				Weight		<none>

				Split File		<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File		5277

				Plan File		Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing		User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, subpopulation and factor variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used		Only cases with valid data for all analysis variables are used in computing any statistics.

		Syntax				CSGLM K10_HC BY IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER WITH AGE
  /PLAN FILE="Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan"
  /MODEL IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded GENDER AGE
  /INTERCEPT INCLUDE=YES SHOW=YES
  /STATISTICS PARAMETER SE CINTERVAL TTEST
  /PRINT SUMMARY VARIABLEINFO SAMPLEINFO
  /TEST TYPE=F PADJUST=LSD
  /EMMEANS TABLES=IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded COMPARE CONTRAST=DIFFERENCE
  /EMMEANS TABLES=GENDER COMPARE CONTRAST=SIMPLE(2)
  /EMMEANS
  /MISSING CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE
  /CRITERIA CILEVEL=95.

		Resources		Processor Time		00:00:00.61

				Elapsed Time		00:00:00.63

		[DataSet1] Q:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_AMY_Dec2016AdultSuicide.sav

		Sample Design Information

						N

		Unweighted Cases		Valid		5067

				Invalid		210

				Total		5277

		Population Size				121762.446

		Stage 1: Stage 1		Strata		90

				Units		214

		Sampling Design Degrees of Freedom				124

		Variable Information

						Mean

		Dependent Variable		Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted)		17.2408

		Covariates		derived age dummy question		37.76

		Factor Information

						Weighted Count		Weighted Percent

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		No par or gp at IRS		46371.595		38.1%

				GP at IRS		23811.946		19.6%

				Parent at IRS		19496.710		16.0%

				PArent and GP		32082.195		26.3%

		Are you male or female?		Male		57505.456		47.2%

				Female		64256.990		52.8%

		Population Size				121762.446		100.0%

		Model Summarya

		R Square		.041

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Tests of Model Effectsa

		Source		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		(Corrected Model)		5.000		120.000		24.273		.000

		(Intercept)		1.000		124.000		2711.322		0.000

		IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		GENDER		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		AGE		1.000		124.000		16.245		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		Parameter Estimatesa

		Parameter		Estimate		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval				Hypothesis Test

								Lower		Upper		t		df		Sig.

		(Intercept)		20.552		.438		19.685		21.420		46.874		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=.00]		-1.907		.338		-2.576		-1.238		-5.643		124.000		.000

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=1.00]		-1.185		.382		-1.941		-.429		-3.103		124.000		.002

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=2.00]		-1.072		.405		-1.873		-.271		-2.649		124.000		.009

		[IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded=3.00]		.000b

		[GENDER=1]		-1.827		.233		-2.287		-1.366		-7.847		124.000		.000

		[GENDER=2]		.000b

		AGE		-.035		.009		-.052		-.018		-4.031		124.000		.000

		a. Model: Psychological distress K10 for HC adjusted only if missings<= 2  in one case (mean inputted) = (Intercept) + IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded + GENDER + AGE

		b. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.

		Index of Hypothesis Tests

		Test		Coefficients (L Matrix)		Results (K Matrix)

		1		Difference Contrast for IRSnoVSIRSgpVSIRSparVSIRSparandgpSurvivorsExcluded		Zero Matrix

		2		Simple Contrast (reference category = 2) for GENDER		Zero Matrix

		Estimated Marginal Means 1: None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)

		Estimatesa

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer)		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		No par or gp at IRS		16.4128		.19771		16.0215		16.8041

		GP at IRS		17.1346		.31479		16.5116		17.7577

		Parent at IRS		17.2478		.32160		16.6112		17.8843

		PArent and GP		18.3200		.27716		17.7714		18.8685

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		None vs GP vs Parent VS Both (exluded if couldnt answer) Difference Contrast		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level GP at IRS vs. Previous		.722		0.000		.722		.365		1.000		124.000		3.907		.050

		Level Parent at IRS vs. Previous		.474		0.000		.474		.353		1.000		124.000		1.808		.181

		Level PArent and GP vs. Previous		1.388		0.000		1.388		.302		1.000		124.000		21.069		.000

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		3.000		122.000		10.624		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 2: Are you male or female?

		Estimatesa

		Are you male or female?		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

								Lower		Upper

		Male		16.3655		.20563		15.9585		16.7725

		Female		18.1921		.18693		17.8221		18.5621

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76

		Individual Test Results

		Are you male or female? Simple Contrasta		Contrast Estimate		Hypothesized Value		Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized)		Std. Error		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		Level Male vs. Level Female		-1.827		0.000		-1.827		.233		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		a. Reference Category = Female

		Overall Test Results

		df1		df2		Wald F		Sig.

		1.000		124.000		61.572		.000

		Estimated Marginal Means 3: Grand Mean

		Estimatesa

		Mean		Std. Error		95% Confidence Interval

						Lower		Upper

		17.2788		.15832		16.9654		17.5921

		a. Covariates appearing in the model are fixed at the following values: AGE=37.76





Distress

				0.1977137932		0.1977137932

				0.3147863254		0.3147863254

				0.3215966837		0.3215966837

				0.2771611799		0.2771611799



Mean levels of psychological distress among First Nations adults



A-ID

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Adolescence Females

		Non-IRS		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%

		IRS		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%

		Non-IRS		0.5%				0.5%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		0.4%				0.7%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID

						0.0046127974		0.0046127974		0.004		0.004

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.005		0.005		0.007		0.007



Non-IRS

IRS

The proportion of First Nations adutls who reported seriously consdering sucide wwhen there were adolescents



A-ATTEMP

		

				ATTEMPTS

				Childhood		Childhood Males		Childhood Females				Adolescence		Adolescence Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Non-IRS		0.4%		0%		0.7%				3.6%		2.9%		4.30%				4.0%		4.3%		3.7%

		IRS		0.6%		0%		0.6%				7.9%		7.2%		8.6%				7.7%		7.6%		7.9%

		Non-IRS		0.2%				0.4%				1.00%		1.50%		1.20%				1.1%		1.80%		1.20%

		IRS		0.3%				0.3%				1.1%		1.6%		1.50%				1.1%		1.80%		1.30%

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						65791.333		114319.129		180110.462

						Standard Error						3613.479		3569.947		5164.993

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58639.245		107253.205		169887.493

								Upper				72943.421		121385.054		190333.431

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.031		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						99.6%		99.4%		99.5%

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				99.3%		99.1%		99.3%

								Upper				99.8%		99.6%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.001		0.001		0.001

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

				% of Total		Estimate						36.3%		63.1%		99.5%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.5%		60.3%		99.3%

								Upper				39.2%		65.9%		99.6%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.001

						Expected						36.3%		63.2%

						Unweighted Count						3313		4132		7445

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						257.495544046161E		684.083879579726E		941.579423625887E

						Standard Error						74.829		161.895		178.341

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				109.389		363.648		588.593

								Upper				405.603		1004.520		1294.566

						Coefficient of Variation						0.291		0.237		0.189

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						27.3471931931756%E		72.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error						7.4%		7.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.2%		55.9%		100.0%

								Upper				44.1%		84.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.272		0.102		0.000

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						0.389856338616366%E		0.594838926768977%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.1%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

								Upper				0.7%		0.9%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.269		0.227		0.181

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

				% of Total		Estimate						0.142221839470533%E		0.377838257614765%E		0.520060097085299%E

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.1%		0.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				0.1%		0.2%		0.4%

								Upper				0.2%		0.6%		0.7%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.282		0.232		0.181

						Expected						0.2%		0.3%

						Unweighted Count						9		19		28

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Childhood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63678.987		105916.982		169595.969

						Standard Error						3440.088		3391.093		4899.599

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56870.090		99205.060		159898.290

								Upper				70487.885		112628.904		179293.649

						Coefficient of Variation						0.054		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.7%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.4%		92.1%		93.7%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				95.2%		90.9%		92.8%

								Upper				97.3%		93.1%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.005		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

				% of Total		Estimate						35.2%		58.5%		93.7%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.5%		55.7%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.039		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3241		3836		7077

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2369.8409254938E		9086.231		11456.072

						Standard Error						397.207		709.063		806.935

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1583.656		7682.798		9858.923

								Upper				3156.026		10489.665		13053.222

						Coefficient of Variation						0.168		0.078		0.070

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						20.7%		79.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error						3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				15.3%		72.6%		100.0%

								Upper				27.4%		84.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.148		0.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						3.6%		7.9%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.5%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				2.7%		6.9%		5.6%

								Upper				4.8%		9.1%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.144		0.071		0.062

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

				% of Total		Estimate						1.3%		5.0%		6.3%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.0%		4.3%		5.6%

								Upper				1.8%		5.8%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.160		0.073		0.062

						Expected						2.3%		4.0%

						Unweighted Count						81		315		396

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt In Adolescence		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate						63415.098		106092.090		169507.187

						Standard Error						3606.551		3417.061		5028.320

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				56276.722		99328.769		159554.733

								Upper				70553.473		112855.411		179459.642

						Coefficient of Variation						0.057		0.032		0.030

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				34.5%		59.5%		100.0%

								Upper				40.5%		65.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						96.0%		92.3%		93.6%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				94.8%		91.0%		92.8%

								Upper				97.0%		93.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.006		0.006		0.004

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

				% of Total		Estimate						35.0%		58.6%		93.6%

						Standard Error						1.4%		1.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				32.2%		55.8%		92.8%

								Upper				37.9%		61.3%		94.4%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.041		0.024		0.004

						Expected						34.2%		59.5%

						Unweighted Count						3220		3819		7039

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate						2633.731		8911.124		11544.854

						Standard Error						359.294		710.785		783.904

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1922.586		7504.280		9993.289

								Upper				3344.875		10317.967		13096.420

						Coefficient of Variation						0.136		0.080		0.068

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error						2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

								Upper				28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.124		0.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						4.0%		7.7%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.6%		0.6%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				3.0%		6.7%		5.6%

								Upper				5.2%		9.0%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.138		0.074		0.065

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

				% of Total		Estimate						1.5%		4.9%		6.4%

						Standard Error						0.2%		0.4%		0.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				1.1%		4.2%		5.6%

								Upper				1.9%		5.7%		7.2%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.137		0.076		0.065

						Expected						2.3%		4.1%

						Unweighted Count						102		332		434

		Total		Population Size		Estimate						66048.828		115003.213		181052.042

						Standard Error						3648.543		3624.234		5225.168

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				58827.340		107829.838		170709.971

								Upper				73270.317		122176.588		191394.112

						Coefficient of Variation						0.055		0.032		0.029

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within Suicide Attempt in Adulthood		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% within IRSparent		Estimate						100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

				% of Total		Estimate						36.5%		63.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error						1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower				33.7%		60.6%		100.0%

								Upper				39.4%		66.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation						0.040		0.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count						3322		4151		7473

		Measures of Association

								Estimate				95% Confidence Interval

												Lower		Upper

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.308				0.693		2.470

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.195				0.771		1.853

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.914				0.750		1.113

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.060				-0.076		0.196

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.060				-0.196		0.076

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.499				1.158		1.939

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.311				1.091		1.576

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.875				0.812		0.943

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.089				0.036		0.142

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.089				-0.142		-0.036

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.718				1.357		2.175

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.447				1.220		1.716

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.842				0.787		0.901

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.117				0.069		0.164

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.117				-0.164		-0.069

		Suicide Attempt In Childhood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				1.529				0.760		3.076

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.336				0.801		2.227

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.874				0.724		1.055

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.092				-0.046		0.230

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.092				-0.230		0.046

		Suicide Attempt In Adolescence * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.305				1.652		3.216

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.815				1.389		2.371

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.787				0.735		0.844

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.169				0.114		0.223

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.169				-0.223		-0.114

		Suicide Attempt in Adulthood * IRSparent		Odds Ratio				2.022				1.449		2.823

				Relative Risk		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		1.640				1.274		2.110

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		0.811				0.746		0.882

				Risk Difference		For cohort IRSparent = Non-IRS youth		0.146				0.085		0.207

						For cohort IRSparent = At least one parent attended		-0.146				-0.207		-0.085

		Statistics are computed only for 2-by-2 tables with all cells observed.





A-ATTEMP

						0.002		0.002		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.004		0.004		0.003		0.003

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.01		0.01		0.011		0.011

						0.015		0.015		0.016		0.016

						0.012		0.012		0.015		0.015

						NaN		NaN		NaN		NaN

						0.011		0.011		0.011		0.011

						0.018		0.018		0.018		0.018

						0.012		0.012		0.013		0.013



Non-IRS

IRS

Suicide attempts



A-ID (3)

		

				IDEATION

				Total sample		Males		Females				Adolescence: Total sample		Adolescence: Males		Adolescence Females				Adulthood		Adulthood Males		Adulthood Females

		Family not affected		8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				8.3%		7.2%		9.4%				7.0%		6.30%		7.8%

		Parent attended Residential School		11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.9%		10.8%		13.0%				11.5%		12.5%		10.5%

		Family not affected		1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.7%		2.6%		2.1%				1.3%		1.60%		1.7%

		IRS		1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.4%		2.0%		1.9%				1.3%		2.00%		1.6%

		Complex Samples: Tables CROSSTABS IRSPARENT

		Notes

		Output Created										28-SEP-2017 12:10:03

		Comments

		Input		Data								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

				Active Dataset								DataSet4

				Filter								<none>

				Weight								<none>

				Split File								<none>

				N of Rows in Working Data File								11043

				Plan File								P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan

		Missing Value Handling		Definition of Missing								User-defined missing values among the strata, cluster, or subpopulation variables are treated as missing.

				Cases Used								Each table is based on all valid data for the tabulation variable(s) used in creating the table.

		Syntax										CSTABULATE
  /PLAN FILE='P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\001.CIHR.BOMBAY_PLAN.csaplan'
  /TABLES VARIABLES=rczs3d rczs3c rczs3b rczs5d rczs5c rczs5b BY IRSParent
  /CELLS POPSIZE ROWPCT COLPCT TABLEPCT
  /STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) EXPECTED COUNT
  /TEST ODDSRATIO RELRISK RISKDIFF
  /MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Resources		Processor Time								00:00:00.20

				Elapsed Time								00:00:00.39

		[DataSet4] P:\FNDC Researchers\rdc2\Working\ADULT_Robyn_Sept207.sav

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Suicide ideation in Childhood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										65262.948		112799.645		178062.593

												Standard Error										3597.237		3723.630		5320.739

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58143.008		105429.539		167531.361

																				Upper		72382.888		120169.751		188593.825

												Coefficient of Variation										0.055		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.7%		63.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.4%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.6%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										99.2%		98.9%		99.0%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		98.6%		98.4%		98.6%

																				Upper		99.5%		99.2%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.002		0.002		0.002

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

				% of Total								Estimate										36.3%		62.7%		99.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.5%		59.9%		98.6%

																				Upper		39.2%		65.5%		99.3%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.023		0.002

												Expected										36.2%		62.8%

												Unweighted Count										3297		4070		7367

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										555.724554005401E		1256.4868606852E		1812.211

												Standard Error										135.619		234.321		270.308

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		287.296		792.701		1277.196

																				Upper		824.153		1720.273		2347.227

												Coefficient of Variation										0.244		0.186		0.149

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										30.6655476011489%E		69.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										6.5%		6.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		19.4%		55.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		44.8%		80.6%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.213		0.094		0.000

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										0.8443265935955%E		1.10163902732573%E		1.0%		0.84%		1.10%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.2%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.5%		0.8%		0.7%		0.92%		0.9%

																				Upper		1.4%		1.6%		1.4%		0.46%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.264		0.182		0.152

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

				% of Total								Estimate										0.308950748706919%E		0.698534109301433%E		1.0%

												Standard Error										0.1%		0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		0.2%		0.5%		0.7%

																				Upper		0.5%		1.0%		1.4%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.253		0.185		0.152

												Expected										0.4%		0.6%

												Unweighted Count										18		41		59

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide ideation in Childhood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										60372.271		100473.025		160845.296

												Standard Error										3141.868		3478.488		4747.905

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54153.634		93588.122		151447.862

																				Upper		66590.907		107357.928		170242.730

												Coefficient of Variation										0.052		0.035		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										37.5%		62.5%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.7%		59.6%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.4%		65.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										91.7%		88.1%		89.4%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		89.9%		86.6%		88.3%

																				Upper		93.3%		89.5%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.009		0.008		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

				% of Total								Estimate										33.6%		55.9%		89.4%

												Standard Error										1.3%		1.4%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.1%		53.1%		88.3%

																				Upper		36.1%		58.6%		90.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.038		0.025		0.006

												Expected										32.7%		56.7%

												Unweighted Count										3137		3673		6810

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										5446.402		13583.107		19029.508

												Standard Error										702.452		911.624		1188.115

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		4056.052		11778.748		16677.896

																				Upper		6836.751		15387.466		21381.121

												Coefficient of Variation										0.129		0.067		0.062

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										28.6%		71.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.9%		2.9%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		23.3%		65.3%		100.0%

																				Upper		34.7%		76.7%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.101		0.040		0.000

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										8.3%		11.9%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.8%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		6.7%		10.5%		9.5%		3.36%		0.9%

																				Upper		10.1%		13.4%		11.7%		1.68%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.102		0.061		0.052

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

				% of Total								Estimate										3.0%		7.6%		10.6%

												Standard Error										0.4%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.4%		6.7%		9.5%

																				Upper		3.8%		8.5%		11.7%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.117		0.063		0.052

												Expected										3.9%		6.7%

												Unweighted Count										178		438		616

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood																				IRSparent

																						Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		No		Population Size								Estimate										61183.352		100920.597		162103.950

												Standard Error										3437.681		3335.229		4899.957

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		54379.219		94319.245		152405.562

																				Upper		67987.486		107521.950		171802.337

												Coefficient of Variation										0.056		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										37.7%		62.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		34.8%		59.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		40.8%		65.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.040		0.024		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										93.0%		88.5%		90.1%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		91.5%		87.1%		89.1%

																				Upper		94.2%		89.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.007		0.007		0.006

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

				% of Total								Estimate										34.0%		56.1%		90.1%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.3%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		31.3%		53.5%		89.1%

																				Upper		36.9%		58.7%		91.1%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.041		0.023		0.006

												Expected										33.0%		57.1%

												Unweighted Count										3103		3637		6740

		Yes		Population Size								Estimate										4635.320		13135.534		17770.855

												Standard Error										445.132		911.725		1028.798

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		3754.280		11330.975		15734.574

																				Upper		5516.361		14940.093		19807.135

												Coefficient of Variation										0.096		0.069		0.058

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										26.1%		73.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error										2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		21.9%		69.2%		100.0%

																				Upper		30.8%		78.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.086		0.030		0.000

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										7.0%		11.5%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.7%		0.7%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		5.8%		10.3%		8.9%		2.62%		0.9%

																				Upper		8.5%		12.9%		10.9%		1.31%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.094		0.057		0.051

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

				% of Total								Estimate										2.6%		7.3%		9.9%

												Standard Error										0.2%		0.5%		0.5%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		2.1%		6.4%		8.9%

																				Upper		3.1%		8.3%		10.9%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.093		0.063		0.051

												Expected										3.6%		6.3%

												Unweighted Count										212		474		686

		Total		Population Size								Estimate										65818.672		114056.132		179874.804

												Standard Error										3557.065		3768.056		5312.602

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		58778.245		106598.093		169359.676

																				Upper		72859.100		121514.171		190389.932

												Coefficient of Variation										0.054		0.033		0.030

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% within IRSparent								Estimate										100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error										0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																				Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.000		0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

				% of Total								Estimate										36.6%		63.4%		100.0%

												Standard Error										1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval								Lower		33.8%		60.5%		100.0%

																				Upper		39.5%		66.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation										0.039		0.023		0.000

												Unweighted Count										3315		4111		7426

		Suicide ideation in Childhood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								33272.412		89800.374

												Standard Error								1774.077		2605.174

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		29761.017		84644.005

																		Upper		36783.807		94956.743

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.3%		99.4%

												Standard Error								0.4%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.0%		98.9%

																		Upper		99.7%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.004		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

										% of Total		Estimate								36.8%		99.4%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.8%		98.9%

																		Upper		40.0%		99.7%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.002

												Expected								36.9%

												Unweighted Count								1532		3323

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								F		562.026539858894E

												Standard Error								F		165.349

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		234.754

																		Upper		F		889.299

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.294

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								F		100.0%

												Standard Error								F		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		100.0%

																		Upper		F		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.000

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Unweighted Count								F		17

										% of Total		Estimate								F		0.621969465194953%E

												Standard Error								F		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		F		0.3%

																		Upper		F		1.1%

												Coefficient of Variation								F		0.299

												Expected								F

												Unweighted Count								F		17

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								31990.536		88262.219

												Standard Error								2032.591		2913.590

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27967.468		82495.407

																		Upper		36013.603		94029.030

												Coefficient of Variation								0.064		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.2%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.5%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								99.0%		98.6%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		98.3%		98.0%

																		Upper		99.4%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.003		0.002

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

										% of Total		Estimate								35.7%		98.6%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.6%		98.0%

																		Upper		39.0%		99.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.002

												Expected								35.6%

												Unweighted Count								1765		4044

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								315.453648774901E		1250.18487483171E

												Standard Error								87.389		217.961

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		142.486		818.778

																		Upper		488.421		1681.592

												Coefficient of Variation								0.277		0.174

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								25.2325600097638%E		100.0%

												Standard Error								6.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		14.4%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.262		0.000

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								0.976455618824555%E		1.39666105051358%E		0.98%		1.63%

												Standard Error								0.3%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.6%		1.0%		1.09%		0.97%

																		Upper		1.7%		2.0%		0.5%		0.5%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.270		0.172

												Unweighted Count								12		42

										% of Total		Estimate								0.352413337703835%E		1.39666105051358%E

												Standard Error								0.1%		0.2%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		0.2%		1.0%

																		Upper		0.6%		2.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.274		0.172

												Expected								0.5%

												Unweighted Count								12		42

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide ideation in Childhood		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adolescence * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?																		IRSparent

																				Non-IRS youth		Total

		Male		No						Population Size		Estimate								31094.862		81815.583

												Standard Error								1655.240		2412.536

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		27818.679		77040.497

																		Upper		34371.045		86590.668

												Coefficient of Variation								0.053		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								38.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		41.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								92.8%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		89.8%		88.8%

																		Upper		94.9%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.014		0.009

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

										% of Total		Estimate								34.4%		90.5%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		31.5%		88.8%

																		Upper		37.4%		92.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.009

												Expected								33.6%

												Unweighted Count								1467		3099

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								2417.82099141647E		8546.818

												Standard Error								448.955		786.618

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1529.214		6989.881

																		Upper		3306.428		10103.755

												Coefficient of Variation								0.186		0.092

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.3%		100.0%

												Standard Error								4.2%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		20.8%		100.0%

																		Upper		37.2%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.147		0.000

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								7.21464466800354%E		9.5%		7.2%		10.8%

												Standard Error								1.3%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		5.1%		8.0%		5.15%		5.15%

																		Upper		10.2%		11.2%		2.6%		2.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.178		0.086

												Unweighted Count								71		241

										% of Total		Estimate								2.67569362355377%E		9.5%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.8%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		1.9%		8.0%

																		Upper		3.8%		11.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.182		0.086

												Expected								3.5%

												Unweighted Count								71		241

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								33512.683		90362.401

												Standard Error								1727.644		2580.040

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30093.191		85255.779

																		Upper		36932.174		95469.022

												Coefficient of Variation								0.052		0.029

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

										% of Total		Estimate								37.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		34.1%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.1%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.041		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1538		3340

		Female		No						Population Size		Estimate								29277.409		79029.713

												Standard Error								1713.580		2567.586

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		25885.755		73947.741

																		Upper		32669.063		84111.685

												Coefficient of Variation								0.059		0.032

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								37.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		33.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		40.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.044		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								90.6%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		88.3%		86.8%

																		Upper		92.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.012		0.008

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

										% of Total		Estimate								32.7%		88.3%

												Standard Error								1.4%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		30.1%		86.8%

																		Upper		35.5%		89.6%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.042		0.008

												Expected								31.9%

												Unweighted Count								1670		3711

				Yes						Population Size		Estimate								3028.581		10482.691

												Standard Error								473.279		774.230

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2091.829		8950.273

																		Upper		3965.333		12015.108

												Coefficient of Variation								0.156		0.074

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								28.9%		100.0%

												Standard Error								3.5%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		22.5%		100.0%

																		Upper		36.3%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.121		0.000

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								9.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								1.1%		0.7%		6.37%		9.66%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		7.5%		10.4%		3.2%		4.8%

																		Upper		11.7%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.115		0.061

												Unweighted Count								107		375

										% of Total		Estimate								3.4%		11.7%

												Standard Error								0.5%		0.7%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		2.6%		10.4%

																		Upper		4.5%		13.2%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.140		0.061

												Expected								4.2%

												Unweighted Count								107		375

				Total						Population Size		Estimate								32305.989		89512.403

												Standard Error								2050.992		2938.312

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		28246.502		83696.660

																		Upper		36365.477		95328.147

												Coefficient of Variation								0.063		0.033

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within Suicide Ideation in Adolescence		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% within IRSparent		Estimate								100.0%		100.0%

												Standard Error								0.0%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		100.0%		100.0%

																		Upper		100.0%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.000		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

										% of Total		Estimate								36.1%		100.0%

												Standard Error								1.6%		0.0%

												95% Confidence Interval						Lower		32.9%		100.0%

																		Upper		39.4%		100.0%

												Coefficient of Variation								0.045		0.000

												Unweighted Count								1777		4086

		Suicide Ideation in Adulthood * IRSparent

		Are you male or female?										IRSparent

												Non-IRS youth		At least one parent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				31402.478		49722.704		81125.181

								Standard Error				1705.477		1838.501		2441.511

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28026.861		46083.794		76292.748

										Upper		34778.094		53361.613		85957.615

								Coefficient of Variation				0.054		0.037		0.030

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				38.7%		61.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.6%		58.1%		100.0%

										Upper		41.9%		64.4%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				93.7%		87.5%		89.8%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		91.9%		85.3%		88.2%

										Upper		95.1%		89.3%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.012		0.008

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

						% of Total		Estimate				34.8%		55.0%		89.8%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.4%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.8%		52.2%		88.2%

										Upper		37.8%		57.8%		91.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.043		0.026		0.008

								Expected				33.3%		56.5%

								Unweighted Count				1448		1586		3034

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2110.205		7127.014		9237.219

								Standard Error				270.450		655.162		699.158

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1574.909		5830.265		7853.390

										Upper		2645.502		8423.763		10621.048

								Coefficient of Variation				0.128		0.092		0.076

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				22.8%		77.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.7%		71.1%		100.0%

										Upper		28.9%		82.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				6.3%		12.5%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.8%		1.0%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.9%		10.7%		8.9%		4.04%		2.90%

										Upper		8.1%		14.7%		11.8%		2.0%		1.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.081		0.072

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

						% of Total		Estimate				2.3%		7.9%		10.2%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.7%		0.7%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		6.6%		8.9%

										Upper		3.0%		9.4%		11.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.130		0.087		0.072

								Expected				3.8%		6.4%

								Unweighted Count				90		216		306

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				33512.683		56849.718		90362.401

								Standard Error				1727.644		2058.471		2580.040

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30093.191		52775.428		85255.779

										Upper		36932.174		60924.007		95469.022

								Coefficient of Variation				0.052		0.036		0.029

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

						% of Total		Estimate				37.1%		62.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		59.9%		100.0%

										Upper		40.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.041		0.024		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1538		1802		3340

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				29780.874		51197.894		80978.768

								Standard Error				1931.960		1812.167		2705.978

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25956.985		47611.107		75622.879

										Upper		33604.764		54784.680		86334.658

								Coefficient of Variation				0.065		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.8%		63.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.5%		59.8%		100.0%

										Upper		40.2%		66.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.046		0.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				92.2%		89.5%		90.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		90.3%		87.8%		89.2%

										Upper		93.7%		91.0%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.009		0.009		0.007

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

						% of Total		Estimate				33.3%		57.2%		90.5%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.3%		54.1%		89.2%

										Upper		36.4%		60.2%		91.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.047		0.027		0.007

								Expected				32.7%		57.8%

								Unweighted Count				1655		2051		3706

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2525.115		6008.520		8533.635

								Standard Error				312.095		513.734		625.508

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1907.391		4991.696		7295.580

										Upper		3142.839		7025.345		9771.690

								Coefficient of Variation				0.124		0.086		0.073

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				29.6%		70.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		64.2%		100.0%

										Upper		35.8%		76.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.101		0.042		0.000

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				7.8%		10.5%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.9%		0.8%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.3%		9.0%		8.4%		3.19%		2.46%

										Upper		9.7%		12.2%		10.8%		1.6%		1.2%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.111		0.076		0.065

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

						% of Total		Estimate				2.8%		6.7%		9.5%

								Standard Error				0.3%		0.5%		0.6%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.2%		5.7%		8.4%

										Upper		3.6%		7.9%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.117		0.080		0.065

								Expected				3.4%		6.1%

								Unweighted Count				122		258		380

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				32305.989		57206.414		89512.403

								Standard Error				2050.992		1984.064		2938.312

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28246.502		53279.396		83696.660

										Upper		36365.477		61133.432		95328.147

								Coefficient of Variation				0.063		0.035		0.033

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within Suicide Ideation in Adulthood		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% within IRSparent		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086

						% of Total		Estimate				36.1%		63.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.9%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		67.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.045		0.025		0.000

								Unweighted Count				1777		2309		4086





A-ID (3)

						0.0167920544		0.0167920544		0.014		0.014
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Family not affected

Parent attended Residential School

The proportinos of First Nations adults who reported seriously considering suicide 
when they were adolescents (between the ages of 12 adn 17)





Indian Residential Schools : Long-term and intergenerational effects

Research in other populations: 
Intergenerational effects of individual and collectively experienced stress/trauma 
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The Sixties Scoop

• Although it was accepted in the professional social work community that 
apprehension should be the last resort, Indigenous children were particularly 
vulnerable to the harms of removal

• Johnston reported on how child apprehension had become the standard operating 
procedure for First Nations children. 

• In his 1983 report, he described how provincial child-protection workers in BC used 
the term “Sixties Scoop” to refer to the increasing apprehension of Indigenous 
children. 

• One social worker admitted that they “would, quite literally, scoop children from 
reserves on the slightest pretext.”

• Quoting Hawthorn’s 1966 report, Johnston concluded in that “the child welfare 
situation for Native people, with some exceptions, could still be described as varying 
from unsatisfactory to appalling”. 





Extreme trauma of parental separation

From Timpson 1994
• The risk of damage by separation trauma through removal of 

children from their parents is viewed as more serious than most 
parental acts of omission or commission. 

• If children are being removed from very dangerous situations of 
abuse or neglect, resources should be diverted to programs for 
treatment and prevention of abuse and neglect. 

• If children are being removed inappropriately from parents, this 
must change. Whether the child is removed by a Native or non-
Native agency, or placed in a Native home or non-Native home, the 
emotional damage of separation could be as damaging as the 
conditions leading to the need for care. 



Indigenous Peoples in Manitoba: Child Welfare Experiences
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Links between Residential Schools and other Collective Traumas

Does Risk Accumulate Across Different Collective Traumas?

Inequities in the child welfare system 

• Sixties Scoop (1950’s-1990) & Child Welfare System
• “Many have argued that the child welfare system 

through its large-scale removal of Aboriginal 
children from their families, culture, and 
communities be considered a continuation of 
the policies of forced assimilation of the 
residential school system”                                                                                                   
- Kirmayer et al., 2007 (also Chrisjohn & Young, 1997; Fournier & Crey, 
1997; Sinclair, 2007, and more)



Links between the Residential School System & Child Welfare System

Proportion of youth who have been affected by CWS according to familial RS history 

Non-representative 
sample of First 

Nations and Métis 
adults from across 

Canada

McQuaid, R.J., Schwartz, F.D., Blackstock, C., Matheson, K., Anisman, H., Bombay A. (2022). 



Links between the Residential School System & Child Welfare System

Artist: Shandra Spears Bombay 



Links between the Residential School System & Child Welfare System

Mean depressive symptoms according to personal CWS history 
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 ANCOVA predicting Depressive symptoms (controlling age + gender): familial IRS + CWS history both significant

McQuaid, R.J., Schwartz, F.D., Blackstock, C., Matheson, K., Anisman, H., Bombay A. (2022). 



Intergenerational effects of other aspects of colonization

 The Intergenerational Effects of Relocation Policies on Indigenous Families
 Depressive symptoms (CESD) and delinquency in youth

Walls & Whitbeck, 2012
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Are biological pathways involved in the 
transmission across generations?

Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational 
transmission of Residential School Experiences

– Dr. Karina Walters, 2011



Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational 
transmission of Residential School Experiences

Intergenerational communication regarding Residential schools

• 7 themes identified in response to questions about parental communication

• Theme: Cultural disruption

“I have no prior knowledge of being a father. I should have been taught how to raise my 
children traditionally but my father lost that in residential school and therefore so have I.”

“The loss of culture and language was by far the largest impact. English was the first 
language in our house growing up and I was not even aware that I was aboriginal until 10 

years old or so”.



Exploring pathways involved the intergenerational 
transmission of Residential School Experiences

Intergenerational communication regarding Residential schools

• 7 themes in response to questions about parental communication
• Theme: Cultural Pride

“I have made a 
concerted effort with 
my own children to 

reintroduce them to our 
language and culture 
and to instill pride in 

their Aboriginal roots.”



Links between cultural identity & engagement with well-being

RESISTANCE & RESILIENCE: 
Intergenerational transmission of 

cultural pride & engagement

Intergenerational 
communication about 

cultural identity

“I think my mom showed me more than she told 
me, she is very traditional and has practiced our 
culture in front of me when she could. My mother 
remained a very traditional woman and has 
maintained her language. My mother has always 
been a very proud native woman.”

“I was ashamed growing up but I have since reclaimed 
my identity… Now that I am on my own, I have more 
pride and I am learning to love my identity. I gave my 
son a traditional Ojibwe name and I vow to raise him to 
be proud of who he is.”



Links between cultural identity & engagement with well-being

Proportion who reported taking part in community 
cultural events “sometimes” or “almost always”. 

Resistance and resilience 
following intergenerational 

RS experiences

2015/16

Bombay, A., McQuaid, R., & Doria, N. (2018). Indian Residential Schools. In First Nations Information Governance Centre (Eds.), National Report 
of the First Nations Regional Health Survey (RHS) Phase 3; Volume 1. Ottawa, ON: First Nations Information Governance Centre. 
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		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES= Y1 BY AgeC5

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\RHS3_National_Adult.sav

		Did you attend a residential school? * Age in Five Categories

		Did you attend a residential school?								Age in Five Categories

										18-29 Years		30-39 Years		40-49 Years		50-59 Years		60+ Years		Total

		No		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				31.8%		24.4%		19.9%		13.8%		10.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		.8%		.7%		.5%		.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.1%		22.8%		18.6%		12.9%		9.3%		100.0%

								Upper		33.4%		26.0%		21.2%		14.9%		11.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.026		.033		.033		.037		.043		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2365		1704		1619		1755		1792		9235

				% within Age in Five Categories		Estimate				99.3%		95.2%		84.8%		73.3%		57.7%		85.1%

						Standard Error				.2%		.9%		1.6%		2.4%		1.8%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		98.8%		93.2%		81.4%		68.2%		54.1%		83.4%

								Upper		99.5%		96.6%		87.6%		77.8%		61.2%		86.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.002		.009		.018		.033		.031		.010

						Unweighted Count				2365		1704		1619		1755		1792		9235

		Yes		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				1.3%		7.1%		20.4%		28.8%		42.4%		100.0%		Among those who attendend - 1.3% were 18 to 29, 7.1% were 30 to 39, 20.4%

						Standard Error				.3%		1.1%		1.6%		1.9%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.8%		5.1%		17.5%		25.2%		37.9%		100.0%

								Upper		2.1%		9.6%		23.7%		32.7%		47.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.234048642265898E		.160		.076		.066		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				20		91		237		723		1474		2545

				% within Age in Five Categories		Estimate				.7%		4.8%		15.2%		26.7%		42.3%		14.9%		Among those 18 to 29, .7% of the total FN population attended RS. Among those 30 to 39, 4.8% of the total FN population attended RS. Among

						Standard Error				.2%		.9%		1.6%		2.4%		1.8%		.8%		Among those 40 to 59, 15.2% of the total FN population attended RS. Among those 50 to 59, 26.7% of the FN population attended RS.

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.5%		3.4%		12.4%		22.2%		38.8%		13.4%		Among those 60 and older, 43.3% of the total FN population attended RS.

								Upper		1.2%		6.8%		18.6%		31.8%		45.9%		16.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.232085845685813E		.176		.103		.091		.042		.055

						Unweighted Count				20		91		237		723		1474		2545

		Total		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				27.2%		21.8%		20.0%		16.1%		14.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.7%		.7%		.6%		.5%		.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.9%		20.4%		18.8%		15.1%		14.2%		100.0%

								Upper		28.6%		23.2%		21.2%		17.1%		15.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.026		.033		.031		.032		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2385		1795		1856		2478		3266		11780

				% within Age in Five Categories		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2385		1795		1856		2478		3266		11780

		OUTPUT EXPORT

		/CONTENTS EXPORT = VISIBLE LAYERS = VISIBLE MODELVIEWS =VISIBLE

		/XLS DOCUMENTFILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\IRS_Adult_R1_b4_Vetting.xls'

		OPERATION=CREATEFILE

		SHEET='Y1_By_AgeC5'

										Total adult sample (all age groups)		18 to 29		30 to 39		40 to 49		50 to 59		60 or older

										14.9%		.7%		4.8%		15.2%		26.7%		42.3%

																										USE THIS ONE

										Total adult sample (all age groups)		18 to 29		30 to 39		40 to 49		50 to 59		60 or older

										14.9%		.7%		4.8%		15.2%		26.7%		42.3%





A-RSAbyAge

		



Adult sample: 
Personal Residential school school attendance



A-PRSLength

		

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES= IRSyrscat RSagestart Y4 BY AgeC3

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\RHS3_National_Adult.sav

		IRS Length of Stay In Year Category * Age in Three Categories

		IRS Length of Stay In Year Category								Age in Three Categories

										18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years		Total						18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years		Total

		1-2 Years		% within IRS Length of Stay In Year Category		Estimate				5.9%		55.8%		38.3%		100.0%				Total sample (any length of time)		3.4%		40.6%		56.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		2.7%		2.5%		0.0%				1-2 Years		5.9%		55.8%		38.3%		100.0%				5.9% of Survivors 18 to 34 attended for 1-2 years

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.9%		50.5%		33.5%		100.0%				3-4 Years		3.4%		36.4%		60.2%		100.0%

								Upper		8.9%		61.0%		43.2%		100.0%				5+ Years		1.4%		30.4%		68.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.213313064575213E		.048		.065		0.000

						Unweighted Count				27		245		462		734

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				62.4%		48.9%		24.3%		35.5%

						Standard Error				7.1%		4.5%		1.6%		2.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.6%		40.0%		21.2%		31.6%

								Upper		75.1%		57.8%		27.6%		39.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.114		.093		.067		.058

						Unweighted Count				27		245		462		734

		3-4 Years		% within IRS Length of Stay In Year Category		Estimate				3.4%		36.4%		60.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		4.1%		4.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		28.6%		51.7%		100.0%

								Upper		6.5%		44.9%		68.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.333600718202286E		.114		.070		0.000

						Unweighted Count				9		91		354		454

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				19.4%		17.1%		20.5%		19.1%

						Standard Error				5.9%		1.9%		2.2%		1.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		10.2%		13.6%		16.5%		16.1%

								Upper		33.7%		21.3%		25.2%		22.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.305431316382623E		.113		.108		.083

						Unweighted Count				9		91		354		454				USE THIS ONE

		5+ Years		% within IRS Length of Stay In Year Category		Estimate				1.4%		30.4%		68.2%		100.0%						18 to 34		35 to 54		55 and older		55+ Years

						Standard Error				.5%		4.0%		4.2%		0.0%				1 to 2 years		62.4%		48.9%		24.3%		24.3%						35.5% of all age groups attended IRS for 1 to 2 years

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.7%		23.1%		59.5%		100.0%				3 to 4 years		19.4%		17.1%		20.5%		20.5%						19.1% of all age groups attended IRS for 3 to 4 years

								Upper		2.7%		38.9%		75.8%		100.0%				5 or more years		18.3%		34.0%		55.2%		55.2%						45.4% of all age groups attended IRS for 5 to years

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.133		.061		0.000				Total		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						100.0% of all age groups attended IRS for Total to

						Unweighted Count				10		165		1092		1267

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				18.3%		34.0%		55.2%		45.4%

						Standard Error				5.8%		4.8%		2.3%		2.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.5%		25.2%		50.7%		40.5%

								Upper		32.4%		44.1%		59.7%		50.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.315640446480494E		.142		.042		.055

						Unweighted Count				10		165		1092		1267

		Total		% within IRS Length of Stay In Year Category		Estimate				3.4%		40.6%		56.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.6%		2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.4%		36.3%		51.7%		100.0%

								Upper		4.7%		45.0%		60.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.167		.055		.039		0.000

						Unweighted Count				46		501		1908		2455

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				46		501		1908		2455

		Age Started at RS Category * Age in Three Categories

		Age Started at RS Category								Age in Three Categories

										18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years		Total						Total sample (all age groups)		18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years

		0-4 Years		% within Age Started at RS Category		Estimate				11.2%		40.9%		47.8%		100.0%				1 to 2 years		35.5%		62.4%		48.9%		24.3%

						Standard Error				4.3%		7.6%		7.4%		0.0%				3 to 4 years		19.1%		19.4%		17.1%		20.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.2%		27.1%		33.7%		100.0%				5 or more years		45.4%		18.3%		34.0%		55.2%

								Upper		22.8%		56.3%		62.3%		100.0%				Total		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		0.185968549050462E		.156		0.000

						Unweighted Count				10		22		70		102

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				15.9%		4.8%		4.1%		4.8%

						Standard Error				5.6%		1.2%		.9%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		7.7%		2.9%		2.6%		3.5%

								Upper		30.1%		7.9%		6.3%		6.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		0.252969108367714E		0.222114665734529E		.160

						Unweighted Count				10		22		70		102

		5-9 Years		% within Age Started at RS Category		Estimate				2.7%		32.4%		64.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.7%		3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.7%		26.3%		58.1%		100.0%

								Upper		4.4%		39.2%		71.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.241136241568631E		.101		.051		0.000

						Unweighted Count				19		247		1305		1571

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				46.8%		46.1%		66.8%		57.7%

						Standard Error				7.7%		4.5%		2.4%		2.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.3%		37.4%		61.8%		52.6%

								Upper		61.9%		55.1%		71.3%		62.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.165		.098		.036		.044

						Unweighted Count				19		247		1305		1571

		10-14 Years		% within Age Started at RS Category		Estimate				2.9%		46.2%		50.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		4.0%		4.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.7%		38.4%		43.0%		100.0%

								Upper		5.0%		54.2%		58.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.280262728559449E		.087		.079		0.000

						Unweighted Count				12		147		432		591

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				22.7%		29.8%		23.8%		26.2%

						Standard Error				5.8%		3.4%		2.3%		2.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		13.2%		23.6%		19.5%		22.4%

								Upper		36.2%		36.9%		28.6%		30.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.256961238742358E		.113		.096		.077

						Unweighted Count				12		147		432		591

		15+ Years		% within Age Started at RS Category		Estimate				4.3%		68.9%		26.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		4.5%		4.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		59.4%		19.7%		100.0%

								Upper		9.8%		77.1%		35.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.066		.148		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6		90		118		214

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				14.5%		19.2%		5.4%		11.3%

						Standard Error				5.5%		3.4%		.7%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.6%		13.4%		4.2%		8.8%

								Upper		29.0%		26.8%		7.0%		14.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.177		.129		.128

						Unweighted Count				6		90		118		214

		Total		% within Age Started at RS Category		Estimate				3.4%		40.6%		56.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.6%		2.3%		2.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.4%		36.2%		51.6%		100.0%

								Upper		4.7%		45.1%		60.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.166		.056		.040		0.000

						Unweighted Count				47		506		1925		2478

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				47		506		1925		2478

		Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school] * Age in Three Categories

		Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]								Age in Three Categories

										18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years		Total

		No impact		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				4.9%		47.9%		47.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		3.7%		3.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.1%		40.6%		40.3%		100.0%

								Upper		7.7%		55.3%		54.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.232521611223957E		.078		.075		0.000

						Unweighted Count				19		141		393		553

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				38.3%		31.2%		21.6%		26.0%

						Standard Error				7.3%		3.4%		1.6%		1.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.3%		24.9%		18.7%		22.9%

								Upper		53.3%		38.2%		24.9%		29.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.190		.108		.073		.063

						Unweighted Count				19		141		393		553

		Yes, negatively impacted		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				2.1%		36.3%		61.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.6%		3.3%		3.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.2%		30.1%		54.7%		100.0%

								Upper		3.6%		43.0%		68.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.270135172732329E		.090		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				16		244		1175		1435

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				39.7%		56.8%		67.8%		62.5%

						Standard Error				8.2%		3.9%		1.9%		1.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.9%		64.0%		58.6%

								Upper		56.4%		64.3%		71.4%		66.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.206		.069		.028		.031

						Unweighted Count				16		244		1175		1435

		Yes, positively impacted		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				6.3%		41.7%		52.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.7%		4.9%		4.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.7%		32.5%		42.6%		100.0%

								Upper		14.2%		51.5%		61.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.117		.092		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7		58		194		259

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				22.0%		12.0%		10.6%		11.5%

						Standard Error				8.4%		2.0%		1.2%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.6%		8.7%		8.4%		9.4%

								Upper		42.7%		16.5%		13.2%		14.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.163		.112		.100

						Unweighted Count				7		58		194		259

		Total		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				3.3%		39.9%		56.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.6%		2.5%		2.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.3%		35.1%		51.7%		100.0%

								Upper		4.7%		45.0%		61.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.180375330483466E		.063		.044		0.000

						Unweighted Count				42		443		1762		2247

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				42		443		1762		2247

		OUTPUT EXPORT

		/CONTENTS EXPORT = VISIBLE  LAYERS =VISIBLE MODELVIEWS =VISIBLE

		/XLS DOCUMENTFILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\IRS_Adult_R1_b4_Vetting.xls'

		OPERATION= CREATESHEET

		SHEET=' IRSyrscatRSagestartY4_AgeC3'





A-PRSLength

		



Total sample (any length of time)

1-2 Years

3-4 Years

5+ Years



A-PRSAgestarted

		



1 to 2 years

3 to 4 years

5 or more years

Adult sample: Number of years spent at residential school



A-PRSNeg

		

				18 to 34		35 to 54		55 and older

		0 to 4		15.9%		4.8%		4.1%

		5 to 9		46.8%		46.1%		66.8%

		10 to 14		22.7%		29.8%		23.8%

		15 or older		14.5%		19.2%		5.4%





A-RSParGP

						Male		Female		Total

		Other				3.9%		5.5%		4.7%

		Lack of proper clothing				44.1%		34.4%		39.4%

		Sexual abuse				46.8%		38.1%		42.6%

		Poor education				53.5%		37.8%		46.0%

		Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat)				54.4%		41.5%		48.2%

		Lack of food				51.5%		45.9%		48.8%

		Not able to talk about it				57.8%		52.4%		55.2%

		Bullying from other children				67.0%		54.2%		60.9%

		Witnessing abuse				71.5%		53.1%		62.6%

		Loss of traditional religion/spirituality				68.1%		63.8%		66.0%

		Separation from community				68.5%		66.2%		67.4%

		Loss of language				67.2%		69.2%		68.2%

		Harsh discipline				70.8%		67.3%		69.1%

		Physical abuse				77.9%		60.0%		69.3%

		Loss of cultural identity				70.4%		68.6%		69.6%

		Verbal or emotional abuse				73.9%		67.1%		70.7%

		Isolation from family				75.8%		79.8%		77.8%

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES= Y5_A Y5_B Y5_C Y5_D Y5_E Y5_F Y5_G Y5_H Y5_I Y5_J Y5_K Y5_L Y5_M Y5_N Y5_O Y5_P Y5_Z BY Gender

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\RHS3_National_Adult.sav

		What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of language [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of language [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of language [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				53.6%		46.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		40.3%		100.0%

								Upper		59.7%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.059		.068		0.000

						Unweighted Count				202		214		416

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				32.8%		30.8%		31.8%

						Standard Error				2.9%		3.0%		2.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		27.3%		25.1%		27.5%

								Upper		38.9%		37.0%		36.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.090		.098		.071										Male		Female		Total

						Unweighted Count				202		214		416						Loss of language [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]				67.2%		69.2%		68.2%

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of language [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.2%		48.8%		100.0%						Loss of cultural identity				70.4%		68.6%		69.6%

						Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.0%						Physical abuse				77.9%		60.0%		69.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.1%		42.7%		100.0%						Loss of traditional religion/spirituality				68.1%		63.8%		66.0%

								Upper		57.3%		54.9%		100.0%						Isolation from family				75.8%		79.8%		77.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.061		.064		0.000						Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat)				54.4%		41.5%		48.2%

						Unweighted Count				470		467		937						Lack of proper clothing				44.1%		34.4%		39.4%

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				67.2%		69.2%		68.2%						Not able to talk about it				57.8%		52.4%		55.2%

						Standard Error				2.9%		3.0%		2.3%						Verbal or emotional abuse				73.9%		67.1%		70.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		61.1%		63.0%		63.5%						Sexual abuse				46.8%		38.1%		42.6%

								Upper		72.7%		74.9%		72.5%						Witnessing abuse				71.5%		53.1%		62.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.044		.033						Separation from community				68.5%		66.2%		67.4%

						Unweighted Count				470		467		937						Harsh discipline				70.8%		67.3%		69.1%

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of language [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%						Poor education				53.5%		37.8%		46.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%						Lack of food				51.5%		45.9%		48.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%						Bullying from other children				67.0%		54.2%		60.9%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%						Other				3.9%		5.5%		4.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%										Male		Female

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%								Physical abuse		77.9%		60.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Witnessing abuse		71.5%		53.1%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Poor education		53.5%		37.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of cultural identity [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of cultural identity [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of cultural identity [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				50.5%		49.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.7%		42.8%		100.0%

								Upper		57.2%		56.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.069		0.000

						Unweighted Count				183		186		369

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				29.6%		31.4%		30.4%

						Standard Error				3.0%		3.1%		2.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.0%		25.6%		26.4%

								Upper		35.8%		37.8%		34.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.101		.099		.071

						Unweighted Count				183		186		369

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of cultural identity [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				52.6%		47.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.2%		41.0%		100.0%

								Upper		59.0%		53.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.062		.069		0.000

						Unweighted Count				489		495		984

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				70.4%		68.6%		69.6%

						Standard Error				3.0%		3.1%		2.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		64.2%		62.2%		65.1%

								Upper		76.0%		74.4%		73.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.042		.045		.031

						Unweighted Count				489		495		984

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of cultural identity [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Physical abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Physical abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Physical abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				37.4%		62.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.7%		4.7%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.5%		52.9%		100.0%

								Upper		47.1%		71.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.127		.076		0.000

						Unweighted Count				145		197		342

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				22.1%		40.0%		30.7%

						Standard Error				2.9%		4.4%		3.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		16.8%		31.7%		25.0%

								Upper		28.4%		48.9%		37.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.133		.110		.100

						Unweighted Count				145		197		342

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Physical abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				58.4%		41.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		54.1%		37.4%		100.0%

								Upper		62.6%		45.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.037		.052		0.000

						Unweighted Count				527		484		1011

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				77.9%		60.0%		69.3%

						Standard Error				2.9%		4.4%		3.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.6%		51.1%		63.0%

								Upper		83.2%		68.3%		75.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.038		.073		.044

						Unweighted Count				527		484		1011

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Physical abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of traditional religion/spirituality [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of traditional religion/spirituality [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of traditional religion/spirituality [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				48.8%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.3%		45.6%		100.0%

								Upper		54.4%		56.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.058		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				226		263		489

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				31.9%		36.2%		34.0%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		2.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.8%		30.0%		29.1%

								Upper		38.8%		42.9%		39.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.103		.091		.076

						Unweighted Count				226		263		489

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of traditional religion/spirituality [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				53.6%		46.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.9%		39.9%		100.0%

								Upper		60.1%		53.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.063		.073		0.000

						Unweighted Count				446		418		864

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				68.1%		63.8%		66.0%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		2.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		61.2%		57.1%		60.8%

								Upper		74.2%		70.0%		70.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.048		.052		.039

						Unweighted Count				446		418		864

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Loss of traditional religion/spirituality [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Isolation from family [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Isolation from family [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Isolation from family [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				56.4%		43.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.8%		3.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.9%		36.3%		100.0%

								Upper		63.7%		51.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.067		.086		0.000

						Unweighted Count				150		141		291

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				24.2%		20.2%		22.2%

						Standard Error				2.9%		3.1%		2.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		18.9%		14.7%		17.5%

								Upper		30.3%		27.0%		27.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.120		.153		.116

						Unweighted Count				150		141		291

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Isolation from family [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				50.7%		49.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.7%		2.7%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.3%		44.0%		100.0%

								Upper		56.0%		54.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.053		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				522		540		1062

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				75.8%		79.8%		77.8%

						Standard Error				2.9%		3.1%		2.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		69.7%		73.0%		72.2%

								Upper		81.1%		85.3%		82.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.038		.039		.033

						Unweighted Count				522		540		1062

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Isolation from family [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				45.7%		54.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.0%		48.4%		100.0%

								Upper		51.6%		60.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.065		.054		0.000

						Unweighted Count				322		382		704

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				45.6%		58.5%		51.8%

						Standard Error				3.8%		4.5%		3.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		38.3%		49.5%		45.0%

								Upper		53.2%		67.1%		58.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.083		.077		.067

						Unweighted Count				322		382		704

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				58.6%		41.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.4%		34.4%		100.0%

								Upper		65.6%		48.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.062		.088		0.000

						Unweighted Count				350		299		649

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				54.4%		41.5%		48.2%

						Standard Error				3.8%		4.5%		3.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.8%		32.9%		41.4%

								Upper		61.7%		50.5%		55.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.070		.108		.072

						Unweighted Count				350		299		649

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh living conditions (e.g., lack of heat) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of proper clothing [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of proper clothing [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of proper clothing [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				47.9%		52.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.5%		45.6%		100.0%

								Upper		54.4%		58.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.063		0.000

						Unweighted Count				387		391		778

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				55.9%		65.6%		60.6%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.4%		2.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		49.3%		58.6%		54.9%

								Upper		62.3%		72.0%		66.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.059		.052		.046

						Unweighted Count				387		391		778

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of proper clothing [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				58.1%		41.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.6%		2.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		52.9%		36.9%		100.0%

								Upper		63.1%		47.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.062		0.000

						Unweighted Count				285		290		575

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				44.1%		34.4%		39.4%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.4%		2.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		37.7%		28.0%		34.0%

								Upper		50.7%		41.4%		45.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.075		.100		.071

						Unweighted Count				285		290		575

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of proper clothing [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Not able to talk about it [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Not able to talk about it [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Not able to talk about it [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.9%		44.0%		100.0%

								Upper		56.0%		58.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.074		.070		0.000

						Unweighted Count				285		332		617

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				42.2%		47.6%		44.8%

						Standard Error				3.4%		4.1%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.7%		39.5%		39.0%

								Upper		49.0%		55.8%		50.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.080		.087		.067

						Unweighted Count				285		332		617

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Not able to talk about it [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				54.4%		45.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.4%		39.7%		100.0%

								Upper		60.3%		51.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.066		0.000

						Unweighted Count				387		349		736

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				57.8%		52.4%		55.2%

						Standard Error				3.4%		4.1%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.0%		44.2%		49.3%

								Upper		64.3%		60.5%		61.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.059		.079		.054

						Unweighted Count				387		349		736

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Not able to talk about it [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Verbal or emotional abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Verbal or emotional abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Verbal or emotional abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				46.2%		53.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.8%		4.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		37.0%		44.4%		100.0%

								Upper		55.6%		63.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.103		.088		0.000

						Unweighted Count				166		192		358

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				26.1%		32.9%		29.3%

						Standard Error				3.0%		4.4%		3.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		20.5%		24.8%		23.7%

								Upper		32.5%		42.1%		35.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.117		.135		.105

						Unweighted Count				166		192		358

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Verbal or emotional abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				54.4%		45.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.5%		2.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		49.5%		40.8%		100.0%

								Upper		59.2%		50.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.054		0.000

						Unweighted Count				506		489		995

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				73.9%		67.1%		70.7%

						Standard Error				3.0%		4.4%		3.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		67.5%		57.9%		64.2%

								Upper		79.5%		75.2%		76.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.041		.066		.044

						Unweighted Count				506		489		995

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Verbal or emotional abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Sexual abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Sexual abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Sexual abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				48.1%		51.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.8%		45.5%		100.0%

								Upper		54.5%		58.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.067		.062		0.000

						Unweighted Count				331		376		707

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				53.2%		61.9%		57.4%

						Standard Error				2.9%		3.5%		2.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.4%		54.9%		52.2%

								Upper		58.9%		68.5%		62.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.056		.045

						Unweighted Count				331		376		707

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Sexual abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				57.1%		42.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.8%		2.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.6%		37.6%		100.0%

								Upper		62.4%		48.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.048		.064		0.000

						Unweighted Count				341		305		646

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				46.8%		38.1%		42.6%

						Standard Error				2.9%		3.5%		2.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.1%		31.5%		37.6%

								Upper		52.6%		45.1%		47.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.063		.091		.061

						Unweighted Count				341		305		646

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Sexual abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Witnessing abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Witnessing abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Witnessing abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				39.7%		60.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.4%		4.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.4%		51.4%		100.0%

								Upper		48.6%		68.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.111		.073		0.000

						Unweighted Count				192		266		458

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				28.5%		46.9%		37.4%

						Standard Error				3.6%		4.6%		3.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.0%		37.9%		30.6%

								Upper		36.1%		56.1%		44.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.126		.099		.096

						Unweighted Count				192		266		458

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Witnessing abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				59.3%		40.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.1%		2.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		55.0%		36.6%		100.0%

								Upper		63.4%		45.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.036		.052		0.000

						Unweighted Count				480		415		895

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				71.5%		53.1%		62.6%

						Standard Error				3.6%		4.6%		3.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		63.9%		43.9%		55.4%

								Upper		78.0%		62.1%		69.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.050		.087		.057

						Unweighted Count				480		415		895

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Witnessing abuse [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Separation from community [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Separation from community [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Separation from community [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				50.2%		49.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.3%		43.8%		100.0%

								Upper		56.2%		55.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.060		.061		0.000

						Unweighted Count				214		228		442

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				31.5%		33.8%		32.6%

						Standard Error				3.9%		3.7%		3.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		24.5%		26.8%		26.5%

								Upper		39.6%		41.5%		39.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.122		.111		.101

						Unweighted Count				214		228		442

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Separation from community [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				52.8%		47.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.5%		41.1%		100.0%

								Upper		58.9%		53.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.060		.067		0.000

						Unweighted Count				458		453		911

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				68.5%		66.2%		67.4%

						Standard Error				3.9%		3.7%		3.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		60.4%		58.5%		60.6%

								Upper		75.5%		73.2%		73.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.056		.057		.049

						Unweighted Count				458		453		911

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Separation from community [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh discipline [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh discipline [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh discipline [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				49.1%		50.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.7%		44.4%		100.0%

								Upper		55.6%		57.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.067		.065		0.000

						Unweighted Count				185		211		396

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				29.2%		32.7%		30.9%

						Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		2.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.5%		26.9%		26.6%

								Upper		35.7%		39.1%		35.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.106		.095		.074

						Unweighted Count				185		211		396

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh discipline [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				53.2%		46.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.8%		40.5%		100.0%

								Upper		59.5%		53.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.061		.069		0.000

						Unweighted Count				487		470		957

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				70.8%		67.3%		69.1%

						Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		2.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		64.3%		60.9%		64.4%

								Upper		76.5%		73.1%		73.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.046		.033

						Unweighted Count				487		470		957

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Harsh discipline [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Poor education [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Poor education [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Poor education [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				44.7%		55.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.4%		3.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		38.1%		48.6%		100.0%

								Upper		51.4%		61.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.076		.061		0.000

						Unweighted Count				322		371		693

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				46.5%		62.2%		54.0%

						Standard Error				3.6%		3.4%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		39.4%		55.3%		48.1%

								Upper		53.7%		68.7%		59.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.079		.055		.055

						Unweighted Count				322		371		693

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Poor education [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				60.5%		39.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.6%		2.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		55.4%		34.6%		100.0%

								Upper		65.4%		44.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.042		.065		0.000

						Unweighted Count				350		310		660

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				53.5%		37.8%		46.0%

						Standard Error				3.6%		3.4%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.3%		31.3%		40.1%

								Upper		60.6%		44.7%		51.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.090		.065

						Unweighted Count				350		310		660

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Poor education [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of food [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of food [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of food [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				49.2%		50.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		45.0%		100.0%

								Upper		55.0%		56.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.060		.058		0.000

						Unweighted Count				323		362		685

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				48.5%		54.1%		51.2%

						Standard Error				3.5%		4.1%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.6%		46.0%		45.2%

								Upper		55.5%		62.0%		57.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.073		.076		.059

						Unweighted Count				323		362		685

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of food [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				54.8%		45.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.6%		3.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.6%		38.2%		100.0%

								Upper		61.8%		52.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.066		.080		0.000

						Unweighted Count				349		319		668

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				51.5%		45.9%		48.8%

						Standard Error				3.5%		4.1%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		44.5%		38.0%		42.9%

								Upper		58.4%		54.0%		54.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.069		.089		.062

						Unweighted Count				349		319		668

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Lack of food [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Bullying from other children [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Bullying from other children [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Bullying from other children [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				43.8%		56.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				4.2%		4.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		35.8%		47.9%		100.0%

								Upper		52.1%		64.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.095		.074		0.000

						Unweighted Count				258		298		556

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				33.0%		45.8%		39.1%

						Standard Error				3.4%		4.1%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.7%		37.9%		33.4%

								Upper		39.9%		53.9%		45.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.102		.089		.077

						Unweighted Count				258		298		556

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Bullying from other children [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				57.2%		42.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.5%		2.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		52.3%		38.0%		100.0%

								Upper		62.0%		47.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.043		.058		0.000

						Unweighted Count				414		383		797

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				67.0%		54.2%		60.9%

						Standard Error				3.4%		4.1%		3.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		60.1%		46.1%		54.8%

								Upper		73.3%		62.1%		66.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.050		.075		.050

						Unweighted Count				414		383		797

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Bullying from other children [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

		What contributed to the negative impact? Other (Specify) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted] * Are you male or female?

		What contributed to the negative impact? Other (Specify) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Other (Specify) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				52.4%		47.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.5%		2.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.4%		42.7%		100.0%

								Upper		57.3%		52.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.048		.052		0.000

						Unweighted Count				637		626		1263

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				96.1%		94.5%		95.3%

						Standard Error				.9%		.9%		.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		94.0%		92.4%		93.9%

								Upper		97.4%		96.0%		96.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.009		.010		.006

						Unweighted Count				637		626		1263

		Yes		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Other (Specify) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				43.5%		56.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				6.4%		6.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.5%		43.8%		100.0%

								Upper		56.2%		68.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.147		.113		0.000

						Unweighted Count				35		55		90

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				3.9%		5.5%		4.7%

						Standard Error				.9%		.9%		.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.6%		4.0%		3.6%

								Upper		6.0%		7.6%		6.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.217		.165		.128

						Unweighted Count				35		55		90

		Total		% within What contributed to the negative impact? Other (Specify) [Attended residential school; negatively impacted]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.3%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.3%		43.5%		100.0%

								Upper		56.5%		52.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.049		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				672		681		1353
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Adult sample:
Perceived negative impacts of residential school attendance 
(among those who attended and who reported being negatively impacted



A-RS-Othfam

		

				Mother or female guardian		Father or male guardian		At least one parent attended (Mother and/or father attended)		At least one grandparent

				38.5%		36.4%		48.6%		54.3%

		Family member attended residential school: Mother or female guardian

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		157960.939		4109.868		149841.523		166080.354		.026		6896

				Yes		98997.157		5586.342		87960.833		110033.481		.056		4220

				Total		256958.096		7380.366		242377.516		271538.675		.029		11116

		% of Total		No		61.5%		1.4%		58.7%		64.2%		.023		6896

				Yes		38.5%		1.4%		35.8%		41.3%		.036		4220

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		11116

		Family member attended residential school: Father or male guardian

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		159287.515		4075.427		151236.140		167338.889		.026		7204

				Yes		91217.999		5464.539		80422.308		102013.689		.060		3665

				Total		250505.513		7203.286		236274.772		264736.255		.029		10869

		% of Total		No		63.6%		1.4%		60.7%		66.4%		.023		7204

				Yes		36.4%		1.4%		33.6%		39.3%		.040		3665

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		10869

		RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School * Age in Five Categories

		RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School								Age in Five Categories

										18-29 Years		30-39 Years		40-49 Years		50-59 Years		60+ Years		Total

		At least one parent(Mother and/or Father) attended RS		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				19.1%		23.4%		25.3%		18.5%		13.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		1.0%		.9%		.8%		.7%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.6%		21.6%		23.5%		17.0%		12.4%		100.0%

								Upper		20.7%		25.4%		27.2%		20.0%		15.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.041		.041		.037		.041		.051		0.000

						Unweighted Count				811		932		1095		1169		1189		5196

				% within Age in Five Categories		Estimate				34.3%		53.2%		60.0%		56.2%		44.3%		48.6%

						Standard Error				1.5%		2.1%		2.5%		2.3%		1.6%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.3%		49.0%		55.1%		51.6%		41.1%		45.9%

								Upper		37.4%		57.4%		64.7%		60.6%		47.6%		51.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.040		.041		.041		.037		.029

						Unweighted Count				811		932		1095		1169		1189		5196

		No parent attended RS		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				34.6%		19.5%		16.0%		13.6%		16.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.0%		.9%		.7%		.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.4%		17.6%		14.3%		12.3%		15.1%		100.0%

								Upper		36.9%		21.6%		17.8%		15.1%		17.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.033		.052		.057		.051		.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1411		764		671		1179		1892		5917

				% within Age in Five Categories		Estimate				65.7%		46.8%		40.0%		43.8%		55.7%		51.4%

						Standard Error				1.5%		2.1%		2.5%		2.3%		1.6%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		62.6%		42.6%		35.3%		39.4%		52.4%		48.6%

								Upper		68.7%		51.0%		44.9%		48.4%		58.9%		54.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.024		.045		.062		.052		.030		.027

						Unweighted Count				1411		764		671		1179		1892		5917

		Total		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				27.1%		21.4%		20.5%		16.0%		15.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.7%		.7%		.7%		.5%		.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.7%		20.0%		19.2%		14.9%		14.2%		100.0%

								Upper		28.5%		22.8%		21.8%		17.1%		15.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.027		.033		.032		.034		.028		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2222		1696		1766		2348		3081		11113

				% within Age in Five Categories		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2222		1696		1766		2348		3081		11113

		Family member attended residential school: At least one grandparent

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		104634.314		3363.212		97989.985		111278.643		.032		5685

				Yes		124230.215		5255.028		113848.433		134611.998		.042		4314

				Total		228864.530		6319.638		216379.514		241349.546		.028		9999

		% of Total		No		45.7%		1.3%		43.2%		48.3%		.028		5685

				Yes		54.3%		1.3%		51.7%		56.8%		.024		4314

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		9999
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		At least one parent or

		Adult		Youth		Child

				68.3%		63.2%

		YOUTH

		At least one parent attended residential school

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No parent attended		33229.174		1000.524		31251.562		35206.785		.030		3545

				At least one parent attended		7318.151		655.818		6021.877		8614.425		.090		704

				Total		40547.325		1231.198		38113.771		42980.880		.030		4249

		% of Total		No parent attended		82.0%		1.4%		79.1%		84.5%		.017		3545

				At least one parent attended		18.0%		1.4%		15.5%		20.9%		.076		704

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		4249

		Were any of your family members ever a student at residential school? At least one grandparent

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		13222.571		528.334		12178.280		14266.863		.040		1379

				Yes		25044.314		1063.694		22941.842		27146.786		.042		2647

				Total		38266.885		1189.774		35915.208		40618.563		.031		4026

		% of Total		No		34.6%		1.3%		32.0%		37.2%		.038		1379

				Yes		65.4%		1.3%		62.8%		68.0%		.020		2647

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		4026

		At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No parent or grandparent attended		12265.117		542.306		11193.209		13337.025		.044		1279

				At least one parent or grandparent attended		26436.646		1110.170		24242.310		28630.981		.042		2798

				Total		38701.762		1206.841		36316.350		41087.175		.031		4077

		% of Total		No parent or grandparent attended		31.7%		1.4%		29.1%		34.4%		.043		1279

				At least one parent or grandparent attended		68.3%		1.4%		65.6%		70.9%		.020		2798

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		4077

		CHILDREN

		Parent attended residential school

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No parent attended residential school		78458.411		2399.429		73716.579		83200.243		0.031		78458.411		5212

				At least one parent attended residential school		10037.101		1048.152		7965.708		12108.495		0.104		88495.513		558

				Total		88495.513		3015.530		82536.122		94454.903		0.034		88495.513		5770

		% of Total		No parent attended residential school		88.7%		1.0%		86.6%		90.4%		0.011		88.7%		5212

				At least one parent attended residential school		11.3%		1.0%		9.6%		13.4%		0.084		100.0%		558

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		5770

		Family member attended residential school: Mother or female guardian

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		83997.897		2859.256		78347.339		89648.454		0.034		83997.897		5546

				Yes		6031.135		629.687		4786.727		7275.543		0.104		90029.032		332

				Total		90029.032		3099.894		83902.919		96155.145		0.034		90029.032		5878

		% of Total		No		93.3%		0.6%		92.0%		94.4%		0.007		93.3%		5546

				Yes		6.7%		0.6%		5.6%		8.0%		0.093		100.0%		332

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		5878

		Family member attended residential school: Father or male guardian

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		81481.730		2390.820		76756.912		86206.548		0.029		81481.730		5355

				Yes		6684.178		910.521		4884.776		8483.580		0.136		88165.908		399

				Total		88165.908		2967.459		82301.517		94030.300		0.034		88165.908		5754

		% of Total		No		92.4%		0.9%		90.5%		94.0%		0.009		92.4%		5355

				Yes		7.6%		0.9%		6.0%		9.5%		0.114		100.0%		399

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		5754

		Family member attended residential school: At least one grandparent

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		32804.700		1377.249		30082.935		35526.465		0.042		32804.700		2249

				Yes		53023.040		2808.506		47472.777		58573.304		0.053		85827.741		3334

				Total		85827.741		2962.339		79973.468		91682.014		0.035		85827.741		5583

		% of Total		No		38.2%		1.7%		34.9%		41.6%		0.044		38.2%		2249

				Yes		61.8%		1.7%		58.4%		65.1%		0.027		100.0%		3334

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		5583

		At least one parent AND/OR grandparent attended residential school

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		Not affected in this regard		31644.388		1390.599		28896.240		34392.535		0.044		31644.388		2152

				At least one parent and/or grandparent attended		54364.525		2882.863		48667.314		60061.735		0.053		86008.913		3432

				Total		86008.913		2997.666		80084.826		91932.999		0.035		86008.913		5584

		% of Total		Not affected in this regard		36.8%		1.7%		33.5%		40.3%		0.047		36.8%		2152

				At least one parent and/or grandparent attended		63.2%		1.7%		59.7%		66.5%		0.027		100.0%		3432

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		5584
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Youth and Child sample: Intergenerationally affected by residential school (parent and/or grandaprent attended)



A-PRSImp

		Children		Brother(s)/sister(s)		Spouse/common-law partner		Other family member/s

		2.4%		22.4%		11.8%		45.2%

		Family member attended residential school: Brother(s)/sister(s)

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		202884.666		5292.907		192428.049		213341.283		.026		7884

				Yes		58589.303		3437.953		51797.317		65381.289		.059		3459

				Total		261473.969		7516.355		246624.730		276323.208		.029		11343

		% of Total		No		77.6%		.9%		75.7%		79.3%		.012		7884

				Yes		22.4%		.9%		20.7%		24.3%		.040		3459

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		11343

		Family member attended residential school: Spouse

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		226267.139		5794.781		214819.026		237715.251		.026		9370

				Yes		30366.211		2091.569		26234.127		34498.295		.069		1755

				Total		256633.350		7201.801		242405.542		270861.157		.028		11125

		% of Total		No		88.2%		.6%		86.9%		89.3%		.007		9370

				Yes		11.8%		.6%		10.7%		13.1%		.051		1755

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		11125

		Family member attended residential school: Children

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		257431.827		7330.586		242949.592		271914.062		.028		10962

				Yes		6213.414		567.403		5092.459		7334.369		.091		449

				Total		263645.241		7638.693		248554.313		278736.168		.029		11411

		% of Total		No		97.6%		.2%		97.2%		98.0%		.002		10962

				Yes		2.4%		.2%		2.0%		2.8%		.079		449

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		11411

		Family member attended residential school: Other family member/s

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		131276.232		4316.159		122749.270		139803.194		.033		5672

				Yes		108210.559		5023.410		98286.359		118134.760		.046		4924

				Total		239486.791		7097.642		225464.758		253508.824		.030		10596

		% of Total		No		54.8%		1.3%		52.2%		57.4%		.024		5672

				Yes		45.2%		1.3%		42.6%		47.8%		.029		4924

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		10596





A-PRSImp

		





A-PRS-ImpbyTime

		

		Parent attended residential school

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No parent attended residential school		31644.388		1390.599		28896.240		34392.535		0.044		31644.388		2152

				At least one gp attended residential school		42712.557		1957.115		38844.841		46580.274		0.046		74356.945		2784

				At least one parent attended residential school		9545.955		1000.969		7567.806		11524.104		0.105		83902.900		532

				Total		83902.900		2812.457		78344.828		89460.973		0.034		83902.900		5468

		% of Total		No parent attended residential school		37.7%		1.7%		34.5%		41.1%		0.045		37.7%		2152

				At least one gp attended residential school		50.9%		1.3%		48.2%		53.6%		0.027		88.6%		2784

				At least one parent attended residential school		11.4%		1.0%		9.6%		13.4%		0.085		100.0%		532

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		5468

		Youth				Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

				No parent attended		12265.117		542.306		11193.209		13337.025		0.044		12265.117		1279

				At least one gp attended		17375.175		738.732		15915.015		18835.335		0.043		29640.292		1896

				At least one par attended		6755.596		623.317		5523.564		7987.629		0.092		36395.888		637

				Total		36395.888		1136.280		34149.946		38641.830		0.031		36395.888		3812

				No parent attended		33.7%		1.4%		31.0%		36.5%		0.042		33.7%		1279

				At least one gp attended		47.7%		1.5%		44.8%		50.7%		0.031		81.4%		1896

				At least one par attended		18.6%		1.4%		15.9%		21.5%		0.076		100.0%		637

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		3812

		IRSGenC4

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		Not IRS affected		63803.588		2844.653		58183.719		69423.458		0.045		63803.588		3156

				Survivor		38061.545		2897.070		32338.120		43784.969		0.076		101865.133		2362

				At least one parent		82492.345		3128.217		76312.269		88672.421		0.038		184357.478		3233

				At least one gp		42525.533		1758.983		39050.504		46000.563		0.041		226883.011		1328

				Total		226883.011		6646.576		213752.100		240013.922		0.029		226883.011		10079

		% of Total		Not IRS affected		28.1%		1.2%		25.8%		30.5%		0.042		28.1%		3156

				Survivor		16.8%		1.0%		15.0%		18.8%		0.057		44.9%		2362

				At least one parent		36.4%		0.8%		34.8%		38.0%		0.022		81.3%		3233

				At least one gp		18.7%		0.7%		17.3%		20.3%		0.040		100.0%		1328

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		10079

				Adult		Youth		Child

		Not affected		28.1%		33.7%		37.7%

		At least one grandparent		18.7%		47.7%		50.9%

		At least one parent		36.4%		18.6%		11.40%

		Survivor (adults only)		16.8%





A-PRS-ImpbyTime

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Survivor (adults only)

Adult sample: Mutually exclusive categories reflecting 
personal, parental, and/or grandparent attendance at residential school



A,Y-SRB

		

		NO GENDER DIFFERENCES

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES= Y4 BY Gender

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\RHS3_National_Adult.sav

		Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school] * Are you male or female?

		Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]								Are you male or female?

										Male		Female		Total

		No impact		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				49.8%		50.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.2%		3.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.4%		43.9%		100.0%

								Upper		56.1%		56.6%		100.0%								Male		Female		Total

						Coefficient of Variation				.065		.064		0.000						No impact		49.8%		50.2%		100.0%

						Unweighted Count				261		292		553						Yes, negatively impacted		51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				25.4%		26.7%		26.0%						Yes, positively impacted		49.1%		50.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		2.6%		1.6%						Total (any perceived impact)		51.0%		49.0%		100.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.0%		21.8%		22.9%

								Upper		29.0%		32.2%		29.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.070		.099		.063

						Unweighted Count				261		292		553

		Yes, negatively impacted		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				51.9%		48.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.6%		43.8%		100.0%

								Upper		56.2%		52.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.042		.045		0.000

						Unweighted Count				710		725		1435

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				63.5%		61.3%		62.5%

						Standard Error				2.1%		3.0%		1.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		59.3%		55.3%		58.6%

								Upper		67.6%		67.0%		66.2%								Male		Female		Total

						Coefficient of Variation				.033		.049		.031						No impact		25.4%		26.7%		26.0%

						Unweighted Count				710		725		1435						Yes, negatively impacted		63.5%		61.3%		62.5%

		Yes, positively impacted		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				49.1%		50.9%		100.0%						Yes, positively impacted		11.1%		12.0%		11.5%

						Standard Error				4.3%		4.3%		0.0%						Total (any perceived impact)		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.7%		42.4%		100.0%						USE THIS ONE

								Upper		57.6%		59.3%		100.0%								Total		Male		Female

						Coefficient of Variation				.088		.085		0.000						No impact		26.0%		25.4%		26.7%

						Unweighted Count				128		131		259						Yes, negatively impacted		62.5%		63.5%		61.3%

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				11.1%		12.0%		11.5%						Yes, positively impacted		11.5%		11.1%		12.0%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.6%		1.2%						Total (any perceived impact)		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		8.5%		9.2%		9.4%

								Upper		14.3%		15.5%		14.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.131		.132		.100

						Unweighted Count				128		131		259

		Total		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				51.0%		49.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		48.0%		46.0%		100.0%

								Upper		54.0%		52.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.031		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1099		1148		2247

				% within Are you male or female?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1099		1148		2247

		OUTPUT EXPORT

		/CONTENTS EXPORT = VISIBLE  LAYERS =VISIBLE MODELVIEWS =VISIBLE

		/XLS DOCUMENTFILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\IRS_Adult_R1_b4_Vetting.xls'

		OPERATION= CREATESHEET

		SHEET='Y4_BY_Gender'





A,Y,C-CC

		

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES= IRSyrscat RSagestart Y4 BY AgeC3

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school] * Age in Three Categories

		Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]								Age in Three Categories

										18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years		Total

		No impact		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				4.9%		47.9%		47.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		3.7%		3.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3.1%		40.6%		40.3%		100.0%

								Upper		7.7%		55.3%		54.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.232521611223957E		.078		.075		0.000

						Unweighted Count				19		141		393		553

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				38.3%		31.2%		21.6%		26.0%

						Standard Error				7.3%		3.4%		1.6%		1.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.3%		24.9%		18.7%		22.9%

								Upper		53.3%		38.2%		24.9%		29.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.190		.108		.073		.063								18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years		Total

						Unweighted Count				19		141		393		553						No impact		4.9%		47.9%		47.2%		100.0%

		Yes, negatively impacted		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				2.1%		36.3%		61.6%		100.0%						Yes, negatively impacted		2.1%		36.3%		61.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.6%		3.3%		3.4%		0.0%						Yes, positively impacted				41.7%		52.0%		100.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.2%		30.1%		54.7%		100.0%						Total (any perceived impact)		3.3%		39.9%		56.7%		100.0%

								Upper		3.6%		43.0%		68.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.270135172732329E		.090		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				16		244		1175		1435

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				39.7%		56.8%		67.8%		62.5%

						Standard Error				8.2%		3.9%		1.9%		1.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.1%		48.9%		64.0%		58.6%

								Upper		56.4%		64.3%		71.4%		66.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.206		.069		.028		.031

						Unweighted Count				16		244		1175		1435

		Yes, positively impacted		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				6.3%		41.7%		52.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.7%		4.9%		4.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.7%		32.5%		42.6%		100.0%

								Upper		14.2%		51.5%		61.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.117		.092		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7		58		194		259

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate				22.0%		12.0%		10.6%		11.5%

						Standard Error				8.4%		2.0%		1.2%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.6%		8.7%		8.4%		9.4%

								Upper		42.7%		16.5%		13.2%		14.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		.163		.112		.100						USE THIS ONE

						Unweighted Count				7		58		194		259								Total sample (all ages)		18-34 Years		35-54 Years		55+ Years

		Total		% within Do you believe that your overall health and well-being have been affected by your attendance at residential school? [Attended residential school]		Estimate				3.3%		39.9%		56.7%		100.0%						No impact		26.0%		38.3%		31.2%		21.6%

						Standard Error				.6%		2.5%		2.5%		0.0%						Yes, negatively impacted		62.5%		39.7%		56.8%		67.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.3%		35.1%		51.7%		100.0%						Yes, positively impacted		11.5%				12.0%		10.6%

								Upper		4.7%		45.0%		61.6%		100.0%						Total		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.180375330483466E		.063		.044		0.000

						Unweighted Count				42		443		1762		2247

				% within Age in Three Categories		Estimate

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				42		443		1762		2247

		OUTPUT EXPORT

		/CONTENTS EXPORT = VISIBLE  LAYERS =VISIBLE MODELVIEWS =VISIBLE

		/XLS DOCUMENTFILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\IRS_Adult_R1_b4_Vetting.xls'

		OPERATION= CREATESHEET

		SHEET=' IRSyrscatRSagestartY4_AgeC3'

																								18 to 34		35 to 54		55 and older		55+ Years

																						No impact		38.3%		31.2%		21.6%		21.6%

																						Yes, negatively impacted		39.7%		56.8%		67.8%		67.8%

																						Yes, positively impacted		0.0%		12.0%		10.6%		10.6%

																						Total		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%





A,Y,C-CC

		



No impact

Yes, negatively impacted

Yes, positively impacted

Total (any perceived impact)



SFGH-A,Y,C

		



No impact

Yes, negatively impacted

Yes, positively impacted

Adult sample:
Perceived impacts of residential school attendance 
(among those who attended)



A-Screen

		PRESENTED IN TABLES

		Youth

		Balance physically in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		2215.427		191.824		1836.250		2594.604		0.087		2215.427		254

						Most or All the time		9418.397		463.158		8502.876		10333.917		0.049		11633.824		948

						Total		11633.824		519.053		10607.817		12659.831		0.045		11633.824		1202

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		19.0%		1.5%		16.3%		22.1%		0.077		19.0%		254

						Most or All the time		81.0%		1.5%		77.9%		83.7%		0.018		100.0%		948

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1202

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		4928.792		344.262		4248.293		5609.291		0.070		4928.792		539

						Most or All the time		11419.796		653.847		10127.341		12712.251		0.057		16348.589		1249

						Total		16348.589		683.640		14997.242		17699.935		0.042		16348.589		1788

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		30.1%		2.1%		26.2%		34.4%		0.068		30.1%		539

						Most or All the time		69.9%		2.1%		65.6%		73.8%		0.029		100.0%		1249

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1788

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		1763.139		198.248		1371.263		2155.014		0.112		1763.139		166

						Most or All the time		4554.607		484.862		3596.183		5513.030		0.106		6317.745		423

						Total		6317.745		590.563		5150.385		7485.106		0.093		6317.745		589

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		27.9%		2.4%		23.3%		33.0%		0.087		27.9%		166

						Most or All the time		72.1%		2.4%		67.0%		76.7%		0.034		100.0%		423

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		589

		Balance emotionally in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		3136.144		224.275		2692.821		3579.467		0.072		3136.144		347

						Most or All the time		8495.864		466.956		7572.835		9418.893		0.055		11632.008		854

						Total		11632.008		516.801		10610.451		12653.564		0.044		11632.008		1201

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		27.0%		1.8%		23.6%		30.6%		0.066		27.0%		347

						Most or All the time		73.0%		1.8%		69.4%		76.4%		0.024		100.0%		854

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1201

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		6083.174		394.262		5303.839		6862.508		0.065		6083.174		695

						Most or All the time		10193.555		634.726		8938.897		11448.212		0.062		16276.728		1089

						Total		16276.728		684.666		14923.355		17630.101		0.042		16276.728		1784

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		37.4%		2.3%		33.0%		42.0%		0.061		37.4%		695

						Most or All the time		62.6%		2.3%		58.0%		67.0%		0.036		100.0%		1089

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1784

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		2400.651		235.005		1936.117		2865.184		0.098		2400.651		240

						Most or All the time		3955.635		435.004		3095.766		4815.504		0.110		6356.286		354

						Total		6356.286		590.942		5188.175		7524.396		0.093		6356.286		594

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		37.8%		2.4%		33.1%		42.7%		0.064		37.8%		240

						Most or All the time		62.2%		2.4%		57.3%		66.9%		0.039		100.0%		354

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		594

		Balance mentally in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		3196.917		235.182		2732.034		3661.801		0.074		3196.917		350

						Most or All the time		8113.501		506.148		7113.002		9114.000		0.062		11310.418		843

						Total		11310.418		572.827		10178.116		12442.720		0.051		11310.418		1193

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		28.3%		1.9%		24.7%		32.1%		0.067		28.3%		350

						Most or All the time		71.7%		1.9%		67.9%		75.3%		0.026		100.0%		843

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1193

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		5933.627		387.835		5166.997		6700.258		0.065		5933.627		664

						Most or All the time		10141.258		656.916		8842.737		11439.778		0.065		16074.885		1095

						Total		16074.885		678.134		14734.421		17415.348		0.042		16074.885		1759

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		36.9%		2.4%		32.3%		41.7%		0.065		36.9%		664

						Most or All the time		63.1%		2.4%		58.3%		67.7%		0.038		100.0%		1095

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1759

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		2414.962		247.475		1925.780		2904.144		0.102		2414.962		225

						Most or All the time		3781.191		428.240		2934.693		4627.689		0.113		6196.153		355

						Total		6196.153		597.827		5014.433		7377.873		0.096		6196.153		580

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		39.0%		2.5%		34.2%		44.0%		0.064		39.0%		225

						Most or All the time		61.0%		2.5%		56.0%		65.8%		0.041		100.0%		355

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		580

		Balance spiritually in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		3601.644		255.842		3095.924		4107.365		0.071		3601.644		400

						Most or All the time		7804.853		454.331		6906.781		8702.925		0.058		11406.497		770

						Total		11406.497		513.710		10391.051		12421.943		0.045		11406.497		1170

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		31.6%		2.0%		27.7%		35.7%		0.064		31.6%		400

						Most or All the time		68.4%		2.0%		64.3%		72.3%		0.029		100.0%		770

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1170

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		6126.949		387.875		5360.239		6893.658		0.063		6126.949		671

						Most or All the time		9710.484		622.369		8480.253		10940.716		0.064		15837.433		1045

						Total		15837.433		682.047		14489.237		17185.630		0.043		15837.433		1716

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		38.7%		2.3%		34.3%		43.3%		0.059		38.7%		671

						Most or All the time		61.3%		2.3%		56.7%		65.7%		0.037		100.0%		1045

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1716

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never or Some of the time		2277.187		251.801		1779.453		2774.920		0.111		2277.187		225

						Most or All the time		3804.070		423.415		2967.108		4641.032		0.111		6081.257		348

						Total		6081.257		597.677		4899.833		7262.680		0.098		6081.257		573

				% of Total		Never or Some of the time		37.4%		2.5%		32.6%		42.5%		0.067		37.4%		225

						Most or All the time		62.6%		2.5%		57.5%		67.4%		0.040		100.0%		348

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		573

		ADULT





SRMH-A,Y,C

		Health conditions in three groups

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No condition		23526.166		791.537		21961.541		25090.792		0.034		23526.166		2388		79

				1 condition		7216.338		540.857		6147.230		8285.445		0.075		30742.504		715		1186

				2 or more conditions		5653.384		342.712		4975.949		6330.819		0.061		36395.888		709		1265

				Total		36395.888		1107.637		34206.431		38585.345		0.030		36395.888		3812		79

		% of Total		No condition		64.6%		1.3%		62.0%		67.2%		0.020		64.6%		2388		1186

				1 condition		19.8%		1.3%		17.4%		22.5%		0.065		84.5%		715		1265

				2 or more conditions		15.5%		0.8%		14.1%		17.1%		0.050		100.0%		709		153

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		3812		1721

		Health conditions in three groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		No condition		9137.015		485.607		8177.119		10096.910		0.053		9137.015		881

						1 condition		1953.965		173.819		1610.378		2297.553		0.089		11090.980		217

						2 or more conditions		1174.137		112.876		951.015		1397.259		0.096		12265.117		181

						Total		12265.117		532.086		11213.345		13316.888		0.043		12265.117		1279

				% of Total		No condition		74.5%		1.6%		71.2%		77.5%		0.021		74.5%		881

						1 condition		15.9%		1.4%		13.3%		19.0%		0.091		90.4%		217

						2 or more conditions		9.6%		0.8%		8.1%		11.3%		0.087		100.0%		181

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1279

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		No condition		10398.154		480.923		9447.516		11348.791		0.046		10398.154		1122

						1 condition		3760.451		451.998		2866.990		4653.911		0.120		14158.604		371

						2 or more conditions		3216.571		260.044		2702.545		3730.597		0.081		17375.175		403

						Total		17375.175		728.686		15934.788		18815.562		0.042		17375.175		1896

				% of Total		No condition		59.8%		2.1%		55.7%		63.9%		0.035		59.8%		1122

						1 condition		21.6%		2.2%		17.7%		26.2%		0.099		81.5%		371

						2 or more conditions		18.5%		1.4%		16.0%		21.4%		0.074		100.0%		403

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1896

		At least one par attended		Population Size		No condition		3990.998		384.083		3231.784		4750.212		0.096		3990.998		385

						1 condition		1501.922		241.351		1024.845		1978.999		0.161		5492.920		127

						2 or more conditions		1262.676		141.994		981.997		1543.355		0.112		6755.596		125

						Total		6755.596		616.101		5537.754		7973.439		0.091		6755.596		637

				% of Total		No condition		59.1%		2.5%		54.0%		63.9%		0.043		59.1%		385

						1 condition		22.2%		2.3%		17.9%		27.2%		0.105		81.3%		127

						2 or more conditions		18.7%		1.8%		15.4%		22.5%		0.096		100.0%		125

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		637

				Child		Youth

		No parent(s) attended		8.7%		9.6%

		At least one grandparent attended		12.5%		18.5%

		At least one parent		10.2%		18.7%

		Youth

				No diagnosed conditions		1 condition		2 conditions or more

		Not affected		74.5%		15.9%		9.6%

		At least one grandparent		59.8%		21.6%		18.5%

		At least one parent		59.1%		22.2%		18.7%

		CHILD

				No diagnosed conditions		1 condition		2 conditions or more

		Not affected		76.6%		14.6%		8.7%

		At least one grandparent		69.6%		17.9%		12.5%

		At least one parent		66.5%		23.4%		10.4%

		CHILD

		Diagnosed conditions (categories)

		Parent attended residential school						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Population Size		None		24249.311		1164.385		21947.951		26550.672		0.048		24249.311		1586

						1 condition		4633.051		452.226		3739.245		5526.857		0.098		28882.362		335

						2 or more conditions		2762.026		254.634		2258.752		3265.299		0.092		31644.388		231

						Total		31644.388		1376.056		28924.669		34364.107		0.043		31644.388		2152

				% of Total		None		76.6%		1.4%		73.7%		79.3%		0.018		76.6%		1586

						1 condition		14.6%		1.2%		12.4%		17.3%		0.085		91.3%		335				14.6%

						2 or more conditions		8.7%		0.8%		7.3%		10.4%		0.090		100.0%		231				8.7%

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2152				23.4%

		At least one gp attended residential school		Population Size		None		29729.286		1578.887		26608.680		32849.892		0.053		29729.286		1913

						1 condition		7625.735		468.899		6698.975		8552.494		0.061		37355.021		533

						2 or more conditions		5357.536		517.492		4334.734		6380.339		0.097		42712.557		338

						Total		42712.557		1932.626		38892.800		46532.315		0.045		42712.557		2784

				% of Total		None		69.6%		1.2%		67.2%		71.9%		0.017		69.6%		1913

						1 condition		17.9%		1.1%		15.7%		20.2%		0.063		87.5%		533				17.9%

						2 or more conditions		12.5%		1.0%		10.6%		14.7%		0.082		100.0%		338				12.5%

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2784				30.4%

		At least one parent attended residential school		Population Size		None		546.296		100.491		347.679		744.913		0.184		546.296		47

						1 condition		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

						2 or more conditions		174.156		49.513		76.296		272.016		0.284		850.338		14

						Total		850.338		125.043		603.195		1097.482		0.147		850.338		72

				% of Total		None		64.2%		6.7%		50.3%		76.1%		0.104		64.2%		47

						1 condition		15.3%		5.1%		7.7%		28.1%		0.331		79.5%		11

						2 or more conditions		20.5%		5.3%		11.9%		33.0%		0.260		100.0%		14

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		72

		At least one parent & gp attended residential school		Population Size		None		5836.682		723.237		4407.233		7266.131		0.124		5836.682		322

						1 condition		2060.740		395.153		1279.736		2841.744		0.192		7897.422		91

						2 or more conditions		798.195		111.139		578.532		1017.858		0.139		8695.617		47

						Total		8695.617		961.589		6795.074		10596.160		0.111		8695.617		460

				% of Total		None		67.1%		3.2%		60.5%		73.1%		0.048		67.1%		322

						1 condition		23.7%		3.3%		17.9%		30.7%		0.137		90.8%		91

						2 or more conditions		9.2%		1.5%		6.6%		12.7%		0.167		100.0%		47

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		460
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		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768		None		Population Size		Estimate				24249.311		6679.170		29729.286		60657.768

						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205						Standard Error				1177.994		805.968		1597.793		2282.205

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		21921.321		5086.390		26571.674		56147.600

								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937								Upper		26577.302		8271.951		32886.898		65167.937

						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.121		.054		.038

						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889						Unweighted Count				1586		390		1913		3889

				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				40.0%		11.0%		49.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%						Standard Error				2.0%		1.1%		1.6%		0.0%
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						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.127		.063		.041

						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972						Unweighted Count				335		104		533		972

		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406		2 or more conditions		Population Size		Estimate				2762.026		1038.843		5357.536		9158.406

						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309						Standard Error				255.073		132.375		518.518		595.309

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2257.943		777.239		4332.824		7981.936

								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875								Upper		3266.109		1300.448		6382.248		10334.875

						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065						Coefficient of Variation				.092		.127		.097		.065

						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633						Unweighted Count				231		64		338		633

				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%				% within Diagnosed conditions (categories)		Estimate				30.2%		11.3%		58.5%		100.0%
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						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.2%		10.1%		48.0%		100.0%

								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%								Upper		40.9%		14.0%		53.2%		100.0%
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				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494						Unweighted Count				2152		558		2784		5494





SRMH-A,Y,C

		



Youth: Proportion diagnosed with two or more chronic conditions



SI-A,Y

		



No parent(s) attended

At least one grandparent attended

At least one parent

Children and Youth: Proportion diagnosed with two or more chronic conditions



BD-A,Y

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Children: Proportion diagnosed with tnone, one, or two or more chronic conditions



Can-A,Y (2)

		



No diagnosed conditions

1 condition

2 conditions or more



Drugs-A,Y

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Youth: Proportion diagnosed with none, one, or two or more chronic conditions



Op-A,Y

		Self-rated general health in two groups		Adult																						Self Reported General Health * IRSGenC4

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count						Self Reported General Health								IRSGenC4

												Lower		Upper																				Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		557.937		100.062		360.145		755.728		0.179		557.937		79						Excellent/Very Good/Good		% within Self Reported General Health		Estimate				14.5%		38.8%		18.6%		28.1%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11526.164		504.115		10529.684		12522.644		0.044		12084.101		1186										Standard Error				.8%		1.0%		.8%		1.2%		0.0%

						Total		12084.101		525.340		11045.666		13122.536		0.043		12084.101		1265										95% Confidence Interval		Lower		13.0%		36.9%		17.1%		25.8%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		4.6%		0.8%		3.3%		6.5%		0.171		4.6%		79												Upper		16.2%		40.7%		20.2%		30.5%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		95.4%		0.8%		93.5%		96.7%		0.008		100.0%		1186										Coefficient of Variation				.057		.025		.043		.043		0.000

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1265										Unweighted Count				1629		2770		1107		2508		8014

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		1229.617		120.694		991.041		1468.193		0.098		1229.617		153								% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				65.7%		74.8%		80.5%		81.3%		76.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		15872.982		750.267		14389.936		17356.029		0.047		17102.599		1721										Standard Error				1.6%		1.0%		2.3%		1.2%		.8%

						Total		17102.599		743.407		15633.112		18572.087		0.043		17102.599		1874										95% Confidence Interval		Lower		62.5%		72.8%		75.5%		78.8%		74.4%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		7.2%		0.8%		5.8%		8.9%		0.106		7.2%		153												Upper		68.7%		76.7%		84.7%		83.5%		77.5%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		92.8%		0.8%		91.1%		94.2%		0.008		100.0%		1721										Coefficient of Variation				.024		.013		.029		.015		.010

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874										Unweighted Count				1629		2770		1107		2508		8014

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		657.588		107.625		444.846		870.329		0.164		657.588		65						Fair/Poor		% within Self Reported General Health		Estimate				24.0%		41.3%		14.2%		20.5%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		6066.224		612.178		4856.136		7276.312		0.101		6723.812		567										Standard Error				1.7%		1.6%		1.7%		1.6%		0.0%

						Total		6723.812		615.921		5506.326		7941.297		0.092		6723.812		632										95% Confidence Interval		Lower		20.9%		38.3%		11.2%		17.6%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		9.8%		1.7%		6.8%		13.8%		0.178		9.8%		65												Upper		27.4%		44.4%		17.9%		23.7%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		90.2%		1.7%		86.2%		93.2%		0.019		100.0%		567										Coefficient of Variation				.069		.038		.118		.076		0.000

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632										Unweighted Count				888		939		216		623		2666

																												% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				34.3%		25.2%		19.5%		18.7%		24.0%

		Self-rated general health in two groups		Youth																										Standard Error				1.6%		1.0%		2.3%		1.2%		.8%

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count										95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.3%		23.3%		15.3%		16.5%		22.5%

												Lower		Upper																		Upper		37.5%		27.2%		24.5%		21.2%		25.6%

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		658.347		89.666		481.105		835.590		0.136		658.347		90										Coefficient of Variation				.046		.039		.120		.064		.032

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11302.982		520.078		10274.948		12331.015		0.046		11961.329		1163										Unweighted Count				888		939		216		623		2666

						Total		11961.329		523.353		10926.821		12995.837		0.044		11961.329		1253						Total		% within Self Reported General Health		Estimate				16.8%		39.4%		17.6%		26.3%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		5.5%		0.8%		4.2%		7.2%		0.138		5.5%		90										Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		94.5%		0.8%		92.8%		95.8%		0.008		100.0%		1163										95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.1%		37.8%		16.2%		24.1%		100.0%

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1253												Upper		18.7%		41.0%		19.0%		28.6%		100.0%

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		2157.442		185.510		1790.746		2524.138		0.086		2157.442		253										Coefficient of Variation				.054		.021		.040		.044		0.000

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		14800.213		731.731		13353.806		16246.620		0.049		16957.655		1613										Unweighted Count				2517		3709		1323		3131		10680

						Total		16957.655		724.231		15526.072		18389.237		0.043		16957.655		1866								% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		12.7%		1.2%		10.6%		15.2%		0.093		12.7%		253										Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		87.3%		1.2%		84.8%		89.4%		0.013		100.0%		1613										95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1866												Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		806.904		150.488		509.436		1104.372		0.187		806.904		81										Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		5825.914		522.237		4793.613		6858.215		0.090		6632.818		537										Unweighted Count				2517		3709		1323		3131		10680

						Total		6632.818		598.908		5448.961		7816.675		0.090		6632.818		618

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		12.2%		1.8%		9.0%		16.3%		0.150		12.2%		81

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		87.8%		1.8%		83.7%		91.0%		0.021		100.0%		537

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		618

		Self-rated general health in two groups

				Adult		Youth		Child

		Not affected		18.7%		5.5%		2.0%

		At least one grandparent		19.5%		12.7%		3.0%

		At least one parent		25.2%		12.2%		5.3%

				CHILD

				Child's general health (categories)

				Parent attended residential school						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

				No parent attended residential school		Population Size		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		31014.010		1378.000		28290.449		33737.571		0.044		31014.010		2106

								Fair OR Poor		630.378		134.522		364.501		896.255		0.213		31644.388		46

								Total		31644.388		1376.056		28924.669		34364.107		0.043		31644.388		2152

						% of Total		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		98.0%		0.4%		97.0%		98.7%		0.004		98.0%		2106

								Fair OR Poor		2.0%		0.4%		1.3%		3.0%		0.216		100.0%		46

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2152

				At least one gp attended residential school		Population Size		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		41407.137		1910.742		37630.633		45183.641		0.046		41407.137		2704

								Fair OR Poor		1262.438		186.052		894.714		1630.162		0.147		42669.575		77

								Total		42669.575		1923.837		38867.189		46471.960		0.045		42669.575		2781

						% of Total		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		97.0%		0.4%		96.0%		97.8%		0.005		97.0%		2704

								Fair OR Poor		3.0%		0.4%		2.2%		4.0%		0.149		100.0%		77

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2781

				At least one parent attended residential school		Population Size		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		807.343		123.477		563.296		1051.391		0.153		807.343		69

								Fair OR Poor		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

								Total		850.338		125.043		603.195		1097.482		0.147		850.338		72

						% of Total		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		94.9%		2.4%		87.4%		98.1%		0.025		94.9%		69

								Fair OR Poor		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		72

				At least one parent & gp attended residential school		Population Size		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		8134.247		952.216		6252.230		10016.263		0.117		8134.247		438

								Fair OR Poor		484.135		106.440		273.760		694.510		0.220		8618.382		20

								Total		8618.382		960.204		6720.577		10516.187		0.111		8618.382		458

						% of Total		Excellent OR Very good OR Good		94.4%		1.3%		91.2%		96.5%		0.014		94.4%		438

								Fair OR Poor		5.6%		1.3%		3.5%		8.8%		0.233		100.0%		20

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		458

						Not affected		2.0%

						At least one grandparent (no parent)		3.0%

						At least one parent		5.60%

				Child's general health (categories) * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

				Child's general health (categories)								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

												No parent/grandparent attended		At least one parent attended residential school (grandparents may have attended)		At least one grandparent attended residential school (no parents attended)		Total

				Excellent OR Very good OR Good		Population Size		Estimate				31014.010		9432.736		41407.137		81853.883

								Standard Error				1392.398		1038.379		1935.194		2823.848

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28262.307		7380.656		37582.742		76273.301

										Upper		33765.713		11484.816		45231.531		87434.465

								Coefficient of Variation				.045		.110		.047		.034

								Unweighted Count				2106		533		2704		5343

						% within Child's general health (categories)		Estimate				37.9%		11.5%		50.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.4%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.5%		9.6%		47.9%		100.0%

										Upper		41.4%		13.7%		53.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.046		.089		.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				2106		533		2704		5343

						% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				98.0%		94.7%		97.0%		97.1%

								Standard Error				.4%		1.2%		.4%		.3%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.0%		91.9%		96.0%		96.4%

										Upper		98.7%		96.6%		97.8%		97.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				.004		.012		.005		.003

								Unweighted Count				2106		533		2704		5343

				Fair OR Poor		Population Size		Estimate				630.378		527.131		1262.438		2419.946

								Standard Error				134.533		108.316		186.084		258.204

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		364.509		313.072		894.692		1909.674

										Upper		896.246		741.189		1630.184		2930.218

								Coefficient of Variation				0.213416365062483 E		0.205482713049041 E		.147		.107

								Unweighted Count				46		23		77		146

						% within Child's general health (categories)		Estimate				26.0%		21.8%		52.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				4.6%		4.1%		5.1%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		18.0%		14.7%		42.1%		100.0%

										Upper		36.2%		31.0%		62.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.178147441518468 E		0.188652473091419 E		.098		0.000

								Unweighted Count				46		23		77		146

						% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				2.0%		5.3%		3.0%		2.9%

								Standard Error				.4%		1.2%		.4%		.3%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.3%		3.4%		2.2%		2.3%

										Upper		3.0%		8.1%		4.0%		3.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.216382355696618 E		0.217863849969938 E		.149		.109

								Unweighted Count				46		23		77		146

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				31644.388		9959.866		42669.575		84273.829

								Standard Error				1390.599		1047.398		1948.418		2833.050

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28896.240		7889.964		38819.045		78675.062

										Upper		34392.535		12029.769		46520.104		89872.596

								Coefficient of Variation				.044		.105		.046		.034

								Unweighted Count				2152		556		2781		5489

						% within Child's general health (categories)		Estimate				37.5%		11.8%		50.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.3%		10.0%		48.0%		100.0%

										Upper		40.9%		13.9%		53.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.045		.085		.026		0.000

								Unweighted Count				2152		556		2781		5489

						% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				2152		556		2781		5489





Op-A,Y

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Adult, Youth, Chillren:  Proportion whose general health was rated as being Fair or Poor



A-Smoke1

		

		Total sample excluding those who attended RS (regardless of parental RS attendance)		59.9%

		No parent or grandparent attended RS		50.6%

		At least one parent and/or grandparent attended RS		64.0%

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * Screening Mammogram

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								Screening Mammogram

										Never		Less than/At least 6 months ago		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				64.0%		36.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		61.3%		33.4%		100.0%

								Upper		66.6%		38.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1582		1086		2668

				% within Screening Mammogram		Estimate				74.0%		62.0%		69.2%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.9%		1.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.0%		58.3%		66.5%

								Upper		76.7%		65.6%		71.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.019		.030		.019

						Unweighted Count				1582		1086		2668

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				50.6%		49.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.9%		45.8%		100.0%

								Upper		54.2%		53.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.036		.037		0.000

						Unweighted Count				609		996		1605

				% within Screening Mammogram		Estimate				26.0%		38.0%		30.8%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.9%		1.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.3%		34.4%		28.3%

								Upper		29.0%		41.7%		33.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.049		.042

						Unweighted Count				609		996		1605

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				59.9%		40.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		57.6%		38.0%		100.0%

								Upper		62.0%		42.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.019		.028		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2191		2082		4273

				% within Screening Mammogram		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2191		2082		4273

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * Screening PAP Smear

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								Screening PAP Smear

										Never		Less than/At least 6 months ago		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				10.7%		89.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.7%		.7%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.4%		87.8%		100.0%

								Upper		12.2%		90.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.008		0.000

						Unweighted Count				296		2340		2636

				% within Screening PAP Smear		Estimate				68.8%		69.8%		69.7%

						Standard Error				3.0%		1.3%		1.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		62.5%		67.1%		67.1%

								Upper		74.5%		72.3%		72.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.019		.019

						Unweighted Count				296		2340		2636

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				11.1%		88.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		8.9%		86.2%		100.0%

								Upper		13.8%		91.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.109		.014		0.000

						Unweighted Count				166		1383		1549

				% within Screening PAP Smear		Estimate				31.2%		30.2%		30.3%

						Standard Error				3.0%		1.3%		1.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.5%		27.7%		27.8%

								Upper		37.5%		32.9%		32.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.098		.044		.043

						Unweighted Count				166		1383		1549

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				10.8%		89.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.6%		.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.6%		87.8%		100.0%

								Upper		12.2%		90.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.059		.007		0.000

						Unweighted Count				462		3723		4185

				% within Screening PAP Smear		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				462		3723		4185

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * Have you ever had a physical prostate check (rectal exam) or PSA Test? [Male]

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								Have you ever had a physical prostate check (rectal exam) or PSA Test? [Male]

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				82.2%		17.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		79.6%		15.4%		100.0%

								Upper		84.6%		20.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.015		.070		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1758		477		2235

				% within Have you ever had a physical prostate check (rectal exam) or PSA Test? [Male]		Estimate				71.3%		59.8%		69.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		2.6%		1.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		68.0%		54.5%		65.9%

								Upper		74.5%		64.8%		71.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.023		.044		.022

						Unweighted Count				1758		477		2235

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				73.4%		26.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.7%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		70.0%		23.5%		100.0%

								Upper		76.5%		30.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.023		.063		0.000

						Unweighted Count				859		542		1401

				% within Have you ever had a physical prostate check (rectal exam) or PSA Test? [Male]		Estimate				28.7%		40.2%		31.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		2.6%		1.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		25.5%		35.2%		28.1%

								Upper		32.0%		45.5%		34.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.058		.065		.050

						Unweighted Count				859		542		1401

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				79.5%		20.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		77.4%		18.6%		100.0%

								Upper		81.4%		22.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.050		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2617		1019		3636

				% within Have you ever had a physical prostate check (rectal exam) or PSA Test? [Male]		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2617		1019		3636





A-Smoke1

		



Proportion of women who never had a mammogram



A-Smoke2

		Self-rated general health in two groups																						Self Reported Mental Health * IRSGenC4

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count				Self Reported Mental Health								IRSGenC4

												Lower		Upper																		Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		557.937		100.062		360.145		755.728		0.179		557.937		79				Excellent/Very Good/Good		% within Self Reported Mental Health		Estimate				16.6%		38.0%		17.9%		27.5%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11526.164		504.115		10529.684		12522.644		0.044		12084.101		1186								Standard Error				1.0%		.8%		.7%		1.2%		0.0%

						Total		12084.101		525.340		11045.666		13122.536		0.043		12084.101		1265								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.8%		36.4%		16.5%		25.2%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		4.6%		0.8%		3.3%		6.5%		0.171		4.6%		79										Upper		18.6%		39.7%		19.4%		29.9%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		95.4%		0.8%		93.5%		96.7%		0.008		100.0%		1186								Coefficient of Variation				.058		.022		.042		.043		0.000

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1265								Unweighted Count				2176		3168		1169		2826		9339

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		1229.617		120.694		991.041		1468.193		0.098		1229.617		153						% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				85.2%		83.9%		88.4%		91.4%		86.9%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		15872.982		750.267		14389.936		17356.029		0.047		17102.599		1721								Standard Error				1.1%		1.0%		1.4%		.8%		.6%

						Total		17102.599		743.407		15633.112		18572.087		0.043		17102.599		1874								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		82.8%		82.0%		85.2%		89.6%		85.6%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		7.2%		0.8%		5.8%		8.9%		0.106		7.2%		153										Upper		87.2%		85.7%		91.0%		92.9%		88.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		92.8%		0.8%		91.1%		94.2%		0.008		100.0%		1721								Coefficient of Variation				.013		.011		.016		.009		.007

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874								Unweighted Count				2176		3168		1169		2826		9339

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		657.588		107.625		444.846		870.329		0.164		657.588		65				Fair/Poor		% within Self Reported Mental Health		Estimate				19.1%		48.2%		15.5%		17.2%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		6066.224		612.178		4856.136		7276.312		0.101		6723.812		567								Standard Error				1.5%		2.3%		1.8%		1.7%		0.0%

						Total		6723.812		615.921		5506.326		7941.297		0.092		6723.812		632								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		16.4%		43.7%		12.3%		14.1%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		9.8%		1.7%		6.8%		13.8%		0.178		9.8%		65										Upper		22.3%		52.6%		19.4%		20.8%		100.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		90.2%		1.7%		86.2%		93.2%		0.019		100.0%		567								Coefficient of Variation				.078		.047		.116		.099		0.000

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632								Unweighted Count				351		531		150		289		1321

																										% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				14.8%		16.1%		11.6%		8.6%		13.1%

		Youth: Self-rated mental health																										Standard Error				1.1%		1.0%		1.4%		.8%		.6%

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12.8%		14.3%		9.0%		7.1%		12.0%

												Lower		Upper																Upper		17.2%		18.0%		14.8%		10.4%		14.4%

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		658.347		89.666		481.105		835.590		0.136		658.347		90								Coefficient of Variation				.075		.059		.125		.094		.046

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11302.982		520.078		10274.948		12331.015		0.046		11961.329		1163								Unweighted Count				351		531		150		289		1321

						Total		11961.329		523.353		10926.821		12995.837		0.044		11961.329		1253				Total		% within Self Reported Mental Health		Estimate				16.9%		39.4%		17.6%		26.1%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		5.5%		0.8%		4.2%		7.2%		0.138		5.5%		90								Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		94.5%		0.8%		92.8%		95.8%		0.008		100.0%		1163								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.2%		37.8%		16.2%		23.9%		100.0%

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1253										Upper		18.8%		41.0%		19.0%		28.5%		100.0%

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		2157.442		185.510		1790.746		2524.138		0.086		2157.442		253								Coefficient of Variation				.054		.021		.040		.044		0.000

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		14800.213		731.731		13353.806		16246.620		0.049		16957.655		1613								Unweighted Count				2527		3699		1319		3115		10660

						Total		16957.655		724.231		15526.072		18389.237		0.043		16957.655		1866						% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		12.7%		1.2%		10.6%		15.2%		0.093		12.7%		253								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		87.3%		1.2%		84.8%		89.4%		0.013		100.0%		1613								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1866										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		806.904		150.488		509.436		1104.372		0.187		806.904		81								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		5825.914		522.237		4793.613		6858.215		0.090		6632.818		537								Unweighted Count				2527		3699		1319		3115		10660

						Total		6632.818		598.908		5448.961		7816.675		0.090		6632.818		618

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		12.2%		1.8%		9.0%		16.3%		0.150		12.2%		81

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		87.8%		1.8%		83.7%		91.0%		0.021		100.0%		537

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		618

		Self-rated general health in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		658.347		89.666		481.105		835.590		0.136		658.347		90

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11302.982		520.078		10274.948		12331.015		0.046		11961.329		1163

						Total		11961.329		523.353		10926.821		12995.837		0.044		11961.329		1253

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		5.5%		0.8%		4.2%		7.2%		0.138		5.5%		90

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		94.5%		0.8%		92.8%		95.8%		0.008		100.0%		1163

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1253

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		2157.442		185.510		1790.746		2524.138		0.086		2157.442		253

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		14800.213		731.731		13353.806		16246.620		0.049		16957.655		1613

						Total		16957.655		724.231		15526.072		18389.237		0.043		16957.655		1866

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		12.7%		1.2%		10.6%		15.2%		0.093		12.7%		253

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		87.3%		1.2%		84.8%		89.4%		0.013		100.0%		1613

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1866

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		806.904		150.488		509.436		1104.372		0.187		806.904		81

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		5825.914		522.237		4793.613		6858.215		0.090		6632.818		537

						Total		6632.818		598.908		5448.961		7816.675		0.090		6632.818		618

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		12.2%		1.8%		9.0%		16.3%		0.150		12.2%		81

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		87.8%		1.8%		83.7%		91.0%		0.021		100.0%		537

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		618

				Adult		Youth

		Not affected		8.6%		5.5%

		At least one grandparent		11.6%		12.7%

		At least one parent		16.1%		12.2%

		Survivor		14.80%





A-Smoke2

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Survivor

Adult & Youth samples: Proportion who rated their mental health as being Fair or Poor



Smoke-A,Y

		

		Youth: Have you ever seriously considered suicide?

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		No		10137.195		520.125		9109.067		11165.323		0.051		10137.195		1111

						Yes		1321.915		186.650		952.964		1690.865		0.141		11459.110		97

						Total		11459.110		546.336		10379.171		12539.049		0.048		11459.110		1208

				% of Total		No		88.5%		1.6%		85.0%		91.2%		0.018		88.5%		1111

						Yes		11.5%		1.6%		8.8%		15.0%		0.134		100.0%		97

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1208

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		No		13898.035		688.378		12537.324		15258.746		0.050		13898.035		1477

						Yes		2350.195		176.710		2000.893		2699.496		0.075		16248.230		280

						Total		16248.230		712.559		14839.719		17656.740		0.044		16248.230		1757

				% of Total		No		85.5%		1.1%		83.2%		87.6%		0.013		85.5%		1477

						Yes		14.5%		1.1%		12.4%		16.8%		0.077		100.0%		280

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1757

		At least one par attended		Population Size		No		4528.820		499.718		3541.032		5516.609		0.110		4528.820		445

						Yes		1481.042		194.151		1097.267		1864.818		0.131		6009.863		129

						Total		6009.863		524.855		4972.387		7047.339		0.087		6009.863		574

				% of Total		No		75.4%		3.3%		68.3%		81.3%		0.043		75.4%		445

						Yes		24.6%		3.3%		18.7%		31.7%		0.133		100.0%		129

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		574

				Adult		Youth		Child

		Not affected		8.7%		11.5%

		At least one grandparent		18.7%		14.5%

		At least one parent		21.6%		24.6%





Smoke-A,Y

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Adult & Youth samples: Proportion who reported 
that they seriously considered suicide



A-Z4

		

		Youth: Binge drink in two groups of total population

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never		10786.296		481.382		9834.752		11737.841		0.045		10786.296		1082

						At least <1 a month		1311.948		124.727		1065.402		1558.494		0.095		12098.245		176

						Total		12098.245		517.616		11075.078		13121.412		0.043		12098.245		1258

				% of Total		Never		89.2%		0.9%		87.1%		90.9%		0.011		89.2%		1082

						At least <1 a month		10.8%		0.9%		9.1%		12.9%		0.087		100.0%		176

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1258

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never		13738.238		675.681		12402.625		15073.851		0.049		13738.238		1454

						At least <1 a month		3190.185		294.871		2607.315		3773.055		0.092		16928.423		394

						Total		16928.423		717.268		15510.606		18346.241		0.042		16928.423		1848

				% of Total		Never		81.2%		1.6%		77.7%		84.2%		0.020		81.2%		1454

						At least <1 a month		18.8%		1.6%		15.8%		22.3%		0.087		100.0%		394

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1848

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never		4841.678		443.074		3965.857		5717.499		0.092		4841.678		472

						At least <1 a month		1491.623		182.649		1130.583		1852.664		0.122		6333.301		141

						Total		6333.301		524.599		5296.330		7370.272		0.083		6333.301		613

				% of Total		Never		76.4%		2.4%		71.5%		80.8%		0.031		76.4%		472

						At least <1 a month		23.6%		2.4%		19.2%		28.5%		0.100		100.0%		141

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		613

				Adult		Youth								Youth

		Not affected		42.0%		10.8%						Not affected		10.8%

		At least one grandparent		62.2%		18.8%						At least one grandparent		18.8%

		At least one parent		53.6%		23.6%						At least one parent		23.6%

		Binge Drinking Category * IRSGenC4

		Binge Drinking Category								IRSGenC4

										Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total						Adult

		Never drink in the past 12 months(T1 Never or T3 Never)		% within Binge Drinking Category		Estimate				22.3%		34.8%		12.9%		30.0%		100.0%				Not affected		42.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		.9%		.8%		1.4%		0.0%				At least one grandparent		62.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		19.9%		32.9%		11.3%		27.3%		100.0%				At least one parent		53.6%

								Upper		24.9%		36.7%		14.6%		32.9%		100.0%				Survivor		32.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.057		.027		.065		.047		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1703		1705		512		1879		5799

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				67.7%		46.4%		37.8%		58.0%		51.6%

						Standard Error				1.6%		1.1%		2.5%		1.5%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		64.5%		44.3%		33.1%		55.1%		49.9%

								Upper		70.7%		48.5%		42.8%		60.9%		53.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.023		.023		.066		.025		.016

						Unweighted Count				1703		1705		512		1879		5799

		Less than once a month or more		% within Binge Drinking Category		Estimate				11.4%		42.9%		22.6%		23.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		1.2%		1.2%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.9%		40.5%		20.2%		20.7%		100.0%

								Upper		13.1%		45.2%		25.2%		25.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.071		.028		.055		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				722		1802		752		1165		4441

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				32.3%		53.6%		62.2%		42.0%		48.4%

						Standard Error				1.6%		1.1%		2.5%		1.5%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		29.3%		51.5%		57.2%		39.1%		46.8%

								Upper		35.5%		55.7%		66.9%		44.9%		50.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.048		.020		.040		.035		.017

						Unweighted Count				722		1802		752		1165		4441

		Total		% within Binge Drinking Category		Estimate				17.0%		38.7%		17.6%		26.7%		100.0%						Binge drinking		Cannibis ( prescribed or not)		Non-prescription drugs

						Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.2%		0.0%				Not affected		42.0%		23.9%		7.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.3%		37.1%		16.2%		24.5%		100.0%				At least one grandparent		62.2%		43.4%		15.6%

								Upper		18.9%		40.3%		19.1%		29.0%		100.0%				At least one parent		53.6%		32.6%		13.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.053		.021		.041		.043		0.000				Survivor		32.3%		21.3%		6.1%

						Unweighted Count				2425		3507		1264		3044		10240

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2425		3507		1264		3044		10240

		Drug Cannabiss * IRSGenC4

		Drug Cannabiss								IRSGenC4

										Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		Never		% within Drug Cannabiss		Estimate				19.0%		37.9%		14.4%		28.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		.8%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.0%		36.0%		12.9%		26.3%		100.0%

								Upper		21.2%		39.9%		16.0%		31.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.026		.054		.042		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2083		2456		748		2439		7726

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				78.7%		67.4%		56.6%		76.1%		69.7%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.2%		2.4%		1.2%		.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		75.5%		64.9%		51.9%		73.8%		68.0%

								Upper		81.5%		69.7%		61.3%		78.3%		71.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.019		.018		.042		.015		.012

						Unweighted Count				2083		2456		748		2439		7726

		At least once or twice		% within Drug Cannabiss		Estimate				11.8%		42.2%		25.3%		20.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.4%		1.6%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.9%		39.5%		22.3%		18.2%		100.0%

								Upper		14.1%		45.0%		28.6%		23.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.091		.033		.063		.062		0.000

						Unweighted Count				400		1175		553		665		2793

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				21.3%		32.6%		43.4%		23.9%		30.3%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.2%		2.4%		1.2%		.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		18.5%		30.3%		38.7%		21.7%		28.7%

								Upper		24.5%		35.1%		48.1%		26.2%		32.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.071		.038		.055		.048		.028

						Unweighted Count				400		1175		553		665		2793

		Total		% within Drug Cannabiss		Estimate				16.8%		39.2%		17.7%		26.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.1%		37.6%		16.3%		24.1%		100.0%

								Upper		18.7%		40.8%		19.2%		28.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.054		.020		.041		.043		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2483		3631		1301		3104		10519

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2483		3631		1301		3104		10519

		Drug Others * IRSGenC4

		Drug Others								IRSGenC4

										Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		Never		% within Drug Others		Estimate				17.7%		38.3%		16.6%		27.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		.9%		.8%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.8%		36.6%		15.1%		25.2%		100.0%

								Upper		19.7%		40.0%		18.2%		29.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.022		.048		.042		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2345		3167		1089		2910		9511

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				93.9%		86.8%		84.4%		92.2%		89.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		.8%		2.2%		.7%		.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		92.1%		85.1%		79.5%		90.6%		87.8%

								Upper		95.4%		88.4%		88.3%		93.6%		90.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.009		.010		.026		.008		.007

						Unweighted Count				2345		3167		1089		2910		9511

		At least one drug at least once or twice		% within Drug Others		Estimate				9.2%		47.1%		24.9%		18.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		2.5%		3.0%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		7.0%		42.3%		19.5%		15.3%		100.0%

								Upper		12.1%		52.1%		31.2%		22.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.138		.053		.120		.100		0.000

						Unweighted Count				119		455		201		192		967

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				6.1%		13.2%		15.6%		7.8%		11.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		.8%		2.2%		.7%		.6%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.6%		11.6%		11.7%		6.4%		9.8%

								Upper		7.9%		14.9%		20.5%		9.4%		12.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.136		.063		.142		.095		.055

						Unweighted Count				119		455		201		192		967

		Total		% within Drug Others		Estimate				16.7%		39.3%		17.5%		26.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.0%		37.7%		16.1%		24.3%		100.0%

								Upper		18.6%		40.9%		19.0%		28.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.054		.021		.042		.042		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2464		3622		1290		3102		10478

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2464		3622		1290		3102		10478





A-Z4

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Adult and Youth samples:  Proportion who reported 
binge drinking at least once  per month in past year



Y-LovedoneSuic

		



Adult sample: Proportion who reported 
binge drinking at least once  per month in past year



LivewPar

		



Youth sample: Proportion who reported 
binge drinking at least once  per month in past year



Y-StressAgeGender

		



Binge drinking

Cannibis ( prescribed or not)

Non-prescription drugs

Adult sample: Proportion who reported binge drinking at least once  per month in past year and who reported every trying cannabis, or any non-prescription drug



A-Spoke

		Self-rated general health in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		557.937		100.062		360.145		755.728		0.179		557.937		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11526.164		504.115		10529.684		12522.644		0.044		12084.101		1186

						Total		12084.101		525.340		11045.666		13122.536		0.043		12084.101		1265

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		4.6%		0.8%		3.3%		6.5%		0.171		4.6%		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		95.4%		0.8%		93.5%		96.7%		0.008		100.0%		1186

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1265

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		1229.617		120.694		991.041		1468.193		0.098		1229.617		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		15872.982		750.267		14389.936		17356.029		0.047		17102.599		1721

						Total		17102.599		743.407		15633.112		18572.087		0.043		17102.599		1874

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		7.2%		0.8%		5.8%		8.9%		0.106		7.2%		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		92.8%		0.8%		91.1%		94.2%		0.008		100.0%		1721

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		657.588		107.625		444.846		870.329		0.164		657.588		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		6066.224		612.178		4856.136		7276.312		0.101		6723.812		567

						Total		6723.812		615.921		5506.326		7941.297		0.092		6723.812		632

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		9.8%		1.7%		6.8%		13.8%		0.178		9.8%		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		90.2%		1.7%		86.2%		93.2%		0.019		100.0%		567

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632

		Youth: Cannabis use in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never		9873.443		466.822		8950.679		10796.206		0.047		9873.443		1016

						At least once or twice		2049.233		205.065		1643.883		2454.583		0.100		11922.676		226

						Total		11922.676		517.856		10899.033		12946.318		0.043		11922.676		1242

				% of Total		Never		82.8%		1.5%		79.5%		85.7%		0.019		82.8%		1016

						At least once or twice		17.2%		1.5%		14.3%		20.5%		0.090		100.0%		226

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1242

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never		11890.869		638.684		10628.387		13153.351		0.054		11890.869		1276

						At least once or twice		4748.505		327.457		4101.223		5395.787		0.069		16639.374		558

						Total		16639.374		732.494		15191.458		18087.290		0.044		16639.374		1834

				% of Total		Never		71.5%		1.7%		67.9%		74.8%		0.024		71.5%		1276

						At least once or twice		28.5%		1.7%		25.2%		32.1%		0.061		100.0%		558

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1834

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never		3884.651		432.377		3029.974		4739.327		0.111		3884.651		390

						At least once or twice		2569.696		242.250		2090.842		3048.551		0.094		6454.347		225

						Total		6454.347		546.264		5374.550		7534.144		0.085		6454.347		615

				% of Total		Never		60.2%		3.0%		54.1%		66.0%		0.050		60.2%		390

						At least once or twice		39.8%		3.0%		34.0%		45.9%		0.076		100.0%		225

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		615

				Youth

				Binge drinking in past year		Cannabis at least once in lifetime		Non-prescription drug(s) at least once in lifetime

		Not affected		10.8%		17.2%		2.9%

		At least one grandparent		18.8%		28.5%		5.9%

		At least one parent		23.6%		39.8%		10.1%





A-Spoke

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Youth samples: Proportions who reported binge drinking in past year, 
trying cannibis at least once, and using a non-prescription drug(s) at least once



Y-Spoke

		Self-rated general health in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		557.937		100.062		360.145		755.728		0.179		557.937		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11526.164		504.115		10529.684		12522.644		0.044		12084.101		1186

						Total		12084.101		525.340		11045.666		13122.536		0.043		12084.101		1265

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		4.6%		0.8%		3.3%		6.5%		0.171		4.6%		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		95.4%		0.8%		93.5%		96.7%		0.008		100.0%		1186

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1265

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		1229.617		120.694		991.041		1468.193		0.098		1229.617		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		15872.982		750.267		14389.936		17356.029		0.047		17102.599		1721

						Total		17102.599		743.407		15633.112		18572.087		0.043		17102.599		1874

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		7.2%		0.8%		5.8%		8.9%		0.106		7.2%		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		92.8%		0.8%		91.1%		94.2%		0.008		100.0%		1721

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		657.588		107.625		444.846		870.329		0.164		657.588		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		6066.224		612.178		4856.136		7276.312		0.101		6723.812		567

						Total		6723.812		615.921		5506.326		7941.297		0.092		6723.812		632

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		9.8%		1.7%		6.8%		13.8%		0.178		9.8%		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		90.2%		1.7%		86.2%		93.2%		0.019		100.0%		567

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632

		Youth: Non-prescription drug use (except Cannabis) in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never		11572.913		508.989		10566.798		12579.028		0.044		11572.913		1195

						Used at least one drug once or twice		339.567		56.091		228.691		450.442		0.165		11912.480		45

						Total		11912.480		517.984		10888.585		12936.374		0.043		11912.480		1240

				% of Total		Never		97.1%		0.5%		96.1%		97.9%		0.005		97.1%		1195

						Used at least one drug once or twice		2.9%		0.5%		2.1%		3.9%		0.162		100.0%		45

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1240

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never		15727.752		685.760		14372.216		17083.287		0.044		15727.752		1707

						Used at least one drug once or twice		978.664		110.604		760.035		1197.293		0.113		16706.416		126

						Total		16706.416		712.731		15297.566		18115.265		0.043		16706.416		1833

				% of Total		Never		94.1%		0.6%		92.8%		95.3%		0.007		94.1%		1707

						Used at least one drug once or twice		5.9%		0.6%		4.7%		7.2%		0.107		100.0%		126

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1833

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never		5849.842		523.272		4815.494		6884.190		0.089		5849.842		558

						Used at least one drug once or twice		658.058		147.780		365.943		950.173		0.225		6507.900		51

						Total		6507.900		580.984		5359.474		7656.326		0.089		6507.900		609

				% of Total		Never		89.9%		2.0%		85.2%		93.2%		0.022		89.9%		558

						Used at least one drug once or twice		10.1%		2.0%		6.8%		14.8%		0.196		100.0%		51

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		609

				Adult		Youth

		Not affected				2.9%

		At least one grandparent				5.9%

		At least one parent				10.1%





Y-Spoke

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Adult and Youth samples:  Proportions who reported using 
non-prescription drugs (other than cannibis) at least once



Y-Lang 

		Self-rated general health in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		557.937		100.062		360.145		755.728		0.179		557.937		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11526.164		504.115		10529.684		12522.644		0.044		12084.101		1186

						Total		12084.101		525.340		11045.666		13122.536		0.043		12084.101		1265

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		4.6%		0.8%		3.3%		6.5%		0.171		4.6%		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		95.4%		0.8%		93.5%		96.7%		0.008		100.0%		1186

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1265

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		1229.617		120.694		991.041		1468.193		0.098		1229.617		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		15872.982		750.267		14389.936		17356.029		0.047		17102.599		1721

						Total		17102.599		743.407		15633.112		18572.087		0.043		17102.599		1874

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		7.2%		0.8%		5.8%		8.9%		0.106		7.2%		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		92.8%		0.8%		91.1%		94.2%		0.008		100.0%		1721

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		657.588		107.625		444.846		870.329		0.164		657.588		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		6066.224		612.178		4856.136		7276.312		0.101		6723.812		567

						Total		6723.812		615.921		5506.326		7941.297		0.092		6723.812		632

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		9.8%		1.7%		6.8%		13.8%		0.178		9.8%		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		90.2%		1.7%		86.2%		93.2%		0.019		100.0%		567

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632

		Youth: Opioid use in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Never		11168.791		516.009		10148.800		12188.782		0.046		11168.791		1147

						At least once or twice		864.787		98.995		669.105		1060.469		0.114		12033.578		101

						Total		12033.578		523.979		10997.834		13069.323		0.044		12033.578		1248

				% of Total		Never		92.8%		0.8%		91.0%		94.3%		0.009		92.8%		1147

						At least once or twice		7.2%		0.8%		5.7%		9.0%		0.115		100.0%		101

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1248

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Never		14951.824		712.109		13544.205		16359.444		0.048		14951.824		1583

						At least once or twice		1739.370		147.824		1447.167		2031.572		0.085		16691.194		233

						Total		16691.194		739.088		15230.245		18152.143		0.044		16691.194		1816

				% of Total		Never		89.6%		0.9%		87.7%		91.2%		0.010		89.6%		1583

						At least once or twice		10.4%		0.9%		8.8%		12.3%		0.084		100.0%		233

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1816

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Never		5456.004		497.959		4471.693		6440.315		0.091		5456.004		518

						At least once or twice		1034.711		170.834		697.024		1372.398		0.165		6490.715		90

						Total		6490.715		573.997		5356.100		7625.331		0.088		6490.715		608

				% of Total		Never		84.1%		2.2%		79.3%		87.9%		0.026		84.1%		518

						At least once or twice		15.9%		2.2%		12.1%		20.7%		0.136		100.0%		90

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		608

				Adult		Youth

		Not affected		21.4%		7.2%

		At least one grandparent		23.9%		10.4%

		At least one parent		26.8%		15.9%

		Survivor		28.4%

		28.4%		26.8%		23.9%		21.4%

		Presciption Drug Others - PDOcat * IRSGenC4

		Presciption Drug Others - PDOcat								IRSGenC4

										Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		Never		% within Presciption Drug Others - PDOcat		Estimate				16.1%		38.3%		17.9%		27.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		.9%		.8%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.5%		36.6%		16.4%		25.6%		100.0%

								Upper		17.8%		40.0%		19.6%		30.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.052		.023		.045		.040		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1854		2700		984		2420		7958

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				71.6%		73.2%		76.1%		78.6%		74.9%

						Standard Error				2.4%		1.5%		2.4%		1.1%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		66.6%		70.1%		71.0%		76.4%		72.5%

								Upper		76.1%		76.1%		80.5%		80.6%		77.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.034		.021		.032		.014		.016

						Unweighted Count				1854		2700		984		2420		7958

		At least once or twice		% within Presciption Drug Others - PDOcat		Estimate				19.0%		41.7%		16.8%		22.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.6%		1.7%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.8%		38.7%		13.7%		19.2%		100.0%

								Upper		22.6%		44.8%		20.3%		26.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.090		.037		.099		.080		0.000

						Unweighted Count				628		947		321		698		2594

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				28.4%		26.8%		23.9%		21.4%		25.1%

						Standard Error				2.4%		1.5%		2.4%		1.1%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.9%		23.9%		19.5%		19.4%		22.9%

								Upper		33.4%		29.9%		29.0%		23.6%		27.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.085		.057		.101		.050		.047

						Unweighted Count				628		947		321		698		2594

		Total		% within Presciption Drug Others - PDOcat		Estimate				16.8%		39.1%		17.6%		26.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.1%		37.6%		16.2%		24.3%		100.0%

								Upper		18.7%		40.7%		19.1%		28.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.020		.041		.043		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2482		3647		1305		3118		10552

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2482		3647		1305		3118		10552





Y-Lang 

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Survivor

Adult and Youth samples: Proportion who 
reported using opiods at least once in lifetime



C-PNsmdr

		

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES= Y1 RSparent1 RSparent2 RSpargp1 RSpargp2 RSfam1 Y6_F BY Smokecat

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\RHS3_National_Adult.sav

		Did you attend a residential school? * Smoke Category

		Did you attend a residential school?								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		No		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				54.0%		46.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.8%		43.8%		100.0%

								Upper		56.2%		48.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count				4426		4737		9163

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				86.1%		83.8%		85.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		.8%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		83.7%		82.2%		83.3%

								Upper		88.2%		85.4%		86.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.010		.010

						Unweighted Count				4426		4737		9163

		Yes		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				49.6%		50.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.2%		2.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.2%		46.0%		100.0%

								Upper		54.0%		54.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.044		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1150		1386		2536

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				13.9%		16.2%		15.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		.8%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		11.8%		14.6%		13.4%

								Upper		16.3%		17.8%		16.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.082		.051		.055

						Unweighted Count				1150		1386		2536

		Total		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				53.3%		46.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.2%		44.6%		100.0%

								Upper		55.4%		48.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5576		6123		11699

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5576		6123		11699

		RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School * Smoke Category

		RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		At least one parent(Mother and/or Father) attended RS		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				57.8%		42.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		55.3%		39.7%		100.0%

								Upper		60.3%		44.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.022		.030		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2728		2429		5157

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				52.9%		43.6%		48.5%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.3%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		49.2%		41.0%		45.8%

								Upper		56.5%		46.3%		51.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.035		.031		.029

						Unweighted Count				2728		2429		5157

		No parent attended RS		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				48.6%		51.4%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.7%		48.5%		100.0%

								Upper		51.5%		54.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.028		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2513		3370		5883

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				47.1%		56.4%		51.5%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.3%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.5%		53.7%		48.7%

								Upper		50.8%		59.0%		54.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.039		.024		.027

						Unweighted Count				2513		3370		5883

		Total		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				53.1%		46.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		50.9%		44.8%		100.0%

								Upper		55.2%		49.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5241		5799		11040

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5241		5799		11040

		RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * Smoke Category

		RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		At least one parent(Mother and/or Father) attended RS		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				59.0%		41.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		56.4%		38.5%		100.0%

								Upper		61.5%		43.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.022		.031		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2019		1682		3701

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				48.9%		39.1%		44.3%

						Standard Error				1.6%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.7%		36.6%		42.0%

								Upper		52.1%		41.7%		46.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.033		.033		.027

						Unweighted Count				2019		1682		3701

		No parent attended RS		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				49.0%		51.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		47.9%		100.0%

								Upper		52.1%		54.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.031		.030		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2095		2772		4867

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				51.1%		60.9%		55.7%

						Standard Error				1.6%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		47.9%		58.3%		53.3%

								Upper		54.3%		63.4%		58.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.032		.021		.021

						Unweighted Count				2095		2772		4867

		Total		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				53.4%		46.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.2%		44.4%		100.0%

								Upper		55.6%		48.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count				4114		4454		8568

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				4114		4454		8568

		RSpargp1  * Smoke Category

		RSpargp1								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp1		Estimate				57.5%		42.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		55.2%		40.3%		100.0%

								Upper		59.7%		44.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.027		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3510		3143		6653

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				75.5%		63.9%		70.1%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		72.9%		61.4%		67.7%

								Upper		77.9%		66.3%		72.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.020		.017

						Unweighted Count				3510		3143		6653

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp1		Estimate				43.7%		56.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.1%		53.7%		100.0%

								Upper		46.3%		58.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.031		.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1601		2450		4051

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				24.5%		36.1%		29.9%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.1%		33.7%		27.7%

								Upper		27.1%		38.6%		32.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.052		.035		.039

						Unweighted Count				1601		2450		4051

		Total		% within RSpargp1		Estimate				53.3%		46.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.3%		44.6%		100.0%

								Upper		55.4%		48.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5111		5593		10704

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5111		5593		10704

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * Smoke Category

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				58.2%		41.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		55.9%		39.5%		100.0%

								Upper		60.5%		44.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.028		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2754		2349		5103

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				74.7%		62.4%		69.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		72.1%		59.7%		66.7%

								Upper		77.1%		65.0%		71.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.022		.017

						Unweighted Count				2754		2349		5103

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				43.8%		56.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.1%		53.4%		100.0%

								Upper		46.6%		58.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.032		.025		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1233		1905		3138

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				25.3%		37.6%		31.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.9%		35.0%		28.8%

								Upper		27.9%		40.3%		33.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.050		.036		.037

						Unweighted Count				1233		1905		3138

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				53.7%		46.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.6%		44.2%		100.0%

								Upper		55.8%		48.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3987		4254		8241

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3987		4254		8241

		RSfam1 * Smoke Category

		RSfam1								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS And/Or self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				56.4%		43.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		54.2%		41.4%		100.0%

								Upper		58.6%		45.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3949		3773		7722

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				78.9%		69.2%		74.3%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.3%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		76.4%		66.7%		72.1%

								Upper		81.1%		71.7%		76.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.015		.018		.015

						Unweighted Count				3949		3773		7722

		No parent/grdparent/self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				43.8%		56.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.1%		53.4%		100.0%

								Upper		46.6%		58.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.032		.025		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1233		1905		3138

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				21.1%		30.8%		25.7%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.3%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		18.9%		28.3%		23.5%

								Upper		23.6%		33.3%		27.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.057		.041		.044

						Unweighted Count				1233		1905		3138

		Total		% within RSfam1		Estimate				53.2%		46.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.1%		44.7%		100.0%

								Upper		55.3%		48.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.022		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5182		5678		10860

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5182		5678		10860

		Family member attended residential school: Children * Smoke Category

		Family member attended residential school: Children								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		No		% within Family member attended residential school: Children		Estimate				53.3%		46.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.1%		44.5%		100.0%

								Upper		55.5%		48.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.024		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5199		5687		10886

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				97.8%		97.4%		97.6%

						Standard Error				.2%		.2%		.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.3%		96.9%		97.2%

								Upper		98.3%		97.9%		98.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.002		.002		.002

						Unweighted Count				5199		5687		10886

		Yes		% within Family member attended residential school: Children		Estimate				48.9%		51.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.3%		3.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.4%		44.5%		100.0%

								Upper		55.5%		57.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.065		0.000

						Unweighted Count				171		276		447

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				2.2%		2.6%		2.4%

						Standard Error				.2%		.2%		.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.7%		2.1%		2.0%

								Upper		2.7%		3.1%		2.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.113		.093		.079

						Unweighted Count				171		276		447

		Total		% within Family member attended residential school: Children		Estimate				53.2%		46.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.1%		44.6%		100.0%

								Upper		55.4%		48.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5370		5963		11333

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5370		5963		11333
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C-Lang

		

		Total sample excluding those who attended RS (regardless of parental RS attendance)		53.7%

		No parent or grandparent attended RS		43.8%

		At least one parent and/or grandparent attended RS		58.2%

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * Smoke Category

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								Smoke Category

										Current daily or occasional smoker		Current Non Smoker		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				58.2%		41.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		55.9%		39.5%		100.0%

								Upper		60.5%		44.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.028		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2754		2349		5103

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				74.7%		62.4%		69.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		72.1%		59.7%		66.7%

								Upper		77.1%		65.0%		71.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.022		.017

						Unweighted Count				2754		2349		5103

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				43.8%		56.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.1%		53.4%		100.0%

								Upper		46.6%		58.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.032		.025		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1233		1905		3138

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				25.3%		37.6%		31.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.9%		35.0%		28.8%

								Upper		27.9%		40.3%		33.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.050		.036		.037

						Unweighted Count				1233		1905		3138

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				53.7%		46.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		51.6%		44.2%		100.0%

								Upper		55.8%		48.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3987		4254		8241

				% within Smoke Category		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3987		4254		8241
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Y-Lang  (2)

		Self-rated general health in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		557.937		100.062		360.145		755.728		0.179		557.937		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		11526.164		504.115		10529.684		12522.644		0.044		12084.101		1186

						Total		12084.101		525.340		11045.666		13122.536		0.043		12084.101		1265

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		4.6%		0.8%		3.3%		6.5%		0.171		4.6%		79

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		95.4%		0.8%		93.5%		96.7%		0.008		100.0%		1186

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1265

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		1229.617		120.694		991.041		1468.193		0.098		1229.617		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		15872.982		750.267		14389.936		17356.029		0.047		17102.599		1721

						Total		17102.599		743.407		15633.112		18572.087		0.043		17102.599		1874

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		7.2%		0.8%		5.8%		8.9%		0.106		7.2%		153

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		92.8%		0.8%		91.1%		94.2%		0.008		100.0%		1721

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Fair OR poor		657.588		107.625		444.846		870.329		0.164		657.588		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		6066.224		612.178		4856.136		7276.312		0.101		6723.812		567

						Total		6723.812		615.921		5506.326		7941.297		0.092		6723.812		632

				% of Total		Fair OR poor		9.8%		1.7%		6.8%		13.8%		0.178		9.8%		65

						Excellent OR Very good OR good		90.2%		1.7%		86.2%		93.2%		0.019		100.0%		567

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632

		Yuoth: Smoking

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Not currently Smoking		10985.087		474.115		10047.908		11922.266		0.043		10985.087		1135

						Currently smoking		1151.954		128.073		898.794		1405.114		0.111		12137.041		133

						Total		12137.041		522.457		11104.305		13169.777		0.043		12137.041		1268

				% of Total		Not currently Smoking		90.5%		0.9%		88.5%		92.2%		0.010		90.5%		1135

						Currently smoking		9.5%		0.9%		7.8%		11.5%		0.098		100.0%		133

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1268

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Not currently Smoking		13545.196		645.409		12269.422		14820.971		0.048		13545.196		1547

						Currently smoking		3536.090		324.386		2894.879		4177.301		0.092		17081.286		327

						Total		17081.286		722.506		15653.113		18509.458		0.042		17081.286		1874

				% of Total		Not currently Smoking		79.3%		1.7%		75.7%		82.5%		0.021		79.3%		1547

						Currently smoking		20.7%		1.7%		17.5%		24.3%		0.082		100.0%		327

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1874

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Not currently Smoking		5075.800		527.458		4033.177		6118.423		0.104		5075.800		473

						Currently smoking		1646.397		180.251		1290.096		2002.699		0.109		6722.197		158

						Total		6722.197		616.031		5504.493		7939.902		0.092		6722.197		631

				% of Total		Not currently Smoking		75.5%		2.2%		70.8%		79.6%		0.030		75.5%		473

						Currently smoking		24.5%		2.2%		20.4%		29.2%		0.091		100.0%		158

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		631

				Adult		Youth

		Not affected		43.8%		9.5%

		At least one grandparent		55.8%		20.7%

		At least one parent		59.0%		24.5%

		Survivor		49.6%

		Smoke Category * IRSGenC4

		Smoke Category								IRSGenC4

										Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		Current daily or occasional smoker		% within Smoke Category		Estimate				15.8%		43.9%		18.5%		21.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.1%		1.0%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		13.5%		41.6%		16.6%		19.5%		100.0%

								Upper		18.4%		46.1%		20.6%		24.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.078		.026		.054		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1150		2019		690		1233		5092

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				49.6%		59.0%		55.8%		43.8%		52.9%

						Standard Error				2.2%		1.3%		1.9%		1.4%		1.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		45.2%		56.4%		51.9%		41.1%		50.8%

								Upper		54.0%		61.5%		59.6%		46.6%		54.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.022		.035		.032		.019

						Unweighted Count				1150		2019		690		1233		5092

		Current Non Smoker		% within Smoke Category		Estimate				18.0%		34.2%		16.5%		31.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		1.0%		.8%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		16.3%		32.3%		15.0%		28.8%		100.0%

								Upper		19.9%		36.2%		18.1%		33.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.050		.029		.049		.041		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1386		1682		632		1905		5605

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				50.4%		41.0%		44.2%		56.2%		47.1%

						Standard Error				2.2%		1.3%		1.9%		1.4%		1.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		46.0%		38.5%		40.4%		53.4%		45.1%

								Upper		54.8%		43.6%		48.1%		58.9%		49.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.031		.044		.025		.022

						Unweighted Count				1386		1682		632		1905		5605

		Total		% within Smoke Category		Estimate				16.9%		39.3%		17.6%		26.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.1%		37.7%		16.2%		24.1%		100.0%

								Upper		18.7%		40.9%		19.0%		28.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.054		.020		.040		.043		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2536		3701		1322		3138		10697

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2536		3701		1322		3138		10697





Y-Lang  (2)

		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Survivor

Adult and Youth samples: Proportion who reported smoking occasionally or daily



Y-CommBel

		

		CSTABULATE

		/PLAN FILE='R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\r_02_ALL_plan_1.csaplan'

		/TABLES VARIABLES=  Y1 RSparent1 RSparent2 RSpargp1 RSpargp2 RSfam1 Y6_F BY Z4

		/CELLS ROWPCT COLPCT

		/STATISTICS SE CV CIN(95) COUNT

		/MISSING SCOPE=TABLE CLASSMISSING=EXCLUDE.

		Complex Samples: Tables

		[DataSet1] R:\Datasets RHS III\National resport datasets\data request  writers\3.IRS_Amy\Adult\RHS3_National_Adult.sav

		Did you attend a residential school? * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		Did you attend a residential school?								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		No		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				74.3%		25.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		72.3%		23.8%		100.0%

								Upper		76.2%		27.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.039		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6462		2289		8751

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				85.2%		83.8%		84.8%

						Standard Error				.8%		1.2%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		83.5%		81.3%		83.1%

								Upper		86.7%		86.1%		86.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.010		.015		.010

						Unweighted Count				6462		2289		8751

		Yes		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				72.3%		27.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		68.6%		24.3%		100.0%

								Upper		75.7%		31.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.025		.065		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1690		720		2410

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				14.8%		16.2%		15.2%

						Standard Error				.8%		1.2%		.8%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		13.3%		13.9%		13.6%

								Upper		16.5%		18.7%		16.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.076		.054

						Unweighted Count				1690		720		2410

		Total		% within Did you attend a residential school?		Estimate				74.0%		26.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.9%		24.1%		100.0%

								Upper		75.9%		28.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.039		0.000

						Unweighted Count				8152		3009		11161

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				8152		3009		11161

		RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent(Mother and/or Father) attended RS		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				69.0%		31.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		66.2%		28.2%		100.0%

								Upper		71.8%		33.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.046		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3380		1505		4885

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				45.2%		55.9%		48.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		2.1%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.5%		51.7%		45.2%

								Upper		47.9%		60.1%		50.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.038		.030

						Unweighted Count				3380		1505		4885

		No parent attended RS		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				77.4%		22.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		75.3%		20.6%		100.0%

								Upper		79.4%		24.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.045		0.000

						Unweighted Count				4306		1383		5689

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				54.8%		44.1%		52.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		2.1%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		52.1%		39.9%		49.2%

								Upper		57.5%		48.3%		54.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.025		.048		.027

						Unweighted Count				4306		1383		5689

		Total		% within RSparent1- Parent Attended Residential School		Estimate				73.4%		26.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.3%		24.6%		100.0%

								Upper		75.4%		28.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7686		2888		10574

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7686		2888		10574

		RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent(Mother and/or Father) attended RS		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				68.7%		31.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		65.9%		28.7%		100.0%

								Upper		71.3%		34.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.043		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2428		1090		3518

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				40.9%		52.1%		43.8%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.9%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		38.5%		48.4%		41.4%

								Upper		43.4%		55.8%		46.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.036		.028

						Unweighted Count				2428		1090		3518

		No parent attended RS		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				77.5%		22.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		75.4%		20.5%		100.0%

								Upper		79.5%		24.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.047		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3598		1097		4695

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				59.1%		47.9%		56.2%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.9%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		56.6%		44.2%		53.7%

								Upper		61.5%		51.6%		58.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.039		.022

						Unweighted Count				3598		1097		4695

		Total		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				73.7%		26.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.6%		24.4%		100.0%

								Upper		75.6%		28.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6026		2187		8213

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6026		2187		8213

		RSpargp1  * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSpargp1								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp1		Estimate				69.8%		30.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		67.3%		27.8%		100.0%

								Upper		72.2%		32.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.018		.041		0.000

						Unweighted Count				4377		1952		6329

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				66.5%		78.7%		69.8%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		63.9%		76.1%		67.4%

								Upper		69.0%		81.2%		72.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.016		.017

						Unweighted Count				4377		1952		6329

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp1		Estimate				81.2%		18.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		79.0%		16.9%		100.0%

								Upper		83.1%		21.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.055		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3068		857		3925

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				33.5%		21.3%		30.2%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.0%		18.8%		28.0%

								Upper		36.1%		23.9%		32.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.039		.061		.039

						Unweighted Count				3068		857		3925

		Total		% within RSpargp1		Estimate				73.2%		26.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.2%		24.8%		100.0%

								Upper		75.2%		28.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7445		2809		10254

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7445		2809		10254

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				69.9%		30.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		67.5%		27.7%		100.0%

								Upper		72.3%		32.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.040		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3372		1498		4870

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				65.3%		78.2%		68.7%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		62.6%		75.6%		66.4%

								Upper		68.0%		80.5%		71.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.016		.017

						Unweighted Count				3372		1498		4870

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				81.5%		18.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		79.3%		16.4%		100.0%

								Upper		83.6%		20.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.058		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				34.7%		21.8%		31.3%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.0%		19.5%		29.0%

								Upper		37.4%		24.4%		33.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.040		.057		.038

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				73.5%		26.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.5%		24.5%		100.0%

								Upper		75.5%		28.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5797		2105		7902

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5797		2105		7902

		RSfam1 * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSfam1								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS And/Or self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				70.4%		29.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		68.0%		27.3%		100.0%

								Upper		72.7%		32.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.040		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5114		2241		7355

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				71.3%		82.2%		74.2%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.1%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		68.6%		79.8%		71.9%

								Upper		73.7%		84.3%		76.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.018		.014		.015

						Unweighted Count				5114		2241		7355

		No parent/grdparent/self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				81.5%		18.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		79.3%		16.4%		100.0%

								Upper		83.6%		20.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.058		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				28.7%		17.8%		25.8%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.1%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.3%		15.7%		23.7%

								Upper		31.4%		20.2%		28.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.063		.044

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

		Total		% within RSfam1		Estimate				73.3%		26.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.2%		24.8%		100.0%

								Upper		75.2%		28.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7539		2848		10387

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7539		2848		10387

		Family member attended residential school: Children * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		Family member attended residential school: Children								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		No		% within Family member attended residential school: Children		Estimate				73.9%		26.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.8%		24.2%		100.0%

								Upper		75.8%		28.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.039		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7625		2821		10446

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				97.9%		97.2%		97.7%

						Standard Error				.2%		.4%		.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		97.4%		96.4%		97.3%

								Upper		98.2%		97.9%		98.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.002		.004		.002

						Unweighted Count				7625		2821		10446

		Yes		% within Family member attended residential school: Children		Estimate				68.5%		31.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.5%		3.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		61.2%		25.1%		100.0%

								Upper		74.9%		38.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.051		.110		0.000

						Unweighted Count				299		125		424

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				2.1%		2.8%		2.3%

						Standard Error				.2%		.4%		.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.8%		2.1%		2.0%

								Upper		2.6%		3.6%		2.7%

						Coefficient of Variation				.091		.136		.082

						Unweighted Count				299		125		424

		Total		% within Family member attended residential school: Children		Estimate				73.7%		26.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.7%		24.3%		100.0%

								Upper		75.7%		28.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.039		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7924		2946		10870

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7924		2946		10870
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		In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life? * At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school

		Are you male or female?										At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school

												No parent or grandparent attended		At least one parent or grandparent attended		Total

		Male		No		Population Size		Estimate				5898.882		10677.822		16576.704

								Standard Error				303.910		608.599		639.000

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5298.180		9474.880		15313.673

										Upper		6499.584		11880.764		17839.736

								Coefficient of Variation				.052		.057		.039

								Unweighted Count				585		1059		1644

						% within In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life?		Estimate				35.6%		64.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.0%		60.6%		100.0%

										Upper		39.4%		68.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.053		.029		0.000

								Unweighted Count				585		1059		1644

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				92.4%		86.4%		88.5%

								Standard Error				2.0%		1.8%		1.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.4%		82.4%		85.5%

										Upper		95.5%		89.7%		90.9%

								Coefficient of Variation				.022		.021		.015

								Unweighted Count				585		1059		1644

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				482.744		1676.568		2159.312

								Standard Error				134.704		243.611		275.682

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		216.492		1195.052		1614.406

										Upper		748.996		2158.084		2704.218

								Coefficient of Variation				0.279037569554972E		.145		.128

								Unweighted Count				54		173		227

						% within In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life?		Estimate				22.4%		77.6%		100.0%

								Standard Error				5.5%		5.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		13.3%		65.0%		100.0%

										Upper		35.0%		86.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.24653214145481E		.071		0.000

								Unweighted Count				54		173		227

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				7.6%		13.6%		11.5%

								Standard Error				2.0%		1.8%		1.4%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.5%		10.3%		9.1%

										Upper		12.6%		17.6%		14.5%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.263430915890936E		.135		.118

								Unweighted Count				54		173		227

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				6381.626		12354.390		18736.016

								Standard Error				329.403		653.647		696.480

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5730.538		11062.407		17359.372

										Upper		7032.715		13646.373		20112.661

								Coefficient of Variation				.052		.053		.037

								Unweighted Count				639		1232		1871

						% within In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life?		Estimate				34.1%		65.9%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.8%		1.8%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.7%		62.4%		100.0%

										Upper		37.6%		69.3%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.052		.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				639		1232		1871

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		Not affected		Parent and/or Grandparent attended		Total

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		8.40%		15.47%		13.20%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		5.5%		12.4%		10.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		12.7%		19.2%		16.1%

								Unweighted Count				639		1232		1871

		Female		No		Population Size		Estimate				5016.293		10232.569		15248.862

								Standard Error				384.464		448.649		528.411

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4256.371		9345.780		14204.418

										Upper		5776.214		11119.358		16293.305

								Coefficient of Variation				.077		.044		.035

								Unweighted Count				528		1138		1666

						% within In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life?		Estimate				32.9%		67.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.1%		2.1%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.9%		62.8%		100.0%

										Upper		37.2%		71.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.064		.031		0.000

								Unweighted Count				528		1138		1666

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				90.8%		82.6%		85.1%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		1.3%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		87.2%		79.2%		82.3%

										Upper		93.4%		85.6%		87.6%

								Coefficient of Variation				.017		.020		.015

								Unweighted Count				528		1138		1666

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				510.960		2152.309		2663.269

								Standard Error				86.379		238.341		263.292

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		340.226		1681.210		2142.853

										Upper		681.694		2623.408		3183.684

								Coefficient of Variation				0.169051993682635E		.111		.099

								Unweighted Count				68		245		313

						% within In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life?		Estimate				19.2%		80.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.0%		3.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		14.0%		74.3%		100.0%

										Upper		25.7%		86.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.154		.037		0.000

								Unweighted Count				68		245		313

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				9.2%		17.4%		14.9%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		1.3%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.6%		14.4%		12.4%

										Upper		12.8%		20.8%		17.7%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.168115370649911E		.094		.089

								Unweighted Count				68		245		313

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				5527.252		12384.878		17912.130

								Standard Error				394.500		534.270		595.536

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4747.494		11328.853		16735.008

										Upper		6307.010		13440.903		19089.252

								Coefficient of Variation				.071		.043		.033

								Unweighted Count				596		1383		1979

						% within In the past 12 months, has a close friend or family member taken their own life?		Estimate				30.9%		69.1%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.9%		1.9%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		27.2%		65.2%		100.0%

										Upper		34.8%		72.8%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.063		.028		0.000

								Unweighted Count				596		1383		1979

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				596		1383		1979
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Youth sample:
Close friend or family member taken 
their own life in past year



A,Y,C-ComCulEv

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		1197.847		152.990		895.433		1500.262		0.128		1197.847		143

						Living with at least one biological parent		10877.339		492.643		9903.536		11851.142		0.045		12075.186		1116

						Total		12075.186		521.142		11045.048		13105.324		0.043		12075.186		1259

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		9.9%		1.2%		7.8%		12.5%		0.121		9.9%		143

						Living with at least one biological parent		90.1%		1.2%		87.5%		92.2%		0.013		100.0%		1116

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1259

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		2372.923		270.540		1838.149		2907.697		0.114		2372.923		254

						Living with at least one biological parent		14877.033		682.690		13527.566		16226.500		0.046		17249.956		1624

						Total		17249.956		724.982		15816.891		18683.022		0.042		17249.956		1878

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		13.8%		1.5%		11.1%		16.9%		0.107		13.8%		254

						Living with at least one biological parent		86.2%		1.5%		83.1%		88.9%		0.017		100.0%		1624

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1878

		At least one par attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		1497.525		189.580		1122.784		1872.267		0.127		1497.525		146

						Living with at least one biological parent		5170.426		492.825		4196.263		6144.589		0.095		6667.951		481

						Total		6667.951		610.113		5461.946		7873.956		0.091		6667.951		627

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		22.5%		2.0%		18.8%		26.6%		0.089		22.5%		146

						Living with at least one biological parent		77.5%		2.0%		73.4%		81.2%		0.026		100.0%		481

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		627

				Youth		Child

		Not affected		9.9%		7.8%

		At least one grandparent		13.8%		7.8%

		At least one parent		22.5%		8.6%

		RSC4						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		1197.847		152.990		895.433		1500.262		0.128		1197.847		143

						Living with at least one biological parent		10877.339		492.643		9903.536		11851.142		0.045		12075.186		1116

						Total		12075.186		521.142		11045.048		13105.324		0.043		12075.186		1259

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		9.9%		1.2%		7.8%		12.5%		0.121		9.9%		143

						Living with at least one biological parent		90.1%		1.2%		87.5%		92.2%		0.013		100.0%		1116

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1259

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		2372.923		270.540		1838.149		2907.697		0.114		2372.923		254

						Living with at least one biological parent		14877.033		682.690		13527.566		16226.500		0.046		17249.956		1624

						Total		17249.956		724.982		15816.891		18683.022		0.042		17249.956		1878

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		13.8%		1.5%		11.1%		16.9%		0.107		13.8%		254

						Living with at least one biological parent		86.2%		1.5%		83.1%		88.9%		0.017		100.0%		1624

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1878

		At least one par attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		172.048		46.323		80.481		263.615		0.269		172.048		17

						Living with at least one biological parent		635.557		137.889		362.994		908.121		0.217		807.606		65

						Total		807.606		144.538		521.899		1093.312		0.179		807.606		82

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		21.3%		5.9%		11.9%		35.1%		0.275		21.3%		17

						Living with at least one biological parent		78.7%		5.9%		64.9%		88.1%		0.074		100.0%		65

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		82

		At least one gp AND par attended		Population Size		living with no biological parent		1325.477		191.860		946.229		1704.725		0.145		1325.477		129

						Living with at least one biological parent		4534.868		476.987		3592.012		5477.725		0.105		5860.346		416

						Total		5860.346		604.029		4666.365		7054.326		0.103		5860.346		545

				% of Total		living with no biological parent		22.6%		2.2%		18.6%		27.2%		0.096		22.6%		129

						Living with at least one biological parent		77.4%		2.2%		72.8%		81.4%		0.028		100.0%		416

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		545

		CHILD

		Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools																Lives with biological parent * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

		Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools								Lives with biological parent								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools
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						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%						Standard Error				4.8%		2.7%		5.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28.1%		8.6%		38.5%		100.0%

								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%								Upper		46.8%		19.4%		61.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				.129		0.207806891313687 E		.118		0.000

						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403						Unweighted Count				159		64		180		403

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				7.8%		8.6%		7.8%		7.9%

						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.5%		.7%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6.4%		6.2%		5.3%		6.5%
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						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483						Unweighted Count				2145		557		2781		5483

		Lives with biological parent

		Parent attended residential school								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		999.972		150.682		702.156		1297.788		0.151		999.972		76

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		14983.054		757.321		13486.239		16479.869		0.051		15983.027		1003

								Total		15983.027		782.462		14436.522		17529.532		0.049		15983.027		1079

						% of Total		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		6.3%		0.9%		4.7%		8.3%		0.146		6.3%		76						4.7%		8.3%

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		93.7%		0.9%		91.7%		95.3%		0.010		100.0%		1003						7.0%		12.4%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1079						5.83%		10.34%

				Female		Population Size		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		1450.783		230.916		994.387		1907.180		0.159		1450.783		83

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		14106.262		678.956		12764.333		15448.190		0.048		15557.045		983

								Total		15557.045		748.551		14077.564		17036.526		0.048		15557.045		1066

						% of Total		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		9.3%		1.3%		7.0%		12.4%		0.145		9.3%		83						7.0%		12.4%

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		90.7%		1.3%		87.6%		93.0%		0.015		100.0%		983						5.2%		11.4%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1066						6.07%		11.89%

		At least one gp attended residential school		Male		Population Size		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		1662.466		362.965		945.081		2379.852		0.218		1662.466		90

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		19864.645		926.270		18033.910		21695.380		0.047		21527.112		1322

								Total		21527.112		1028.827		19493.676		23560.547		0.048		21527.112		1412

						% of Total		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		7.7%		1.6%		5.2%		11.4%		0.202		7.7%		90

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		92.3%		1.6%		88.6%		94.8%		0.017		100.0%		1322

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1412

				Female		Population Size		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		1646.185		398.021		859.512		2432.858		0.242		1646.185		90

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		19460.467		879.593		17721.988		21198.946		0.045		21106.652		1279

								Total		21106.652		1049.620		19032.121		23181.183		0.050		21106.652		1369

						% of Total		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		7.8%		1.7%		5.0%		11.9%		0.217		7.8%		90

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		92.2%		1.7%		88.1%		95.0%		0.018		100.0%		1279

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1369

		At least one parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		438.457		121.518		198.281		678.632		0.277		438.457		28

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		4540.385		589.724		3374.820		5705.951		0.130		4978.842		240

								Total		4978.842		645.360		3703.315		6254.369		0.130		4978.842		268

						% of Total		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		8.8%		2.1%		5.5%		13.9%		0.235		8.8%		28				5.5%		13.9%

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		91.2%		2.1%		86.1%		94.5%		0.023		100.0%		240				6.2%		13.9%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		268				5.83%		13.86%

				Female		Population Size		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		426.540		88.684		251.260		601.820		0.208		426.540		36

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		4140.574		454.744		3241.791		5039.356		0.110		4567.113		228

								Total		4567.113		471.441		3635.329		5498.898		0.103		4567.113		264

						% of Total		Does not live with biological mother and/or father		9.3%		1.9%		6.2%		13.9%		0.205		9.3%		36

								Lives with biological mother and/or father		90.7%		1.9%		86.1%		93.8%		0.021		100.0%		228

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		264
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Youth sample:  Proportion living with at least one biological parent
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Youth sample: Proportion living with at least one biological parent



		Stress level in two groups

		RSC3								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		4499.053		299.213		3907.602		5090.505		0.067		4499.053		476

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		667.309		175.920		319.570		1015.048		0.264		5166.363		46

								Total		5166.363		326.997		4519.989		5812.736		0.063		5166.363		522

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		87.1%		3.2%		79.5%		92.1%		0.036		87.1%		476

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		12.9%		3.2%		7.9%		20.5%		0.244		100.0%		46

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		522

				15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		4785.530		275.423		4241.104		5329.956		0.058		4785.530		549

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		719.239		131.177		459.941		978.536		0.182		5504.768		78

								Total		5504.768		310.559		4890.889		6118.647		0.056		5504.768		627

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		86.9%		2.1%		82.1%		90.6%		0.025		86.9%		549

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		13.1%		2.1%		9.4%		17.9%		0.164		100.0%		78

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		627										Male		Female		12 to 14		15 to 17

		At least one gp attended		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		6040.590		373.201		5302.887		6778.293		0.062		6040.590		654								Not affected		7.5%		19.7%		12.9%		13.1%

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		573.394		94.974		385.660		761.127		0.166		6613.984		85								At least one grandparent		10.7%		17.0%		8.7%		17.8%

								Total		6613.984		385.898		5851.183		7376.785		0.058		6613.984		739								At least one parent		16.2%		33.5%		17.5%		29.1%

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		91.3%		1.4%		88.1%		93.7%		0.015		91.3%		654

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		8.7%		1.4%		6.3%		11.9%		0.161		100.0%		85

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		739

				15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		7293.576		384.990		6532.568		8054.584		0.053		7293.576		856

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		1581.878		139.811		1305.515		1858.242		0.088		8875.454		187

								Total		8875.454		409.804		8065.399		9685.509		0.046		8875.454		1043

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		82.2%		1.5%		79.0%		85.0%		0.018		82.2%		856

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		17.8%		1.5%		15.0%		21.0%		0.085		100.0%		187

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1043

		At least one par attended		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2012.303		227.849		1561.915		2462.691		0.113		2012.303		186

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		427.534		81.339		266.752		588.315		0.190		2439.837		36

								Total		2439.837		243.960		1957.603		2922.070		0.100		2439.837		222

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		82.5%		3.2%		75.3%		87.9%		0.038		82.5%		186

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		17.5%		3.2%		12.1%		24.7%		0.180		100.0%		36

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		222

				15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2717.578		246.526		2230.273		3204.884		0.091		2717.578		272

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		1114.303		300.023		521.251		1707.355		0.269		3831.881		84

								Total		3831.881		410.652		3020.148		4643.615		0.107		3831.881		356

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		70.9%		5.6%		58.7%		80.7%		0.080		70.9%		272

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		29.1%		5.6%		19.3%		41.3%		0.194		100.0%		84

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		356

		Stress level in two groups

		RSC3								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Male		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		5401.458		312.996		4782.762		6020.154		0.058		5401.458		541

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		435.657		133.702		171.369		699.945		0.307		5837.115		46

								Total		5837.115		333.118		5178.644		6495.586		0.057		5837.115		587

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		92.5%		2.2%		86.9%		95.9%		0.024		92.5%		541

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		7.5%		2.2%		4.1%		13.1%		0.292		100.0%		46

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		587

				Female		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		3883.125		293.406		3303.151		4463.099		0.076		3883.125		484

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		950.891		134.768		684.497		1217.286		0.142		4834.016		78

								Total		4834.016		329.902		4181.902		5486.130		0.068		4834.016		562

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		80.3%		2.5%		75.0%		84.8%		0.031		80.3%		484

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		19.7%		2.5%		15.2%		25.0%		0.126		100.0%		78

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		562

		At least one gp attended		Male		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		6748.189		322.914		6109.887		7386.491		0.048		6748.189		754

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		807.961		104.314		601.765		1014.157		0.129		7556.150		90

								Total		7556.150		330.667		6902.524		8209.776		0.044		7556.150		844

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		89.3%		1.4%		86.3%		91.7%		0.015		89.3%		754

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		10.7%		1.4%		8.3%		13.7%		0.126		100.0%		90

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		844

				Female		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		6585.977		331.480		5930.742		7241.211		0.050		6585.977		756

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		1347.311		119.280		1111.531		1583.091		0.089		7933.287		182

								Total		7933.287		365.974		7209.869		8656.706		0.046		7933.287		938

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		83.0%		1.4%		80.2%		85.5%		0.016		83.0%		756

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		17.0%		1.4%		14.5%		19.8%		0.080		100.0%		182

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		938

		At least one par attended		Male		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2702.594		274.964		2159.075		3246.113		0.102		2702.594		241

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		521.023		149.261		225.981		816.065		0.286		3223.617		42

								Total		3223.617		351.497		2528.817		3918.418		0.109		3223.617		283

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		83.8%		3.7%		75.2%		89.9%		0.044		83.8%		241

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		16.2%		3.7%		10.1%		24.8%		0.228		100.0%		42

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		283

				Female		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2027.287		213.549		1605.167		2449.407		0.105		2027.287		217

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		1020.814		210.801		604.125		1437.502		0.207		3048.100		78

								Total		3048.100		292.269		2470.375		3625.826		0.096		3048.100		295

						% of Total		A bit stressful or less		66.5%		5.3%		55.4%		76.0%		0.079		66.5%		217

								Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		33.5%		5.3%		24.0%		44.6%		0.157		100.0%		78

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		295

		Stress level in two groups

		RSC3										Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

																Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Male		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2646.333		261.363		2129.699		3162.968		0.099		2646.333		253

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

										Total		2936.023		284.845		2372.972		3499.073		0.097		2936.023		276

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		90.1%		4.1%		78.5%		95.8%		0.046		90.1%		253

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		276

						15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2755.124		201.402		2357.015		3153.234		0.073		2755.124		288

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		145.968		31.383		83.933		208.003		0.215		2901.092		23

										Total		2901.092		203.157		2499.513		3302.671		0.070		2901.092		311

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		95.0%		1.1%		92.3%		96.7%		0.012		95.0%		288

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		5.0%		1.1%		3.3%		7.7%		0.217		100.0%		23

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		311

				Female		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		1852.720		220.435		1416.988		2288.451		0.119		1852.720		223

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		377.620		116.057		148.212		607.029		0.307		2230.340		23

										Total		2230.340		255.931		1724.443		2736.237		0.115		2230.340		246

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		83.1%		4.5%		72.2%		90.3%		0.055		83.1%		223

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		16.9%		4.5%		9.7%		27.8%		0.267		100.0%		23

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		246

						15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2030.405		133.834		1765.857		2294.954		0.066		2030.405		261

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		573.271		127.604		321.036		825.505		0.223		2603.676		55

										Total		2603.676		182.441		2243.046		2964.306		0.070		2603.676		316

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		78.0%		4.0%		69.0%		84.9%		0.051		78.0%		261

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		22.0%		4.0%		15.1%		31.0%		0.182		100.0%		55

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		316

		At least one gp attended		Male		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		2984.312		256.063		2478.154		3490.470		0.086		2984.312		316

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		217.241		52.526		113.413		321.068		0.242		3201.553		26

										Total		3201.553		262.915		2681.851		3721.254		0.082		3201.553		342

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		93.2%		1.6%		89.3%		95.8%		0.017		93.2%		316

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		6.8%		1.6%		4.2%		10.7%		0.237		100.0%		26

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		342

						15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		3763.877		266.789		3236.518		4291.237		0.071		3763.877		438

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		590.721		88.299		416.181		765.260		0.149		4354.598		64

										Total		4354.598		273.740		3813.499		4895.697		0.063		4354.598		502

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		86.4%		2.0%		82.0%		89.9%		0.023		86.4%		438

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		13.6%		2.0%		10.1%		18.0%		0.148		100.0%		64

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		502

				Female		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		3056.278		224.029		2613.442		3499.114		0.073		3056.278		338

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		356.153		64.028		229.590		482.717		0.180		3412.431		59

										Total		3412.431		231.975		2953.889		3870.974		0.068		3412.431		397

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		89.6%		1.8%		85.4%		92.7%		0.020		89.6%		338

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		10.4%		1.8%		7.3%		14.6%		0.175		100.0%		59

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		397

						15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		3529.699		268.399		2999.156		4060.242		0.076		3529.699		418

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		991.158		113.550		766.704		1215.611		0.115		4520.856		123

										Total		4520.856		299.321		3929.190		5112.522		0.066		4520.856		541

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		78.1%		2.3%		73.3%		82.2%		0.029		78.1%		418

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		21.9%		2.3%		17.8%		26.7%		0.104		100.0%		123

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		541

		At least one par attended		Male		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		1101.063		171.668		761.729		1440.398		0.156		1101.063		98

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

										Total		1189.645		177.199		839.377		1539.914		0.149		1189.645		108

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		92.6%		3.1%		83.8%		96.8%		0.033		92.6%		98

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		108

						15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		1601.531		193.725		1218.596		1984.466		0.121		1601.531		143

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

										Total		2033.972		259.346		1521.325		2546.619		0.128		2033.972		175

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		78.7%		5.6%		65.6%		87.8%		0.072		78.7%		143

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		21.3%		5.6%		12.2%		34.4%		0.265		100.0%		32

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		175

				Female		12-14 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		911.240		132.334		649.657		1172.823		0.145		911.240		88

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		338.951		75.258		190.189		487.714		0.222		1250.191		26

										Total		1250.191		144.863		963.842		1536.540		0.116		1250.191		114

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		72.9%		5.5%		60.8%		82.3%		0.075		72.9%		88

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		27.1%		5.5%		17.7%		39.2%		0.203		100.0%		26

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		114

						15-17 Years		Population Size		A bit stressful or less		1116.047		152.907		813.796		1418.298		0.137		1116.047		129

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		681.862		198.872		288.754		1074.970		0.292		1797.909		52

										Total		1797.909		222.848		1357.407		2238.411		0.124		1797.909		181

								% of Total		A bit stressful or less		62.1%		8.2%		45.1%		76.5%		0.132		62.1%		129

										Quiet a bit stressful OR extremely stressful		37.9%		8.2%		23.5%		54.9%		0.216		100.0%		52

										Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		181





		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Youth sample: Proportion who felt "Quite a bit" or "Extremely" stressed most days



		Felt like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health in past year

		Total sample (regardless of residential school attendance)		Did not attended and parent/grandparents did not attend		Attended and/or at least one parent and/or grandparent attended		At least one parent and/or grandparent attended (when excluding those who attended)

		26.7%		18.5%		29.6%

		RSfam1 * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSfam1								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS And/Or self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				70.4%		29.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		68.0%		27.3%		100.0%

								Upper		72.7%		32.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.040		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5114		2241		7355

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				71.3%		82.2%		74.2%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.1%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		68.6%		79.8%		71.9%

								Upper		73.7%		84.3%		76.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.018		.014		.015

						Unweighted Count				5114		2241		7355

		No parent/grdparent/self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				81.5%		18.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		79.3%		16.4%		100.0%

								Upper		83.6%		20.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.058		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				28.7%		17.8%		25.8%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.1%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.3%		15.7%		23.7%

								Upper		31.4%		20.2%		28.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.063		.044

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

		Total		% within RSfam1		Estimate				73.3%		26.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.2%		24.8%		100.0%

								Upper		75.2%		28.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7539		2848		10387

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				7539		2848		10387

		RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent(Mother and/or Father) attended RS		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				68.7%		31.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		65.9%		28.7%		100.0%

								Upper		71.3%		34.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.043		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2428		1090		3518

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				40.9%		52.1%		43.8%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.9%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		38.5%		48.4%		41.4%

								Upper		43.4%		55.8%		46.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.036		.028

						Unweighted Count				2428		1090		3518

		No parent attended RS		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				77.5%		22.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		75.4%		20.5%		100.0%

								Upper		79.5%		24.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.047		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3598		1097		4695

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				59.1%		47.9%		56.2%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.9%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		56.6%		44.2%		53.7%

								Upper		61.5%		51.6%		58.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.039		.022

						Unweighted Count				3598		1097		4695

		Total		% within RSparent2 - Parent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				73.7%		26.3%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.6%		24.4%		100.0%

								Upper		75.6%		28.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6026		2187		8213

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6026		2187		8213

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school * In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

		RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school								In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				69.9%		30.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		67.5%		27.7%		100.0%

								Upper		72.3%		32.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.017		.040		0.000

						Unweighted Count				3372		1498		4870

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				65.3%		78.2%		68.7%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		62.6%		75.6%		66.4%

								Upper		68.0%		80.5%		71.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.021		.016		.017

						Unweighted Count				3372		1498		4870

		No parent/grdparent attended RS		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				81.5%		18.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.1%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		79.3%		16.4%		100.0%

								Upper		83.6%		20.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.058		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				34.7%		21.8%		31.3%

						Standard Error				1.4%		1.2%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		32.0%		19.5%		29.0%

								Upper		37.4%		24.4%		33.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.040		.057		.038

						Unweighted Count				2425		607		3032

		Total		% within RSpargp2 - Parent or Grandparent Attended Residential School for those who did not attended residential school		Estimate				73.5%		26.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.0%		1.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		71.5%		24.5%		100.0%

								Upper		75.5%		28.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.038		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5797		2105		7902

				% within In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5797		2105		7902





		



In the past 12 months, did you feel like you needed to see or talk on the telephone to anyone about your emotional or mental health?



		RSfam1 * Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one

		RSfam1								Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one

										No		Yes		Total

		At least one parent And/Or grandparent attended RS And/Or self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				64.5%		35.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		62.7%		33.6%		100.0%

								Upper		66.4%		37.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.014		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				5021		2755		7776

				% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				75.8%		72.0%		74.4%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.4%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		73.4%		69.1%		72.1%

								Upper		78.0%		74.7%		76.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.016		.020		.015

						Unweighted Count				5021		2755		7776

		No parent/grdparent/self attended RS		% within RSfam1		Estimate				59.9%		40.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.3%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		57.2%		37.5%		100.0%

								Upper		62.5%		42.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.022		.033		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1971		1185		3156

				% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				24.2%		28.0%		25.6%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.4%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.0%		25.3%		23.5%

								Upper		26.6%		30.9%		27.9%

						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.050		.044

						Unweighted Count				1971		1185		3156

		Total		% within RSfam1		Estimate				63.4%		36.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		61.7%		35.0%		100.0%

								Upper		65.0%		38.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.013		.023		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6992		3940		10932

				% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				6992		3940		10932

		Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one

						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

										Lower		Upper

		Population Size		No		22226.626		742.879		20758.182		23695.070		0.033		22226.626		2270

				Yes		12396.277		572.495		11264.630		13527.924		0.046		34622.903		1397

				Total		34622.903		1026.834		32593.169		36652.637		0.030		34622.903		3667

		% of Total		No		64.2%		1.2%		61.8%		66.5%		0.018		64.2%		2270

				Yes		35.8%		1.2%		33.5%		38.2%		0.033		100.0%		1397

				Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		3667

		Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one * At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school

		Youth Age Group										At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school

												No parent or grandparent attended		At least one parent or grandparent attended		Total

		12-14 Years		No		Population Size		Estimate				3732.889		6589.311		10322.200

								Standard Error				283.537		421.198		465.684								12 to 14		15 to 17

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		3172.458		5756.782		9401.740						Not affected		64.2%

										Upper		4293.321		7421.840		11242.660						At least one parent or grandparent		63.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.076		.064		.045

								Unweighted Count				329		666		995

						% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				36.2%		63.8%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.5%		2.5%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.4%		58.8%		100.0%

										Upper		41.2%		68.6%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.069		.039		0.000

								Unweighted Count				329		666		995

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				64.2%		63.0%		63.4%

								Standard Error				2.7%		2.7%		1.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		58.6%		57.6%		59.6%

										Upper		69.4%		68.1%		67.1%

								Coefficient of Variation				.043		.042		.030

								Unweighted Count				329		666		995

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2085.542		3872.440		5957.982

								Standard Error				212.956		352.616		411.812

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1664.618		3175.469		5144.005

										Upper		2506.466		4569.412		6771.960

								Coefficient of Variation				.102		.091		.069

								Unweighted Count				236		421		657

						% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				35.0%		65.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				3.1%		3.1%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		29.1%		58.6%		100.0%

										Upper		41.4%		70.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.089		.048		0.000

								Unweighted Count				236		421		657

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				35.8%		37.0%		36.6%

								Standard Error				2.7%		2.7%		1.9%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.6%		31.9%		32.9%

										Upper		41.4%		42.4%		40.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				.076		.072		.052

								Unweighted Count				236		421		657

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				5818.432		10461.751		16280.183

								Standard Error				376.787		535.900		629.736

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5073.684		9402.505		15035.461

										Upper		6563.180		11520.997		17524.904

								Coefficient of Variation				.065		.051		.039

								Unweighted Count				565		1087		1652

						% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				35.7%		64.3%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.9%		60.3%		100.0%

										Upper		39.7%		68.1%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.055		.031		0.000

								Unweighted Count				565		1087		1652

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				565		1087		1652

		15-17 Years		No		Population Size		Estimate				3407.407		9777.209		13184.616

								Standard Error				290.794		537.216		600.135

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2832.631		8715.361		11998.404

										Upper		3982.184		10839.057		14370.829

								Coefficient of Variation				.085		.055		.046

								Unweighted Count				373		1050		1423

						% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				25.8%		74.2%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.0%		2.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		22.1%		70.1%		100.0%

										Upper		29.9%		77.9%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.077		.027		0.000

								Unweighted Count				373		1050		1423

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				57.3%		68.0%		64.9%

								Standard Error				2.5%		1.6%		1.3%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		52.2%		64.8%		62.2%

										Upper		62.2%		71.1%		67.4%

								Coefficient of Variation				.044		.024		.020

								Unweighted Count				373		1050		1423

				Yes		Population Size		Estimate				2542.504		4594.460		7136.963

								Standard Error				166.064		311.531		357.524

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2214.267		3978.695		6430.289

										Upper		2870.741		5210.224		7843.637

								Coefficient of Variation				.065		.068		.050

								Unweighted Count				293		538		831

						% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				35.6%		64.4%		100.0%

								Standard Error				2.1%		2.1%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.5%		60.1%		100.0%

										Upper		39.9%		68.5%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.060		.033		0.000

								Unweighted Count				293		538		831

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				42.7%		32.0%		35.1%

								Standard Error				2.5%		1.6%		1.3%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		37.8%		28.9%		32.6%

										Upper		47.8%		35.2%		37.8%

								Coefficient of Variation				.059		.050		.037

								Unweighted Count				293		538		831

				Total		Population Size		Estimate				5949.911		14371.668		20321.579

								Standard Error				346.060		694.857		779.462

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5265.898		12998.231		18780.913

										Upper		6633.924		15745.106		21862.245

								Coefficient of Variation				.058		.048		.038

								Unweighted Count				666		1588		2254

						% within Who have you seen or talked on the telephone to about your emotional or mental health? No one		Estimate				29.3%		70.7%		100.0%

								Standard Error				1.6%		1.6%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.3%		67.5%		100.0%

										Upper		32.5%		73.7%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				.053		.022		0.000

								Unweighted Count				666		1588		2254

						% within At least one parent or grandparent attended residential school		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

								95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

										Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000

								Unweighted Count				666		1588		2254





		Understand FN language in two groups of total population

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		11050.026		511.233		10039.477		12060.576		0.046		11050.026		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		1190.863		125.060		943.658		1438.068		0.105		12240.889		163

						Total		12240.889		532.913		11187.484		13294.294		0.044		12240.889		1275

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		90.3%		1.0%		88.1%		92.1%		0.011		90.3%		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		9.7%		1.0%		7.9%		11.9%		0.101		100.0%		163

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1275

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		15384.683		724.277		13953.009		16816.356		0.047		15384.683		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		1888.738		183.484		1526.047		2251.429		0.097		17273.421		227

						Total		17273.421		728.027		15834.335		18712.506		0.042		17273.421		1883

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		89.1%		1.1%		86.7%		91.0%		0.012		89.1%		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		10.9%		1.1%		9.0%		13.3%		0.100		100.0%		227

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1883

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		5748.155		627.958		4506.875		6989.435		0.109		5748.155		543

						Intermediate or fluent		979.395		121.387		739.450		1219.341		0.124		6727.550		90

						Total		6727.550		615.699		5510.503		7944.597		0.092		6727.550		633

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		85.4%		2.2%		80.4%		89.3%		0.026		85.4%		543

						Intermediate or fluent		14.6%		2.2%		10.7%		19.6%		0.154		100.0%		90

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		633

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		11267.207		508.889		10261.291		12273.123		0.045		11267.207		1130

						Intermediate or fluent		900.490		95.375		711.963		1089.017		0.106		12167.697		139

						Total		12167.697		528.636		11122.747		13212.648		0.043		12167.697		1269

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		92.6%		0.8%		91.0%		94.0%		0.008		92.6%		1130

						Intermediate or fluent		7.4%		0.8%		6.0%		9.0%		0.102		100.0%		139

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1269

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		15555.817		722.659		14127.342		16984.291		0.046		15555.817		1672

						Intermediate or fluent		1725.931		175.236		1379.543		2072.320		0.102		17281.748		212

						Total		17281.748		728.992		15840.755		18722.741		0.042		17281.748		1884

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		90.0%		1.0%		87.8%		91.9%		0.012		90.0%		1672

						Intermediate or fluent		10.0%		1.0%		8.1%		12.2%		0.104		100.0%		212

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1884

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		5759.136		624.675		4524.346		6993.926		0.108		5759.136		546

						Intermediate or fluent		919.961		121.947		678.910		1161.013		0.133		6679.097		81

						Total		6679.097		615.062		5463.310		7894.885		0.092		6679.097		627

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		86.2%		2.2%		81.3%		90.0%		0.026		86.2%		546

						Intermediate or fluent		13.8%		2.2%		10.0%		18.7%		0.160		100.0%		81

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		627

				Understand		Speak

		No parent(s) attended		9.7%		7.4%

		At least one grandparent attended		10.9%		10.0%

		At least one parent		14.6%		13.8%

		RSC4						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		11050.026		511.233		10039.477		12060.576		0.046		11050.026		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		1190.863		125.060		943.658		1438.068		0.105		12240.889		163

						Total		12240.889		532.913		11187.484		13294.294		0.044		12240.889		1275

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		90.3%		1.0%		88.1%		92.1%		0.011		90.3%		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		9.7%		1.0%		7.9%		11.9%		0.101		100.0%		163

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1275

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		15384.683		724.277		13953.009		16816.356		0.047		15384.683		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		1888.738		183.484		1526.047		2251.429		0.097		17273.421		227

						Total		17273.421		728.027		15834.335		18712.506		0.042		17273.421		1883

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		89.1%		1.1%		86.7%		91.0%		0.012		89.1%		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		10.9%		1.1%		9.0%		13.3%		0.100		100.0%		227

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1883

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		653.495		100.385		455.065		851.926		0.154		653.495		67

						Intermediate or fluent		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

						Total		829.776		143.822		545.484		1114.069		0.173		829.776		84

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		78.8%		6.5%		63.4%		88.8%		0.082		78.8%		67

						Intermediate or fluent		21.2%		6.5%		11.2%		36.6%		0.304		100.0%		17

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		84

		At least one gp AND par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		5094.660		620.913		3867.305		6322.014		0.122		5094.660		476

						Intermediate or fluent		803.114		98.812		607.794		998.434		0.123		5897.773		73

						Total		5897.773		604.005		4703.842		7091.705		0.102		5897.773		549

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		86.4%		2.3%		81.2%		90.3%		0.026		86.4%		476

						Intermediate or fluent		13.6%		2.3%		9.7%		18.8%		0.167		100.0%		73

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		549





		



Understand

Speak

Youth sample:  Proportion who can  understand and/or 
speak  their First Natiosn language at an Intermediate or Fluent level



		Did the child's mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy? (categories)

		Parent attended residential school								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		14727.118		760.955		13223.121		16231.114		0.052		14727.118		1000

								Yes (various other options)		785.936		122.822		543.184		1028.688		0.156		15513.054		50

								Total		15513.054		760.135		14010.677		17015.431		0.049		15513.054		1050

						% of Total		No, did not drink at all		94.9%		0.8%		93.1%		96.3%		0.009		94.9%		1000

								Yes (various other options)		5.1%		0.8%		3.7%		6.9%		0.160		100.0%		50

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1050

				Female		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		13982.490		724.033		12551.469		15413.511		0.052		13982.490		974

								Yes (various other options)		819.464		124.133		574.120		1064.807		0.151		14801.953		47

								Total		14801.953		743.616		13332.226		16271.681		0.050		14801.953		1021

						% of Total		No, did not drink at all		94.5%		0.8%		92.6%		95.9%		0.009		94.5%		974

								Yes (various other options)		5.5%		0.8%		4.1%		7.4%		0.148		100.0%		47

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1021

		At least one gp attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		19134.222		907.742		17340.106		20928.337		0.047		19134.222		1306

								Yes (various other options)		1610.176		339.255		939.653		2280.699		0.211		20744.397		65

								Total		20744.397		982.430		18802.665		22686.130		0.047		20744.397		1371

						% of Total		No, did not drink at all		92.2%		1.5%		88.6%		94.8%		0.017		92.2%		1306

								Yes (various other options)		7.8%		1.5%		5.2%		11.4%		0.197		100.0%		65		7.1%		1.1%		5.2%		9.8%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1371

				Female		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		19118.267		917.473		17304.920		20931.615		0.048		19118.267		1253

								Yes (various other options)		1319.830		177.469		969.070		1670.591		0.134		20438.098		75

								Total		20438.098		991.147		18479.135		22397.060		0.048		20438.098		1328

						% of Total		No, did not drink at all		93.5%		0.8%		91.9%		94.9%		0.008		93.5%		1253

								Yes (various other options)		6.5%		0.8%		5.1%		8.1%		0.119		100.0%		75

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1328

		At least one parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		4272.779		561.042		3163.901		5381.656		0.131		4272.779		228

								Yes (various other options)		434.192		121.054		194.934		673.449		0.279		4706.970		26

								Total		4706.970		603.318		3514.538		5899.403		0.128		4706.970		254

						% of Total		No, did not drink at all		90.8%		2.3%		85.1%		94.4%		0.025		90.8%		228

								Yes (various other options)		9.2%		2.3%		5.6%		14.9%		0.251		100.0%		26		10.5%		2.4%		6.7%		16.3%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		254

				Female		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		3823.968		463.074		2908.722		4739.215		0.121		3823.968		215

								Yes (various other options)		514.683		97.190		322.591		706.775		0.189		4338.652		30

								Total		4338.652		460.228		3429.029		5248.274		0.106		4338.652		245

						% of Total		No, did not drink at all		88.1%		2.5%		82.3%		92.2%		0.028		88.1%		215

								Yes (various other options)		11.9%		2.5%		7.8%		17.7%		0.209		100.0%		30

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		245

		Did the child's mother smoke during the pregnancy? (categories)

		Parent attended residential school								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		10936.957		662.089		9628.365		12245.550		0.061		10936.957		735

								Yes (various other options)		4838.330		385.228		4076.942		5599.717		0.080		15775.287		326

								Total		15775.287		773.285		14246.921		17303.653		0.049		15775.287		1061

						% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		69.3%		2.1%		65.0%		73.3%		0.030		69.3%		735

								Yes (various other options)		30.7%		2.1%		26.7%		35.0%		0.069		100.0%		326

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1061

				Female		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		9888.061		584.161		8733.491		11042.631		0.059		9888.061		687

								Yes (various other options)		5132.511		384.418		4372.724		5892.298		0.075		15020.572		346

								Total		15020.572		741.077		13555.863		16485.281		0.049		15020.572		1033

						% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		65.8%		2.0%		61.8%		69.7%		0.030		65.8%		687

								Yes (various other options)		34.2%		2.0%		30.3%		38.2%		0.059		100.0%		346

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1033

		At least one gp attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		12588.071		640.341		11322.463		13853.679		0.051		12588.071		877

								Yes (various other options)		8403.238		783.500		6854.683		9951.794		0.093		20991.309		494

								Total		20991.309		1026.184		18963.099		23019.520		0.049		20991.309		1371

						% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		60.0%		2.5%		54.9%		64.8%		0.042		60.0%		877

								Yes (various other options)		40.0%		2.5%		35.2%		45.1%		0.063		100.0%		494

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1371

				Female		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		12965.911		664.697		11652.165		14279.657		0.051		12965.911		860

								Yes (various other options)		7308.404		584.100		6153.954		8462.854		0.080		20274.315		467

								Total		20274.315		975.843		18345.601		22203.029		0.048		20274.315		1327

						% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		64.0%		2.0%		60.0%		67.7%		0.031		64.0%		860

								Yes (various other options)		36.0%		2.0%		32.3%		40.0%		0.054		100.0%		467

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1327

		At least one parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		2383.809		343.021		1705.843		3061.776		0.144		2383.809		160

								Yes (various other options)		2103.880		376.060		1360.612		2847.148		0.179		4487.689		87

								Total		4487.689		586.719		3328.064		5647.315		0.131		4487.689		247

						% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		53.1%		4.7%		43.8%		62.2%		0.089		53.1%		160

								Yes (various other options)		46.9%		4.7%		37.8%		56.2%		0.100		100.0%		87

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		247

				Female		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		2320.653		229.282		1867.486		2773.819		0.099		2320.653		146

								Yes (various other options)		1960.316		374.188		1220.748		2699.883		0.191		4280.969		99

								Total		4280.969		456.306		3379.098		5182.839		0.107		4280.969		245

						% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		54.2%		5.1%		44.0%		64.0%		0.095		54.2%		146

								Yes (various other options)		45.8%		5.1%		36.0%		56.0%		0.112		100.0%		99										Alcohol		Smoking

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		245								Not affected		94.7%		67.6%

																														At least one grandparent		92.9%		61.9%

		Did the child's mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy? (categories)																												At least one parent		89.4%		52.1%

		Parent attended residential school						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		28709.608		1320.278		26100.132		31319.084		0.046		28709.608		1974

						Yes (various other options)		1605.399		166.757		1275.810		1934.988		0.104		30315.007		97

						Total		30315.007		1353.107		27640.647		32989.367		0.045		30315.007		2071

				% of Total		No, did not drink at all		94.7%		0.5%		93.5%		95.7%		0.006		94.7%		1974

						Yes (various other options)		5.3%		0.5%		4.3%		6.5%		0.102		100.0%		97

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2071

		At least one gp attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		38252.489		1650.659		34990.029		41514.949		0.043		38252.489		2559

						Yes (various other options)		2930.006		422.238		2095.470		3764.543		0.144		41182.495		140

						Total		41182.495		1815.099		37595.025		44769.965		0.044		41182.495		2699

				% of Total		No, did not drink at all		92.9%		0.9%		90.9%		94.5%		0.010		92.9%		2559

						Yes (various other options)		7.1%		0.9%		5.5%		9.1%		0.128		100.0%		140

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2699

		At least one parent attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		660.346		111.709		439.557		881.135		0.169		660.346		56

						Yes (various other options)		166.147		42.173		82.794		249.500		0.254		826.493		14

						Total		826.493		123.263		582.868		1070.118		0.149		826.493		70

				% of Total		No, did not drink at all		79.9%		4.7%		69.1%		87.6%		0.058		79.9%		56

						Yes (various other options)		20.1%		4.7%		12.4%		30.9%		0.232		100.0%		14

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		70

		At least one parent & gp attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not drink at all		7436.401		891.799		5673.797		9199.005		0.120		7436.401		387

						Yes (various other options)		782.728		158.300		469.854		1095.602		0.202		8219.129		42

						Total		8219.129		914.686		6411.288		10026.970		0.111		8219.129		429

				% of Total		No, did not drink at all		90.5%		2.0%		85.8%		93.7%		0.022		90.5%		387

						Yes (various other options)		9.5%		2.0%		6.3%		14.2%		0.207		100.0%		42

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		429

		Did the child's mother smoke during the pregnancy? (categories)

		Parent attended residential school						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		20825.018		1061.580		18726.849		22923.187		0.051		20825.018		1422

						Yes (various other options)		9970.841		665.370		8655.765		11285.917		0.067		30795.859		672

						Total		30795.859		1359.425		28109.010		33482.709		0.044		30795.859		2094

				% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		67.6%		1.7%		64.3%		70.8%		0.024		67.6%		1422

						Yes (various other options)		32.4%		1.7%		29.2%		35.7%		0.051		100.0%		672

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2094

		At least one gp attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		25553.982		1142.792		23295.299		27812.665		0.045		25553.982		1737

						Yes (various other options)		15711.643		1237.410		13265.951		18157.334		0.079		41265.624		961

						Total		41265.624		1839.265		37630.391		44900.858		0.045		41265.624		2698

				% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		61.9%		2.0%		58.0%		65.7%		0.031		61.9%		1737

						Yes (various other options)		38.1%		2.0%		34.3%		42.0%		0.051		100.0%		961

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2698

		At least one parent attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		422.441		82.671		259.045		585.837		0.196		422.441		38

						Yes (various other options)		396.591		82.276		233.977		559.206		0.207		819.032		32

						Total		819.032		119.744		582.363		1055.701		0.146		819.032		70

				% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		51.6%		6.9%		38.1%		64.8%		0.134		51.6%		38

						Yes (various other options)		48.4%		6.9%		35.2%		61.9%		0.143		100.0%		32

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		70

		At least one parent & gp attended residential school		Population Size		No, did not smoke at all		4282.022		445.489		3401.530		5162.513		0.104		4282.022		268

						Yes (various other options)		3667.604		620.711		2440.795		4894.414		0.169		7949.626		154

						Total		7949.626		892.414		6185.806		9713.446		0.112		7949.626		422

				% of Total		No, did not smoke at all		53.9%		4.0%		45.9%		61.6%		0.074		53.9%		268

						Yes (various other options)		46.1%		4.0%		38.4%		54.1%		0.087		100.0%		154

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		422

		Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?  * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

		Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

										No parent/grandparent attended		At least one parent attended residential school (grandparents may have attended)		At least one grandparent attended residential school (no parents attended)		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				28709.608		8521.400		38252.489		75483.497

						Standard Error				1333.305		953.820		1674.528		2443.830

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26074.686		6636.431		34943.230		70653.920

								Upper		31344.529		10406.370		41561.748		80313.075

						Coefficient of Variation				.046		.112		.044		.032

						Unweighted Count				1974		466		2559		4999

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				38.0%		11.3%		50.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.1%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.7%		9.4%		47.8%		100.0%

								Upper		41.4%		13.5%		53.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.093		.029		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1974		466		2559		4999

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				94.7%		89.4%		92.9%		93.2%

						Standard Error				.6%		2.0%		.9%		.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		93.5%		84.7%		90.9%		92.0%

								Upper		95.7%		92.7%		94.5%		94.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.006		.022		.010		.006

						Unweighted Count				1974		466		2559		4999

		Yes, Less than once a month		Population Size		Estimate				827.265		687.651		2273.477		3788.393

						Standard Error				114.743		147.332		408.523		456.528

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		600.506		396.489		1466.140		2886.187

								Upper		1054.024		978.814		3080.813		4690.599

						Coefficient of Variation				.139		0.214254002280941 E		0.179690821794069 E		.121

						Unweighted Count				52		33		92		177

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				21.8%		18.2%		60.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.5%		3.7%		5.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.7%		12.0%		49.5%		100.0%

								Upper		29.5%		26.5%		69.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.159		0.201539011419021 E		.086		0.000

						Unweighted Count				52		33		92		177

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				2.7%		7.2%		5.5%		4.7%

						Standard Error				.4%		1.6%		.9%		.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.1%		4.7%		4.0%		3.8%

								Upper		3.6%		11.0%		7.6%		5.8%

						Coefficient of Variation				.141		0.217120121742582 E		.165		.108

						Unweighted Count				52		33		92		177

		Yes, Once a month		Population Size		Estimate				270.229		30.571		423.755		724.556

						Standard Error				70.612		15.079		90.377		114.725

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		130.683		.771		245.150		497.832

								Upper		409.776		60.371		602.361		951.279

						Coefficient of Variation				0.261304848889922 E		F		0.213275509618831 E		.158

						Unweighted Count				15		F		28		47

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				37.3%		4.2%		58.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				7.8%		2.1%		7.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		23.6%		1.6%		42.6%		100.0%

								Upper		53.4%		11.0%		72.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.208665673258991 E		F		.134		0.000

						Unweighted Count				15		F		28		47

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				.9%		.3%		1.0%		.9%

						Standard Error				.2%		.2%		.2%		.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.5%		.1%		.7%		.7%

								Upper		1.5%		.9%		1.5%		1.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.263472820461485 E		F		0.206198715899115 E		.156

						Unweighted Count				15		F		28		47

		Yes, 2 to 3 times a month		Population Size		Estimate				406.919		228.249		118.097		753.265

						Standard Error				117.789		79.454		37.112		133.456

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		174.140		71.230		44.754		489.525

								Upper		639.698		385.269		191.439		1017.005

						Coefficient of Variation				0.289466530008715 E		F		0.314254741245501 E		0.177169717749459 E

						Unweighted Count				22		13		10		45

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				54.0%		30.3%		15.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				10.5%		9.7%		4.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		33.8%		15.0%		8.3%		100.0%

								Upper		73.0%		51.8%		27.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.19377441412067 E		0.318617992331442 E		0.30963016521265 E		0.000

						Unweighted Count				22		13		10		45

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				1.3%		2.4%		.3%		.9%

						Standard Error				.4%		.8%		.1%		.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.8%		1.2%		.2%		.6%

								Upper		2.3%		4.6%		.5%		1.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.283016862023148 E		F		0.314210801531369 E		0.182675273282605 E

						Unweighted Count				22		13		10		45

		Yes, Once a week		Population Size		Estimate				55.325		4.832		36.838		96.994

						Standard Error				34.772		4.303		22.584		41.358

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		-13.392		-3.672		-7.793		15.262

								Upper		124.043		13.336		81.468		178.727

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		9

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				57.0%		5.0%		38.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				20.3%		4.9%		20.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		20.6%		.7%		10.2%		100.0%

								Upper		87.2%		28.6%		76.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		0.000

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		9

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				.2%		.1%		.1%		.1%

						Standard Error				.1%		.0%		.1%		.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.1%		.0%		.0%		.1%

								Upper		.6%		.3%		.3%		.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		9

		Yes, 2 to 3 times a week		Population Size		Estimate				15.810		10.960		26.774		53.545

						Standard Error				15.319		7.045		18.129		24.758

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		-14.464		-2.961		-9.054		4.617

								Upper		46.084		24.882		62.602		102.473

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		5

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				29.5%		20.5%		50.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				22.8%		13.8%		23.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		4.6%		4.6%		13.9%		100.0%

								Upper		78.6%		58.0%		86.1%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		0.000

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		5

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				.1%		.1%		.1%		.1%

						Standard Error				.1%		.1%		.0%		.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.0%		.0%		.0%		.0%

								Upper		.4%		.4%		.2%		.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		5

		Yes, 4 to 6 times a week		Population Size		Estimate				14.730		21.637		17.500		53.867

						Standard Error				12.810		14.472		11.779		22.634

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		-10.586		-6.963		-5.778		9.138

								Upper		40.047		50.236		40.778		98.597

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		6

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				27.3%		40.2%		32.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				19.7%		20.7%		18.8%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.0%		10.9%		8.1%		100.0%

								Upper		72.8%		78.6%		72.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		0.000

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		6

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				.0%		.2%		.0%		.1%

						Standard Error				.0%		.2%		.0%		.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.0%		.1%		.0%		.0%

								Upper		.3%		.9%		.2%		.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		6

		Yes, Every day		Population Size		Estimate				15.120		31.467		33.566		80.153

						Standard Error				14.570		17.487		24.250		33.259

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		-13.674		-3.091		-14.358		14.426

								Upper		43.914		66.026		81.490		145.881

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		7

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				18.9%		39.3%		41.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				16.3%		19.2%		21.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		2.7%		11.7%		11.4%		100.0%

								Upper		65.7%		76.0%		80.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		0.000

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		7

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				.0%		.3%		.1%		.1%

						Standard Error				.0%		.2%		.1%		.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.0%		.1%		.0%		.0%

								Upper		.3%		1.0%		.3%		.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				F		F		F		F

						Unweighted Count				F		F		F		7

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				30315.007		9536.768		41182.495		81034.270

						Standard Error				1366.954		993.459		1840.372		2639.183

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		27613.588		7573.462		37545.490		75818.630

								Upper		33016.426		11500.074		44819.500		86249.911

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.104		.045		.033

						Unweighted Count				2071		525		2699		5295

				% within Did the child’s mother drink any alcohol during the pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				37.4%		11.8%		50.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.1%		9.9%		48.1%		100.0%

								Upper		40.8%		13.9%		53.5%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.085		.027		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2071		525		2699		5295

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2071		525		2699		5295

		Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?  * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

		Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

										No parent/grandparent attended		At least one parent attended residential school (grandparents may have attended)		At least one grandparent attended residential school (no parents attended)		Total

		No, did not smoke at all		Population Size		Estimate				20825.018		4825.033		25553.982		51204.033

						Standard Error				1073.585		502.708		1160.093		1529.291

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		18703.365		3831.565		23261.367		48181.798

								Upper		22946.672		5818.501		27846.597		54226.268

						Coefficient of Variation				.052		.104		.045		.030

						Unweighted Count				1422		319		1737		3478

				% within Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				40.7%		9.4%		49.9%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		.9%		1.6%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		37.1%		7.8%		46.7%		100.0%

								Upper		44.3%		11.4%		53.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.096		.033		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1422		319		1737		3478

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				67.6%		52.1%		61.9%		63.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		3.5%		2.0%		1.4%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		64.3%		45.2%		58.0%		60.2%

								Upper		70.8%		59.0%		65.7%		65.6%

						Coefficient of Variation				.025		.068		.032		.022

						Unweighted Count				1422		319		1737		3478

		Yes, throughout the pregnancy		Population Size		Estimate				7232.729		3398.796		11135.026		21766.551

						Standard Error				603.476		478.049		1082.740		1477.594

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		6040.120		2454.061		8995.280		18846.481

								Upper		8425.337		4343.532		13274.772		24686.620

						Coefficient of Variation				.083		.141		.097		.068

						Unweighted Count				499		135		642		1276

				% within Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				33.2%		15.6%		51.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.9%		1.7%		2.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		27.7%		12.6%		46.1%		100.0%

								Upper		39.2%		19.2%		56.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.088		.107		.050		0.000

						Unweighted Count				499		135		642		1276

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				23.5%		36.7%		27.0%		26.8%

						Standard Error				1.6%		2.9%		1.9%		1.2%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		20.5%		31.2%		23.5%		24.5%

								Upper		26.7%		42.6%		30.8%		29.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.067		.079		.069		.045

						Unweighted Count				499		135		642		1276

		Yes, but quit in the 1st trimester		Population Size		Estimate				1947.143		773.195		3146.179		5866.517

						Standard Error				218.884		199.509		297.956		450.584

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1514.576		378.919		2557.349		4976.058

								Upper		2379.709		1167.470		3735.010		6756.976

						Coefficient of Variation				.112		0.258031579440385 E		.095		.077

						Unweighted Count				123		46		217		386

				% within Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				33.2%		13.2%		53.6%		100.0%

						Standard Error				3.5%		2.9%		3.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.7%		8.5%		47.1%		100.0%

								Upper		40.4%		19.9%		60.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.105		0.217311974821423 E		.061		0.000

						Unweighted Count				123		46		217		386

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				6.3%		8.4%		7.6%		7.2%

						Standard Error				.7%		1.8%		.6%		.5%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		5.1%		5.4%		6.5%		6.3%

								Upper		7.8%		12.7%		9.0%		8.2%

						Coefficient of Variation				.109		0.215958116408887 E		.084		.065

						Unweighted Count				123		46		217		386

		Yes, but quit in the 2nd trimester		Population Size		Estimate				679.911		148.247		1045.389		1873.547

						Standard Error				147.423		48.522		147.511		246.564

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		388.568		52.357		753.872		1386.279

								Upper		971.254		244.138		1336.905		2360.815

						Coefficient of Variation				0.216827446350051 E		0.327303258549969 E		.141		.132

						Unweighted Count				40		14		80		134

				% within Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				36.3%		7.9%		55.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				5.1%		2.5%		4.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.9%		4.2%		45.9%		100.0%

								Upper		46.9%		14.4%		65.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.141		0.312235069754249 E		.088		0.000

						Unweighted Count				40		14		80		134

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				2.2%		1.6%		2.5%		2.3%

						Standard Error				.5%		.5%		.4%		.3%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		1.4%		.8%		1.9%		1.8%

								Upper		3.4%		3.1%		3.4%		3.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.218968999918954 E		F		.145		.132

						Unweighted Count				40		14		80		134

		Yes, but quit in the 3rd trimester		Population Size		Estimate				111.059		114.533		385.049		610.640

						Standard Error				33.953		93.207		85.373		127.099

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		43.960		-69.665		216.332		359.462

								Upper		178.157		298.731		553.766		861.818

						Coefficient of Variation				0.305720762526339 E		F		0.221720314215803 E		0.208141064860911 E

						Unweighted Count				10		F		22		36

				% within Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				18.2%		18.8%		63.1%		100.0%

						Standard Error				5.8%		12.9%		11.7%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9.3%		4.2%		38.7%		100.0%

								Upper		32.5%		55.1%		82.2%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.319351946564987 E		F		0.186092766511236 E		0.000

						Unweighted Count				10		F		22		36

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				.4%		1.2%		.9%		.8%

						Standard Error				.1%		.9%		.2%		.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		.2%		.3%		.6%		.5%

								Upper		.7%		5.5%		1.5%		1.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.308527903516253 E		F		0.225520169211294 E		0.19949316948449 E

						Unweighted Count				10		F		22		36

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				30795.859		9259.804		41265.624		81321.288

						Standard Error				1373.849		963.223		1861.819		2700.601

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28080.813		7356.250		37586.236		75984.270

								Upper		33510.905		11163.358		44945.013		86658.305

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.104		.045		.033

						Unweighted Count				2094		518		2698		5310

				% within Did the child’s mother smoke during pregnancy for him/her?		Estimate				37.9%		11.4%		50.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.6%		9.6%		48.1%		100.0%

								Upper		41.2%		13.4%		53.4%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.085		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2094		518		2698		5310

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2094		518		2698		5310





		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Child survey: Mother drank and/or smoked cigarettes 
at least once during pregancy for child



		Language understanding categories

		Parent attended residential school								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		13289.988		709.297		11888.091		14691.885		0.053		13289.988		931

								Intermediate OR Fluent		1600.570		356.488		895.985		2305.154		0.223		14890.558		97

								Total		14890.558		785.785		13337.486		16443.630		0.053		14890.558		1028

						% of Total		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		89.3%		2.2%		84.0%		92.9%		0.025		89.3%		931

								Intermediate OR Fluent		10.7%		2.2%		7.1%		16.0%		0.206		100.0%		97

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1028

				Female		Population Size		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		12938.526		640.587		11672.432		14204.619		0.050		12938.526		902

								Intermediate OR Fluent		1140.533		173.563		797.492		1483.574		0.152		14079.059		91

								Total		14079.059		636.708		12820.631		15337.486		0.045		14079.059		993

						% of Total		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		91.9%		1.2%		89.1%		94.0%		0.014		91.9%		902

								Intermediate OR Fluent		8.1%		1.2%		6.0%		10.9%		0.154		100.0%		91				9.42%		1.73%		6.53%		13.44%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		993

		At least one gp attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		18538.522		934.310		16691.895		20385.148		0.050		18538.522		1215

								Intermediate OR Fluent		1738.963		235.840		1272.834		2205.092		0.136		20277.484		126

								Total		20277.484		1000.262		18300.506		22254.462		0.049		20277.484		1341

						% of Total		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		91.4%		1.1%		89.1%		93.3%		0.012		91.4%		1215

								Intermediate OR Fluent		8.6%		1.1%		6.7%		10.9%		0.125		100.0%		126

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1341

				Female		Population Size		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		18267.302		965.443		16359.143		20175.460		0.053		18267.302		1181

								Intermediate OR Fluent		1627.618		239.961		1153.345		2101.891		0.147		19894.920		120

								Total		19894.920		979.789		17958.407		21831.432		0.049		19894.920		1301

						% of Total		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		91.8%		1.2%		89.1%		93.9%		0.013		91.8%		1181

								Intermediate OR Fluent		8.2%		1.2%		6.1%		10.9%		0.147		100.0%		120				8.38%		1.14%		6.39%		10.92%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1301

		At least one parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		4467.495		612.908		3256.108		5678.882		0.137		4467.495		238

								Intermediate OR Fluent		340.902		87.904		167.162		514.641		0.258		4808.397		21

								Total		4808.397		621.979		3579.081		6037.713		0.129		4808.397		259

						% of Total		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		92.9%		1.9%		88.1%		95.9%		0.020		92.9%		238

								Intermediate OR Fluent		7.1%		1.9%		4.1%		11.9%		0.268		100.0%		21

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		259

				Female		Population Size		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		3688.863		416.563		2865.543		4512.184		0.113		3688.863		230

								Intermediate OR Fluent		419.896		95.086		231.962		607.830		0.226		4108.759		21

								Total		4108.759		425.882		3267.021		4950.497		0.104		4108.759		251

						% of Total		No OR Cannot understand OR A few words OR Basic		89.8%		2.3%		84.2%		93.6%		0.026		89.8%		230

								Intermediate OR Fluent		10.2%		2.3%		6.4%		15.8%		0.229		100.0%		21				8.65%		2.12%		5.29%		13.86%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		251

		Languages spoken catergories

		Parent attended residential school								Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

														Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		13950.467		726.954		12513.672		15387.262		0.052		13950.467		957

								Intermediate OR Fluent		949.381		184.873		583.987		1314.776		0.195		14899.849		72

								Total		14899.849		778.262		13361.645		16438.052		0.052		14899.849		1029

						% of Total		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		93.6%		1.2%		90.9%		95.6%		0.012		93.6%		957

								Intermediate OR Fluent		6.4%		1.2%		4.4%		9.1%		0.181		100.0%		72

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1029

				Female		Population Size		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		13450.174		633.119		12198.840		14701.508		0.047		13450.174		934

								Intermediate OR Fluent		603.990		118.599		369.585		838.396		0.196		14054.164		58

								Total		14054.164		635.390		12798.342		15309.986		0.045		14054.164		992

						% of Total		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		95.7%		0.8%		93.7%		97.1%		0.009		95.7%		934

								Intermediate OR Fluent		4.3%		0.8%		2.9%		6.3%		0.196		100.0%		58				5.33%		1.00%		3.67%		7.69%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		992

		At least one gp attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		18976.817		994.880		17010.477		20943.157		0.052		18976.817		1249

								Intermediate OR Fluent		1223.459		181.803		864.134		1582.785		0.149		20200.276		88

								Total		20200.276		1006.563		18210.844		22189.708		0.050		20200.276		1337

						% of Total		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		93.9%		0.9%		91.9%		95.5%		0.010		93.9%		1249

								Intermediate OR Fluent		6.1%		0.9%		4.5%		8.1%		0.149		100.0%		88

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1337

				Female		Population Size		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		18753.659		978.005		16820.672		20686.646		0.052		18753.659		1211

								Intermediate OR Fluent		1150.392		217.553		720.407		1580.376		0.189		19904.051		91

								Total		19904.051		979.492		17968.124		21839.977		0.049		19904.051		1302

						% of Total		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		94.2%		1.1%		91.6%		96.0%		0.012		94.2%		1211

								Intermediate OR Fluent		5.8%		1.1%		4.0%		8.4%		0.190		100.0%		91				5.92%		1.00%		4.23%		8.24%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1302

		At least one parent attended residential school		Male		Population Size		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		4511.774		616.940		3292.417		5731.131		0.137		4511.774		240

								Intermediate OR Fluent		282.577		86.548		111.519		453.636		0.306		4794.351		18

								Total		4794.351		621.651		3565.683		6023.020		0.130		4794.351		258

						% of Total		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		94.1%		1.9%		89.1%		96.9%		0.020		94.1%		240

								Intermediate OR Fluent		5.9%		1.9%		3.1%		10.9%		0.317		100.0%		18

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		258

				Female		Population Size		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		3868.108		420.967		3036.085		4700.131		0.109		3868.108		232

								Intermediate OR Fluent		238.251		66.868		106.088		370.414		0.281		4106.359		18

								Total		4106.359		425.880		3264.625		4948.093		0.104		4106.359		250

						% of Total		No OR Cannot speak OR A few words OR Basic		94.2%		1.6%		89.9%		96.7%		0.017		94.2%		232

								Intermediate OR Fluent		5.8%		1.6%		3.3%		10.1%		0.284		100.0%		18				5.85%		1.76%		3.20%		10.46%

								Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		250





		Understand FN language in two groups of total population

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		11050.026		511.233		10039.477		12060.576		0.046		11050.026		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		1190.863		125.060		943.658		1438.068		0.105		12240.889		163

						Total		12240.889		532.913		11187.484		13294.294		0.044		12240.889		1275

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		90.3%		1.0%		88.1%		92.1%		0.011		90.3%		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		9.7%		1.0%		7.9%		11.9%		0.101		100.0%		163

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1275

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		15384.683		724.277		13953.009		16816.356		0.047		15384.683		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		1888.738		183.484		1526.047		2251.429		0.097		17273.421		227

						Total		17273.421		728.027		15834.335		18712.506		0.042		17273.421		1883

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		89.1%		1.1%		86.7%		91.0%		0.012		89.1%		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		10.9%		1.1%		9.0%		13.3%		0.100		100.0%		227

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1883

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		5748.155		627.958		4506.875		6989.435		0.109		5748.155		543

						Intermediate or fluent		979.395		121.387		739.450		1219.341		0.124		6727.550		90

						Total		6727.550		615.699		5510.503		7944.597		0.092		6727.550		633

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		85.4%		2.2%		80.4%		89.3%		0.026		85.4%		543

						Intermediate or fluent		14.6%		2.2%		10.7%		19.6%		0.154		100.0%		90

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		633

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		11267.207		508.889		10261.291		12273.123		0.045		11267.207		1130

						Intermediate or fluent		900.490		95.375		711.963		1089.017		0.106		12167.697		139

						Total		12167.697		528.636		11122.747		13212.648		0.043		12167.697		1269

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		92.6%		0.8%		91.0%		94.0%		0.008		92.6%		1130

						Intermediate or fluent		7.4%		0.8%		6.0%		9.0%		0.102		100.0%		139

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1269

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		15555.817		722.659		14127.342		16984.291		0.046		15555.817		1672

						Intermediate or fluent		1725.931		175.236		1379.543		2072.320		0.102		17281.748		212

						Total		17281.748		728.992		15840.755		18722.741		0.042		17281.748		1884

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		90.0%		1.0%		87.8%		91.9%		0.012		90.0%		1672

						Intermediate or fluent		10.0%		1.0%		8.1%		12.2%		0.104		100.0%		212

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1884

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		5759.136		624.675		4524.346		6993.926		0.108		5759.136		546

						Intermediate or fluent		919.961		121.947		678.910		1161.013		0.133		6679.097		81

						Total		6679.097		615.062		5463.310		7894.885		0.092		6679.097		627

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		86.2%		2.2%		81.3%		90.0%		0.026		86.2%		546

						Intermediate or fluent		13.8%		2.2%		10.0%		18.7%		0.160		100.0%		81

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		627

				Understand		Speak

		No parent(s) attended		9.7%		7.4%

		At least one grandparent attended		10.9%		10.0%

		At least one parent		14.6%		13.8%

		RSC4						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		11050.026		511.233		10039.477		12060.576		0.046		11050.026		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		1190.863		125.060		943.658		1438.068		0.105		12240.889		163

						Total		12240.889		532.913		11187.484		13294.294		0.044		12240.889		1275

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		90.3%		1.0%		88.1%		92.1%		0.011		90.3%		1112

						Intermediate or fluent		9.7%		1.0%		7.9%		11.9%		0.101		100.0%		163

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1275

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		15384.683		724.277		13953.009		16816.356		0.047		15384.683		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		1888.738		183.484		1526.047		2251.429		0.097		17273.421		227

						Total		17273.421		728.027		15834.335		18712.506		0.042		17273.421		1883

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		89.1%		1.1%		86.7%		91.0%		0.012		89.1%		1656

						Intermediate or fluent		10.9%		1.1%		9.0%		13.3%		0.100		100.0%		227

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1883

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		653.495		100.385		455.065		851.926		0.154		653.495		67

						Intermediate or fluent		F		F		F		F		F		F		F

						Total		829.776		143.822		545.484		1114.069		0.173		829.776		84

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		78.8%		6.5%		63.4%		88.8%		0.082		78.8%		67

						Intermediate or fluent		21.2%		6.5%		11.2%		36.6%		0.304		100.0%		17

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		84

		At least one gp AND par attended		Population Size		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		5094.660		620.913		3867.305		6322.014		0.122		5094.660		476

						Intermediate or fluent		803.114		98.812		607.794		998.434		0.123		5897.773		73

						Total		5897.773		604.005		4703.842		7091.705		0.102		5897.773		549

				% of Total		Cannot understand OR a few words OR basic		86.4%		2.3%		81.2%		90.3%		0.026		86.4%		476

						Intermediate or fluent		13.6%		2.3%		9.7%		18.8%		0.167		100.0%		73

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		549





		



Understand

Speak

Youth sample:  Proportion who can  understand and/or 
speak  their First Natiosn language at an Intermediate or Fluent level



		

		Belonging to local community in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Somewhat weak OR very weak		3053.466		213.398		2631.643		3475.289		0.070		3053.466		315

						Very strong OR somewhat strong		7825.576		497.891		6841.399		8809.753		0.064		10879.042		794

						Total		10879.042		523.845		9843.561		11914.523		0.048		10879.042		1109

				% of Total		Somewhat weak OR very weak		28.1%		2.0%		24.3%		32.2%		0.071		28.1%		315

						Very strong OR somewhat strong		71.9%		2.0%		67.8%		75.7%		0.028		100.0%		794

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1109

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Somewhat weak OR very weak		3070.389		247.640		2580.881		3559.896		0.081		3070.389		338

						Very strong OR somewhat strong		11747.517		632.802		10496.663		12998.371		0.054		14817.905		1341

						Total		14817.905		671.604		13490.352		16145.459		0.045		14817.905		1679

				% of Total		Somewhat weak OR very weak		20.7%		1.6%		17.7%		24.1%		0.078		20.7%		338

						Very strong OR somewhat strong		79.3%		1.6%		75.9%		82.3%		0.020		100.0%		1341

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1679

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Somewhat weak OR very weak		999.524		153.363		696.373		1302.675		0.153		999.524		114

						Very strong OR somewhat strong		4975.955		549.715		3889.338		6062.572		0.110		5975.479		451

						Total		5975.479		598.245		4792.933		7158.026		0.100		5975.479		565

				% of Total		Somewhat weak OR very weak		16.7%		2.4%		12.5%		22.0%		0.142		16.7%		114

						Very strong OR somewhat strong		83.3%		2.4%		78.0%		87.5%		0.029		100.0%		451

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		565





		Was the child ever breast-fed?

		Parent attended residential school						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended residential school		Population Size		No		17544.632		982.352		15603.053		19486.212		0.056		17544.632		1091

						Yes		13507.434		748.575		12027.906		14986.961		0.055		31052.066		1025

						Total		31052.066		1373.343		28337.710		33766.422		0.044		31052.066		2116

				% of Total		No		56.5%		1.7%		53.2%		59.8%		0.030		56.5%		1091

						Yes		43.5%		1.7%		40.2%		46.8%		0.039		100.0%		1025

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2116

		At least one gp attended residential school		Population Size		No		16783.084		985.696		14834.896		18731.272		0.059		16783.084		1073

						Yes		25128.522		1219.146		22718.929		27538.114		0.049		41911.605		1661

						Total		41911.605		1858.351		38238.650		45584.561		0.044		41911.605		2734

				% of Total		No		40.0%		1.4%		37.3%		42.9%		0.035		40.0%		1073

						Yes		60.0%		1.4%		57.1%		62.7%		0.023		100.0%		1661

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		2734

		At least one parent attended residential school		Population Size		No		494.503		87.953		320.667		668.338		0.178		494.503		37

						Yes		355.836		82.154		193.463		518.209		0.231		850.338		35

						Total		850.338		125.043		603.195		1097.482		0.147		850.338		72

				% of Total		No		58.2%		6.8%		44.4%		70.7%		0.117		58.2%		37

						Yes		41.8%		6.8%		29.3%		55.6%		0.163		100.0%		35

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		72

		At least one parent & gp attended residential school		Population Size		No		3116.203		363.089		2398.572		3833.834		0.117		3116.203		150

						Yes		5241.430		792.416		3675.251		6807.609		0.151		8357.633		292

						Total		8357.633		899.621		6579.569		10135.697		0.108		8357.633		442

				% of Total		No		37.3%		4.3%		29.3%		46.0%		0.115		37.3%		150

						Yes		62.7%		4.3%		54.0%		70.7%		0.068		100.0%		292

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		442				Not affected (no parents/grandparents attended)		43.5%

																								At least one grandparent (no parents attended)		60.0%

																								At least one parent		60.6%

		Was the child ever breast-fed?  * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

		Was the child ever breast-fed?								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

										No parent/grandparent attended		At least one parent attended residential school (grandparents may have attended)		At least one grandparent attended residential school (no parents attended)		Total

		No		Population Size		Estimate				17544.632		3822.759		16783.084		38150.475

						Standard Error				995.592		379.478		989.003		1424.879

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15577.109		3072.821		14828.584		35334.581

								Upper		19512.155		4572.696		18737.584		40966.369

						Coefficient of Variation				.057		.099		.059		.037

						Unweighted Count				1091		199		1073		2363

				% within Was the child ever breast-fed?		Estimate				46.0%		10.0%		44.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.0%		.9%		1.9%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		42.1%		8.3%		40.2%		100.0%

								Upper		49.9%		12.1%		47.9%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.043		.095		.044		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1091		199		1073		2363

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				56.5%		39.4%		40.0%		46.2%

						Standard Error				1.7%		4.0%		1.4%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		53.1%		31.8%		37.3%		44.0%

								Upper		59.8%		47.6%		42.9%		48.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.102		.035		.024

						Unweighted Count				1091		199		1073		2363

		Yes		Population Size		Estimate				13507.434		5876.359		25128.522		44512.314

						Standard Error				751.840		861.902		1239.222		1849.432

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		12021.623		4173.039		22679.530		40857.405

								Upper		14993.244		7579.679		27577.513		48167.223

						Coefficient of Variation				.056		.147		.049		.042

						Unweighted Count				1025		341		1661		3027

				% within Was the child ever breast-fed?		Estimate				30.3%		13.2%		56.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.9%		1.6%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		26.7%		10.4%		53.6%		100.0%

								Upper		34.3%		16.6%		59.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.063		.118		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1025		341		1661		3027

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				43.5%		60.6%		60.0%		53.8%

						Standard Error				1.7%		4.0%		1.4%		1.1%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		40.2%		52.4%		57.1%		51.7%

								Upper		46.9%		68.2%		62.7%		56.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.039		.067		.024		.020

						Unweighted Count				1025		341		1661		3027

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				31052.066		9699.117		41911.605		82662.789

						Standard Error				1387.686		975.123		1883.491		2724.007

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28309.674		7772.047		38189.387		77279.516

								Upper		33794.457		11626.188		45633.824		88046.062

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.101		.045		.033

						Unweighted Count				2116		540		2734		5390

				% within Was the child ever breast-fed?		Estimate				37.6%		11.7%		50.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.3%		10.0%		48.1%		100.0%

								Upper		40.9%		13.8%		53.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.082		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2116		540		2734		5390

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2116		540		2734		5390





		



Child Sample: The proportion of children who were breast-fed



		

						Adult		Youth		Child

				Not affected		62.5%		66.4%		64.9%

				At least one grandparent		62.5%		76.0%		74.9%

				At least one parent		69.2%		78.9%		79.0%

				Survivor		77.5%

		CHIULD

		How often does the child take part in your local community's cultural events? (categories) * Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

		How often does the child take part in your local community's cultural events? (categories)								Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools

										No parent/grandparent attended		At least one parent attended residential school (grandparents may have attended)		At least one grandparent attended residential school (no parents attended)		Total

		Always/almost always OR Sometimes		Population Size		Estimate				20407.931		7824.794		31792.415		60025.141

						Standard Error				995.686		921.279		1461.957		2066.541

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		18440.224		6004.133		28903.247		55941.174

								Upper		22375.638		9645.456		34681.584		64109.107

						Coefficient of Variation				.049		.118		.046		.034

						Unweighted Count				1495		445		2142		4082

				% within How often does the child take part in your local community's cultural events? (categories)		Estimate				34.0%		13.0%		53.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.8%		1.2%		1.4%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		30.5%		10.8%		50.1%		100.0%

								Upper		37.7%		15.7%		55.8%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.053		.095		.027		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1495		445		2142		4082

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				64.9%		79.0%		74.9%		71.6%

						Standard Error				1.9%		2.4%		1.2%		1.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		61.0%		73.9%		72.4%		69.7%

								Upper		68.6%		83.3%		77.2%		73.5%

						Coefficient of Variation				.030		.030		.016		.014

						Unweighted Count				1495		445		2142		4082

		Rarely OR Never		Population Size		Estimate				11046.015		2079.215		10667.098		23792.328

						Standard Error				841.279		262.059		764.440		1219.589

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		9383.451		1561.325		9156.387		21382.134

								Upper		12708.578		2597.105		12177.810		26202.521

						Coefficient of Variation				.076		.126		.072		.051

						Unweighted Count				648		104		625		1377

				% within How often does the child take part in your local community's cultural events? (categories)		Estimate				46.4%		8.7%		44.8%		100.0%

						Standard Error				2.5%		1.0%		2.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		41.5%		6.9%		40.4%		100.0%

								Upper		51.4%		11.0%		49.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.054		.120		.050		0.000

						Unweighted Count				648		104		625		1377

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				35.1%		21.0%		25.1%		28.4%

						Standard Error				1.9%		2.4%		1.2%		1.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		31.4%		16.7%		22.8%		26.5%

								Upper		39.0%		26.1%		27.6%		30.3%

						Coefficient of Variation				.055		.113		.049		.034

						Unweighted Count				648		104		625		1377

		Total		Population Size		Estimate				31453.946		9904.009		42459.513		83817.468

						Standard Error				1395.849		1033.124		1930.810		2816.355

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		28695.422		7862.314		38643.782		78251.695

								Upper		34212.469		11945.704		46275.245		89383.242

						Coefficient of Variation				.044		.104		.045		.034

						Unweighted Count				2143		549		2767		5459

				% within How often does the child take part in your local community's cultural events? (categories)		Estimate				37.5%		11.8%		50.7%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.7%		1.0%		1.3%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		34.3%		10.0%		48.0%		100.0%

								Upper		40.9%		13.9%		53.3%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.045		.084		.026		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2143		549		2767		5459

				% within Parents and/or Grandparents attended residential schools		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2143		549		2767		5459

		YOUTH

		Take part of community cultural events in two groups

		RSC3						Estimate		Standard Error		95% Confidence Interval				Coefficient of Variation		Cumulative		Unweighted Count

												Lower		Upper

		No parent attended		Population Size		Rarely OR Never		4050.594		315.480		3426.987		4674.201		0.078		4050.594		454

						Always/almost always OR Sometomes		7996.388		416.374		7173.345		8819.431		0.052		12046.982		806

						Total		12046.982		514.635		11029.708		13064.256		0.043		12046.982		1260

				% of Total		Rarely OR Never		33.6%		2.1%		29.6%		37.9%		0.063		33.6%		454

						Always/almost always OR Sometomes		66.4%		2.1%		62.1%		70.4%		0.032		100.0%		806

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1260

		At least one gp attended		Population Size		Rarely OR Never		4132.912		280.202		3579.039		4686.785		0.068		4132.912		435

						Always/almost always OR Sometomes		13088.765		653.266		11797.460		14380.071		0.050		17221.677		1450

						Total		17221.677		744.799		15749.438		18693.917		0.043		17221.677		1885

				% of Total		Rarely OR Never		24.0%		1.4%		21.3%		26.9%		0.060		24.0%		435

						Always/almost always OR Sometomes		76.0%		1.4%		73.1%		78.7%		0.019		100.0%		1450

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		1885

		At least one par attended		Population Size		Rarely OR Never		1413.520		211.469		995.512		1831.529		0.150		1413.520		134

						Always/almost always OR Sometomes		5295.362		482.864		4340.889		6249.836		0.091		6708.883		498

						Total		6708.883		610.098		5502.906		7914.859		0.091		6708.883		632

				% of Total		Rarely OR Never		21.1%		2.2%		17.0%		25.8%		0.106		21.1%		134

						Always/almost always OR Sometomes		78.9%		2.2%		74.2%		83.0%		0.028		100.0%		498

						Total		100.0%		0.0%		100.0%		100.0%		0.000		100.0%		632

		Community Culture Involvement * IRSGenC4

		Community Culture Involvement								IRSGenC4

										Survivor		At least one parent		At least one gp(no p)		Not IRS affected		Total

		Always/almost always or sometimes		% within Community Culture Involvement		Estimate				19.4%		40.4%		16.0%		24.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				1.2%		1.0%		.8%		1.2%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		17.2%		38.5%		14.4%		21.9%		100.0%

								Upper		21.8%		42.4%		17.7%		26.7%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.060		.024		.052		.050		0.000

						Unweighted Count				1863		2541		857		1973		7234

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				77.5%		69.2%		62.5%		62.5%		67.7%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.2%		2.2%		1.5%		.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		74.3%		66.9%		58.1%		59.5%		65.9%

								Upper		80.3%		71.4%		66.6%		65.4%		69.4%

						Coefficient of Variation				.020		.017		.035		.024		.013

						Unweighted Count				1863		2541		857		1973		7234

		Rarely or Never		% within Community Culture Involvement		Estimate				11.8%		37.7%		20.1%		30.5%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.8%		1.4%		1.3%		1.5%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		10.3%		34.9%		17.7%		27.5%		100.0%

								Upper		13.5%		40.5%		22.7%		33.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.038		.063		.050		0.000

						Unweighted Count				658		1149		457		1145		3409

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				22.5%		30.8%		37.5%		37.5%		32.3%

						Standard Error				1.5%		1.2%		2.2%		1.5%		.9%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		19.7%		28.6%		33.4%		34.6%		30.6%

								Upper		25.7%		33.1%		41.9%		40.5%		34.1%

						Coefficient of Variation				.068		.037		.058		.040		.028

						Unweighted Count				658		1149		457		1145		3409

		Total		% within Community Culture Involvement		Estimate				16.9%		39.5%		17.3%		26.2%		100.0%

						Standard Error				.9%		.8%		.7%		1.1%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		15.2%		37.9%		15.9%		24.0%		100.0%

								Upper		18.8%		41.2%		18.8%		28.6%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				.053		.021		.042		.044		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2521		3690		1314		3118		10643

				% within IRSGenC4		Estimate				100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Standard Error				0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

						95% Confidence Interval		Lower		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

								Upper		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

						Coefficient of Variation				0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000		0.000

						Unweighted Count				2521		3690		1314		3118		10643





		



Not affected

At least one grandparent

At least one parent

Survivor

Adult, Youth, and Child samples: 
Takes part in community cultural events sometimes or almost always





Links between cultural identity & engagement with well-being
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Advocacy and evidence in support of trauma-informed and 
culture-based approaches to First Nations health and wellness

• Support for the importance of culture and culture-based 
interventions for Indigenous peoples

• First Nations Mental Wellness Continuum Framework 

• The First Nations Mental Wellness Continuum (FNMWC) is a national 
framework that addresses mental wellness among First Nations

• It identifies ways to enhance service coordination among various 
systems and supports culturally safe delivery of services.

• Emphasizes importance of culture and culture-based approaches to 
healing, health, and wellness



…warns of an increase “in the violence of denialism” following 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and the continuous 
discovery of unmarked graves on the grounds of former 
residential schools.

“A core group of Canadians continue to defend the Indian Residential Schools 
System,” it reads. 

“Some still deny that children suffered physical, sexual, psychological, cultural, and 
spiritual abuses, despite the TRC’s indisputable evidence to the contrary. 

Others try to deny and minimize the destructive impacts of the Indian Residential 
Schools. They believe Canada’s historical myth that the nation has treated 
Indigenous Peoples with benevolence and generosity is true.”

Denialism is the “last step in genocide” and can fuel disputes between Indigenous 
communities and governments over various issues jurisdictional control, ownership 
and land uses  collective gaslighting



Other denialists attack the credibility of residential school
survivors … “They claim that (survivors) are lying,
exaggerating, or misremembering what happened because
such atrocities could never have occurred in Canada. They
characterize the existence of unmarked burials to be ‘fake
news’, despite the fact that these are well documented…”

Murray’s report also calls for public education about the history and ongoing legacy 
of residential schools in Canada and personal responsibility among non-Indigenous 
Canadians.

“Denialism is a uniquely non-Indigenous problem; it therefore requires non-
Indigenous people to actively work to counter denialism and to create and 
implement strategies to do so,” it reads.
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